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Abstract
Ever since the bifurcation of classical physics into general relativity and quantum physics, physicists
have sought a unified theory of quantum gravity. However, the profound mathematical and conceptual
difference between the two theories has meant little success. Despite this, the partial unification
achieved in quantum field theory in curved spacetime (QFTCS) has yielded novel phenomena such as
Hawking radiation and raised conceptual questions such as the problem of time and the black hole
information paradox. While proposed grand syntheses such as string theory and loop quantum gravity
approach the problem from a top-down perspective, toy theories and in particular, the continued study
of QFTCS—constituting the bottom-up approach—address problems of unification with a stronger
empirical basis. Recently, a new field known as relativistic quantum information has applied techniques
and concepts from quantum optics & computing to QFTCS and toy theories. In this thesis, I utilise
relativistic quantum information as well as standard techniques from QFTCS to investigate four projects.
In the first project, we consider the black hole information paradox and the associated firewall
paradox and suggest a modification of the standard black hole theory. We propose that the vacuum state
of a scalar field around a black hole is a modified Unruh vacuum. In (1+1) dimensions, we show that a
free-faller close to an event horizon can be modelled as an inertial observer in a modified Minkowski
vacuum. The modification allows for information-leaking correlations at high frequencies. Using a
Gaussian detector centred at k0, we find that the expectation value of the number operator for a detector
crossing the horizon is proportional to 1/|k0 |, implying that the free-faller will observe unbounded
numbers of high energy photons, i.e. a firewall.
In the second project, we derive the theory of a scalar field in Minkowski spacetime and its coupling
with gravitational waves. Using Feynman diagrammatic techniques, we identify the reason why
particles are not created by linear plane gravitational waves up to arbitrary orders in Feynman diagrams.
We then extend our theory to second order gravitational waves & diagrams and show how non-linear
waves could create particles. Finally, we show how the gravitational quasinormal modes (QNMs) of
a Schwarzschild black hole play the role of a multimode squeezer that can generate particles. For a
minimally coupled scalar field, the QNMs “squeeze” the initial state of the scalar field and produce
scalar particles.
In the third project, we examine acausal quantum mechanics and causal inequalities. Processes with
an indefinite causal structure may violate a causal inequality, which quantifies quantum correlations
that arise from a lack of causal order. We show that when the inequalities are analysed with a
Gaussian-localised field theoretic definition of particles and labs, the causal indeterminacy of the fields
themselves allows a causal inequality to be violated within the causal structure of Minkowski spacetime.
We also quantify the violation of the inequality and determine the optimal ordering of observers.
Finally, in the fourth project, we derive the theory for the levitation of a mirror by a laser. Using a
Fabry-Pérot cavity oriented vertically, a laser maintains a circulating steady state ‘bed’ of photons that
supports a freely floating upper mirror. The fluctuations of the mirror-cavity system around the steady
state then act as a linearised quantum optomechanical system. We analyse the stability of the system
and conclude that for experimentally accessible parameters, the mirror must be ‘blue detuned’ and
would normally be considered in optomechanics as weakly coupled to the cavity. However, when we
calculate the entanglement between the mirror and cavity using the covariance matrix and we find
fairly strong entanglement (15 ebit peak) between them. Finally, we find that the mirror’s position is
squeezed below shot noise.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the synthesis of Special Relativity (SR) and Quantum Mechanics (QM) into Quantum Field
Theory (QFT) and the formulation of the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions as quantum
field theories, physicists have searched for a quantum description of gravity. There are two leading
motivations. The first motivation is a philosophical belief among some physicists that a singular,
parameter-free, ‘theory of everything’ is the final goal of physics. In this respect, the disparate nature
of QM and General Relativity (GR) and their separate areas of applicability is highly undesirable. This
motivation was born from the successes5 of QFT in explaining the electrodynamic, weak and strong
interaction; in particular, the unification6,7 of the electrodynamic and weak interaction into a single
interaction have led to suggestions of a grand unification with the strong interaction and a belief in a
‘theory of everything’ encompassing gravitation. The second motivation is the conflicting mathematical
formulation of GR and QM and philosophical conflicts between their postulates and interpretation.
Take one particular example: QM or QFT is always formulated on a fixed background of spacetime.
QFT in flat spacetime relies vacuum states and particles which—as we will see in a later chapter—are
observer dependent. Much of the techniques such as path integrals and Fourier analysis depend on a
global techniques possible only because of a static Minkowski spacetime. Even the extension of QFT
to curved spacetime relies on a classical background spacetime and the mathematical formulation
relies on slicing spacetime into constant-time hypersurfaces. Meanwhile, GR posits that spacetime is
dynamic and curved and its evolution is given by the non-linear Einstein field equations (EFE),
Rµν −
1
2
Rgµν =
8piG
c4
Tµν . (1.1)
Rµν is the Ricci tensor, R is the Ricci scalar, both of which are built from the metric, gµν which
quantifies distances in the spacetime. Tµν is the Energy-Momentum tensor that quantifies the energy
of matter in the universe. As far as we know the matter in the universe appears to be explained by
quantum physics so Tµν must be an operator on the Hilbert spaces of matter. But if this were so then
the Ricci and metric tensors must also be operators. However it is no simply matter to quantise gravity.
The different dynamics and the roles that time plays in QFT and GR is known as the problem of time;
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
this conceptual conflict is particularly evident when attempting to quantise gravity.∗
QFT can usually be applied in a straightforward manner to a classical field. One might think that to
quantise gravity, we should view the metric as a field that could be canonically quantised. This naive
quantisation treats the metric gµν as the dynamic object in our QFT and quantises it using the canonical
formalism or the path integral formalism. The Einstein field equations are non-linear, in the language
of QFT, we say that the metric is self-interacting. One way to make sense of interacting theories is
to require them to be perturbatively renormalisable7. Unfortunately, canonical quantum gravity has
been shown to be perturbatively non-renormalisable.5,10,11 There are now attempts12–14 to understand
non-perturbative theories but this is still a nascent field. String theory and Loop quantum gravity have
been proposed to alleviate these difficulties but both have major unsolved problems. String theory, in
particular, is prolific in predictions but bereft of uniqueness.15,16 Loop quantum gravity is still unable17
to provide a semiclassical limit to GR. So far these proposals have not borne out their initial promises.
As Nicolai et al.17 persuasively puts, the major questions in quantum gravity are,
. . . what does one mean when one speaks of a consistent theory of quantum gravity? And
what are the basic properties that such a theory should satisfy?
These are questions that one can ask even without a theory of quantum gravity. Perhaps we can find
some answers to these questions with a quantum theory of fields on a classical curved spacetime. In
trying to quantise gravity, we seek to understand how quantum fields affect gravity. The complementary
quest is understanding is how gravity affects quantum fields. As was discovered by Fulling,18 Davies,19
Hawking20 and others, even without quantising gravity, Quantum Field Theory on Curved Spacetime
(QFTCS)—by looking at how classical gravity affects quantum fields—introduces novel physics and
allows us to examine in detail the conflicts between the two theories as well as raising a number of
important questions we must resolve. The Unruh effect—where radiation is observed by an accelerating
detector—and Hawking radiation—where black holes thermally radiate at a temperature inversely
proportion to their mass—are two examples of quantum effects in a classical curved spacetime.
Hawking radiation, in particular, provokes multifarious questions, including, but not limited to: What
is the state of quantum fields around black holes?21,22 Do black holes completely evaporate23–26 from
Hawking radiation? Do black holes even form?21 These are important questions that may be answerable
using QFTCS. The motivation for this research project is that there are unresolved problems in this
arena that may shed some light on quantum gravity.
∗ In the Hamiltonian formulation8 of general relativity, the Hamiltonian is a constraint that must vanish (H = 0). If we
were to naively quantise5 general relativity, we get the Wheeler-DeWitt equation H |Ψ〉 = 0. In classical and quantum
theory, we know that the Hamiltonian generates time translation (evolution). If we forget about quantum for the moment, in
what sense does H = 0 mean in general relativity? General relativity–often called classical–is nonetheless a significant
modification of our classical conception of dynamics. The solution to the classical problem of time is found by weakening
the concept of time and incorporating it into spacetime. A solution of the Einstein field equations determines a ‘spacetime’
that exists as a single entity. I.e., there is no conception of time as a separate entity. In contrast, in QFT, time and space are
external parameters. This is in keeping with special relativity where the conception of spacetime also exists but is not
dynamic. In a fixed Lorentz (inertial) frame, time evolution of QFT using the variable t = x0 is possible. However, in the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation, time doesn’t appear at all. For more details on this point, see Kiefer5 pg. 136 or Oriti9 pg. 6.
3Recently, a new field known as relativistic quantum information27 has incorporated techniques and
concepts from quantum optics & computing to analyse the fascinating intersection between gravity and
quantum theory. So far it has proven promising with results ranging from using completely positive
maps to study causal orders28 to how entanglement29,30 can be ‘harvested’ from the entanglement of
vacuum states to allow communication without a quantum channel.
In this thesis I have used these techniques as well as the methods first sketched by Fulling, Davies,
Hawking and others when QFTCS was first laid out. I will focus on the conflict between QFT and
GR in the arena of the black hole and explore how the techniques of quantum optics and relativistic
quantum information can be applied to investigate other regimes where quantum physics and gravity
overlap, in particular: indefinite causal ordering and the optical levitation of mirrors.
In Chapter 2 I introduce the basic concepts of canonical quantisation in curved spacetime, quantising
the field in Minkowski spacetime using both Rindler and Minkowski approaches and show the observer
dependence of particles and vacuum. We then explore the quantisation of the field in Schwarzschild
spacetime and the Hawking effect, noting the issue of unitary inequivalence.
I discuss the black hole information paradox and the firewall in Chapter 3 and I analyse the behaviour
of a new black hole field theory that I propose based on unitary inequivalence and the firewall paradox.
Then in Chapter 4, using Feynman diagrammatic techniques I show how linear plane gravitatational
waves in flat spacetime cannot cause any particle creation through its coupling to a scalar field.
Extending to second order diagrams and second order gravitational waves does not lead to particle
creation. Finally I discuss our paper where we showed the particle creation due to gravitational waves
around a Schwarzschild black hole.
In Chapter 5 I investigate the process matrix formalism and causal inequalities. I show that when
the inequalities are analysed with a Gaussian-localised field theoretic definition of particles and labs,
the causal indeterminacy of the fields themselves allows a causal inequality to be violated within the
causal structure of Minkowski spacetime. I quantify the violation of the inequality and determine the
optimal ordering of observers.
Finally in Chapter 6 I derive the theory for a floating mirror levitated by a mirror, study the steady
state solutions and their stability, analyse the linearised perturbations around the steady state and
quantify the entanglement in the system.

Chapter 2
Canonical quantisation in curved spacetime
In this chapter we will review quantisation in curved spacetime. Many concepts will need to be clarified,
generalised and distinguished from the flat space. I will assume that the reader is acquainted with
general relativity and has some familiarity with Quantum Field Theory in Minkowski spacetime.∗
We will consider the action of a scalar field and its quantisation in curved spacetime. Then we will
introduce the concepts of positive frequency modes and Bogolyubov transformations.
In the second half of this chapter, we will look at the Unruh effect. While Quantum Field Theory
in Curved spacetime (QFTCS) is not strictly necessary for the Unruh effect, its close analogy with
the Hawking effect will serve to elucidate concepts of QFTCS. This will serve as motivation and
analogy for deriving the scalar field theory around an eternal black hole. From this, we will discuss the
Hawking effect and unitary inequivalence.
2.1 Renormalisation group and the action for a scalar field
Let us consider a scalar field Φ(x) from which we want to form an action that is invariant under general
coordinate transformations, also known as general invariance or general covariance. This means that
we must have an action of the form S =
∫
d4x
√|g | (. . .). The determinant of the metric is g and the
terms in the brackets must be scalars. As a starting point, any derivative of the field must be a covariant
derivative.∗∗ To determine the Lagrangian for our field, we need to appeal to two main ideas.
The first is the renormalisation group method7 which can give us constraints on the form of the
Lagrangian. The renormalisation group approach assumes that there is a fundamental high energy
cutoff Λcutoff, given by unknown physics at some fundamental scale.† Renormalisation theory says that
an arbitrarily complicated theory at fundamental scale, simplifies to a low-energy effective theory. The
coupling constants of terms with higher powers ofΦ than 4, (e.g. Φ5,Φ6, &c.) and higher powers of the
∗ In a later footnote I will describe how to obtain the flat space theory as a special case of the curved space theory
presented in this chapter.
∗∗ For scalar fields, this step is actually unnecessary as the covariant derivative of a scalar is the same as the partial
derivative.
† Perhaps due to some fundamental quantised nature of spacetime, usually considered to be the Planck length.
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first derivatives (e.g.
(∇µΦ∇µΦ) 2, (∇µΦ∇µΦ) 3, &c.) become negligible at lower energies/momenta
(
√
pµpµ  Λcutoff). This allows us to ignore such terms in our effective theory for the scalar field.
The other idea is the constraint is that we must prevent higher order derivatives (e.g. ∇µ∇νΦ∇µ∇νΦ)
of the field from appearing because they lead31,32 to a lack of lower-energy bound (i.e. the energy can
go infinitely negative) and to more degrees of freedom which requires more initial Cauchy data.∗
Actually, both of these constraints can and should be questioned. First, the renormalisation group
methods must be extended to curved spacetime. This has been done by Hollands and Wald33 but they
did not analyse the higher order terms.∗∗ There has been some work31,32,37 in trying to include higher
derivatives of the field without the usual drawbacks mentioned.
Although we are trying to work in a regime of low energy, fields are believed to pervade all
spacetime. Certainly there are always regions (e.g. near the singularity of the black hole) where
there are incredibly large curvatures and at these points a low energy effective theory is not adequate.
How does this affect predictions using the effective theory? No one knows. Think back to the
early 20th century, before quantum theory. Who would have thought that the quantum nature of
electromagnetism was the key to the ultraviolet catastrophe? Certainly our rules of thumb on where
quantum mechanics/field theory is important seem to fail us. Another example is the spin of the
electron, a relativistic effect, manifesting in decidedly non-relativistic regimes.
We must keep these caveats in mind as we continue with defining the theory. If we accept the
renormalisation group and the higher order derivative argument, then the only terms that we can add
to the scalar field Lagrangian are Φ, Φ3 and Φ4. The last two are commonly studied as interacting
scalar field theories. They are both renormalisable7,38 in 4 spacetime dimensions or less and cannot be
discounted by the renormalisation group argument. Renormalisability is a requirement for perturbation
theory in regimes where the momentum is much less compared to the fundamental cutoff Λ. Due to
their complexity, we are not interested in interacting field theories (but perhaps we should be) so we
only have the Φ term to deal with. The Euler-Lagrange equation tells us that the coefficient associated
with this term becomes† a source term. It makes the equation of motion inhomogeneous. We are not
interested in sources and sinks for the field either so we can also neglect this term.
We do not want to modify the coefficient of the first derivative term of the Lagrangian as that
dictates the dynamics. However, we can modify the Φ2 term. We are adding in gravity, so we can
couple Φ with the Ricci scalar R, which is formed from the Riemann tensor. Thus, the action for the
scalar field that is coupled directly to curvature (gravity) is,
S =
∫
d4x − 1
2
√
|g |
(
gµν∇µΦ∇νΦ + m2Φ2 + ξRΦ2
)
. (2.1)
gµν is the inversemetric; ξ is the coupling constant to curvature. Given an action S =
∫
d4x
√|g | L (Φ,∇Φ, gµν ) ,
∗ That is to say, solutions to the equation of motion require more than the initial value of the field and its first derivative.
∗∗ There have been suggestions5,10,34–36 besides string theory17 that GR should be viewed as an effective field theory, i.e.,
the term in the Einstein-Hilbert action is the first in an infinite series of terms with higher derivatives and powers of the
Ricci scalar, tensor and Riemann tensor.
† The flat space example is S =
∫
d4xL = ∫ d4x( 12ηµν∂µΦ∂νΦ − 12m2Φ2 + J(x)Φ). The equation of motion would be(
∂µ∂
µ + m2
)
Φ = J(x).
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the Euler-Lagrange equation∗ ∇µ ∂L∂∇µΦ − ∂L∂Φ = 0 gives the equation of motion for the scalar field,
gµν∇µ∇νΦ − m2Φ − ξRΦ = 0. (2.2)
The coupling term can be neglected when we work in Minkowski spacetime or the Schwarzschild
metric because R is zero in these metrics. Our scalar field is intended to model one of the degrees of
freedom of the electromagnetic field without the additional complication of gauge symmetry; therefore
we will only consider massless fields. When we quantise a field, we expand the field in terms of
a complete set (basis) of modes (e.g. { fk(xµ)}) that satisfy the field equations. As is the case in
flat spacetime, solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation satisfy a generalised Klein-Gordon scalar
product. The scalar product, being an integral over only spatial coordinates, must be evaluated39,40 on
a space-like hyper-surface∗∗ Σ with an induced metric γi j .
† This space-like hyper-surface has a unit
vector nµ normal to the surface and is typically chosen to be future-directed. The scalar product (also
known as the Klein-Gordon inner product) is generalised to,
( f1, f2) ≡ i
∫
d3x
√
|γ | nµ
(
f ∗1
↔∇µ f2
)
. (2.3)
Where f1
↔∇µ f2 ≡ f1∇µ f2 − f2∇µ f1. Because f ∗1
↔∇µ f2 is a conserved current, it can be shown39,41
that the scalar product does not change with time and does not depend on the hyper-surface we
choose. Therefore if we find a set of solutions (modes) { fi(xµ)} to Eq. (2.2) that is orthonormal‡(
fi(xµ), f j(xµ)
)
= δi j , it will remain so for all time.
The equal-time commutation relations, [Φ(x, t),Π(x′, t)] = iδ(x − x′) are generalised with the
Schwinger action principle.41,43 First we choose a coordinate system, (x0, x1, x2, x3) and define the
conjugate field on a constant time hyper-surface,
Π(x, x0) = ∂L
∂
(
∂0Φ(x, x0)
) , (2.4)
and the canonical energy-momentum tensor,
Θ
µ
ν =
∂L
∂
(∇µΦ) ∇νΦ − δµνL. (2.5)
Now consider a variation of the coordinates and the field,
xµ → xµ = xµ + δxµ, (2.6)
Φ(x) → Φ′(x) = Φ(x) + δ0Φ(x), (2.7)
∗ The Euler-Lagrange equation are obtained by varying the action with respect to Φ and setting that variation to zero. A
note of caution. Some people absorb
√|g | into their definition of L which yields a slightly different results.
∗∗ Often chosen as a constant time space-like hyper-surface.
† If we introduce Gaussian normal coordinates where the metric can be written as g = dx0 ⊗ dx0 + γi jdxi ⊗ dx j then√|g | = √|γ | . While these coordinates may not hold throughout all of spacetime, they can always be chosen to be well
defined on the hyper-surface. See Carroll40 Appendix D for further details.
‡ Here I am using big box normalisation42 where the modes are discrete and labelled by i.
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where δ0Φ(x) vanishes on the constant time hyper-surfaces that bound the action and where g′µν(x) =
gµν (x).The total variation of the field and the coordinate transform is written as δΦ(x) = Φ′(x′)−Φ(x) =
δ0Φ(x) + ∂µ(Φ(x))δxµ. Then variational calculus gives a total divergence,41
δS = G(t2) − G(t1), (2.8)
where
G(t) =
∫
dn−1x
√
|γ | [ΠδΦ − Θ0νδxν] , (2.9)
and
√|γ | is the induced metric on the constant time hyper-surface. Schwinger’s action principle says
if F is a functional of Φ(x) and Π(x) and δ0F = F [Φ + δ0Φ,∇(Φ + δ0Φ)] − F [Φ,∇(Φ)], then,
iδ0F = [F,G] . (2.10)
This generalises the equal-time commutation relations. While the above presentation is quite a general
formalism, in practice, we usually exploit the symmetries of a given background spacetime which
allows a more simplified canonical commutation relation. Symmetric spacetimes often allow for a
complete set of solutions (modes) { fα} to the field equations. We can expand our field in terms of
these modes and their associated mode operators Φ ∼ ∑α aα fα + a†α f ∗α . We quantise by imposing
simplified commutation relations, e.g.
[
ai, a
†
j
]
= δi j which must obey the equal-time commutation
relations (themselves obeying the Schwinger action principle). For the spacetimes we usually consider,
the commutation relations of this form and so the Schwinger action principle is rarely needed. In
addition, the modal expansion lets us define a vacuum state |0A〉 by requiring aα |0A〉 = 0, ∀α and
associate ‘particles’ with excitations of the mode operator, for example, a single ‘particle’ state would
be a†α |0A〉 . So far this is very similar to the usual method of quantisation in Minkowski spacetime,
however, the choice of modes is not unique. There are many ways we could quantise! If we have
another set of modes {gi(xµ)} we can expand our field in terms of these modes, Φ ∼ ∑α bαgα + b†αg∗α.
The vacuum defined by aα |0A〉 = 0 is not always the same vacuum defined by bα |0B〉 = 0. In most
cases they are different.∗ This is the mathematical reason41,44,45 for the Unruh effect, Hawking effect,
cosmological particle creation,46 dynamic Casimir effect,47 etc.
2.2 Positive frequency modes
In flat space we have the added convenience of a separable field equation where the ‘time’ (T )
dependence can be separated from the space components. This advantage exists for any spacetime
metric that obeys,40
∂0gµν = 0 and g0i = 0. (2.11)
∗ The usual definition of the vacuum is equivalent to defining the vacuum as a ground state (a state of minimum energy)
with respect to time translation. In general relativity, physical theories must have general invariance (covariance). This is
also the case in classical mechanics, but only with respect to the three spatial coordinates and the time coordinate separately.
General invariance means the action of the physical theory must be invariant under general coordinate transformations.
S =
∫
d4xL(x) = ∫ d4x ′L(x ′). This means there is no preferred time coordinate to define our time translations.
In Minkowski space, a unique vacuum state is chosen by requiring that the state is invariant under Poincaré
transformations.33
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As the metric is independent of the ‘time’ coordinate, this means that a time-like Killing vector∗ (field)
K = ∂T exists40,48. In component form K µ = δµT . This allows us to write Eq. (2.2) as,
∂20 f = −
(
g00
) −1 [
gi j∂i∂j +
1
2
g00gi j
(
∂ig00
)
∂j − gi jΓki j ∂k −
(
m2 + ξR
) ]
f , (2.12)
where Γki j is the Christoffel symbol. You may observe that all of the time dependence is on the left
side of the equation. This suggests that we can find separable solutions of the form,
fω (xµ) = e−iωT f˜ω (x) , (2.13)
where ω is the separation constant which we will call the frequency of fω. We call fω(xµ), a positive
frequency mode with respect to time T , while its complex conjugate will be called a negative frequency
mode. If we want to write this expression∗∗ in coordinate-invariant form we can make use of the
Killing vector so that,
K µ∂µ fω (xµ) = −iω fω (xµ) . (2.14)
The Killing vector can be thought40,48 of as giving rise to one parameter diffeomorphisms† (φt). If we
consider a point in the manifold p, any one-parameter diffeomorphisms, e.g. φt , map this point to a
curve on the manifold parametrised by t. In this way, the one-parameter diffeomorphism arising from
our Killing vector field forms a set of curves that fill the manifold and the Killing vector field is the set
of tangent vectors to these curves.
Since there is an ambiguity with the choice of basis modes, how do we know which to choose?
Clearly we should choose modes that make sense to an observer. In general, if an observer is travelling
along a curve,‡ they should measure using frequencies according to their proper time so they would
define positive frequency modes via,
dxµ
dτ
∇µ fk = −iωk fk, (2.15)
where dxµdτ is the tangent vector to the path of the detector.
dxµ
dτ ∇µ is called the directional derivative
along the path xµ. If our observer happens to be travelling along a curve of the Killing vector§ field then
the tangent vector of the path should be proportional to the Killing vector field, i.e., dxµdτ ∝ K µ = δµT .
A concrete example may be more easily understood. In Minkowski spacetime the positive frequency
modes for inertial observers are the plane wave modes because they are positive frequency with respect
to the time coordinate t which is also the proper time of an inertial observer. We have the time-like
Killing vector K µ = δµt and this vector field is related to the one-parameter diffeomorphism Φ∆ that
∗ I have written the Killing vector in a coordinate based geometric notation and expanded in a coordinate basis. The ∂T
is the basis vector in the direction of the ‘time’ coordinate T . For more details on the notation and Killing vectors see
Carroll.40
∗∗ This is also known as the Lie derivative with respect to Killing vector K, expressed as LK fω = −iω fω
† A diffeomorphism is an invertible map (of all points) from a manifold to itself. One parameter diffeomorphisms are a
family of diffeomorphisms and can be thought of as a smooth map R × M → M . An example of this is a one-parameter
diffeomorphism on the two-sphere with the coordinates (θ, φ) that transforms points like, Φt (θ, φ) = (θ, φ + t).
‡ The curve does not have to be a geodesic, they could be accelerating.
§ Of course, an observer can only travel in the direction of positive time, so this Killing vector must be future directed.
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time translates a spacetime point, Φ∆(t, x) = (t + ∆, x). This diffeomorphism form geodesic curves that
are inertial trajectories at every space point. This means that our time-like Killing vector is proportional
to the tangent vector of an inertial observer at any x.
We can now see that it would be advantageous to use a coordinate system adapted to the observer
when finding modes that an observer would define.
The non-uniqueness of coordinate systems is often discussed only in the context of curved
spacetime. In Minkowski spacetime, there is an obvious choice of flat coordinates (t, x, y, z) and
Lorentz boosts to other coordinates (t′, x′, y′, z′) only changes the energy for a one particle state by a
Lorentz transformation. However, depending on a detector’s trajectory, even in Minkowski spacetime
there are different44 choices of coordinates or modes that may be more suitable for expanding the field
in.
2.3 General formulation for modes
Through our analysis, we will often like to find the relation between different sets of modes. We will
now present a general theory for this. Suppose we are in (1+1) dimensions and that we have a set of
mode operators {ak} labelled∗ by momentum k, and mode functions {Uk} that is a basis of solutions
to the Klein-Gordon equation. The set of modes must be complete, in the sense that the field can be
written as
Φ (x) =
∫
dk
{
akUk(x) + a†kU∗k (x)
}
. (2.16)
The mode operators are usually chosen to have normalised commutation relations[
ak, a
†
k ′
]
= δ(k − k′) , (2.17)
with all other commutators zero, while the mode functions are usually chosen∗∗ to be normalised under
the Klein-Gordon inner product so that
(Uk,Uk ′) = δ(k − k′) , (2.18a)(
Uk,U∗k ′
)
= 0. (2.18b)
Note that because of our definitions, we can write the mode operators as a Klein-Gordon inner product
with the field,
ak = (Uk,Φ(x)) . (2.19)
The mode functions can be written in terms of the commutator between the mode operator and the field,
Uk(x) = −
[
a†k,Φ(x)
]
(2.20)
∗ The generalisation to higher dimensions would involve labels for the momentum in different directions and integration
over these labels. For discrete labels such as spin or angular momentum, that would involve adding sums over discrete
indices to the field expansion.
∗∗ If we want to generalise to discrete labels, we would include Kronecker deltas in our expressions for the commutation
relations and the Klein-Gordon inner products.
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Similarly, if we had a different basis of mode operators {bk} and mode functions {uk} that obey[
bk, b
†
k ′
]
= δ(k − k′) (2.21a)
(uk, uk ′) = δ(k − k′) , (2.21b)(
uk, u∗k ′
)
= 0, (2.21c)
then we could expand the field in terms of
Φ (x) =
∫
dk
{
bkuk(x) + b†ku∗k(x)
}
, (2.22)
we also have similar expressions for the mode operators and functions,
bk = (uk,Φ(x)) (2.23)
uk(x) = −
[
b†k,Φ(x)
]
. (2.24)
2.3.1 Bogolyubov transformations between sets of modes
Because both bases of modes are complete we can write,
bk = (uk,Φ(x)) =
∫
dk′ (uk,Uk ′) ak ′ +
(
uk,U∗k
)
a†k ′ . (2.25)
This is called a Bogolyubov transformation. The inner products αkk ′ ≡ (uk,Uk ′) and βkk ′ ≡
(
uk,U∗k
) ∗
=(
U∗k, uk
)
are called Bogolyubov coefficients.∗ Note that as there are no common conventions for the
labelling of the coefficients, they will be defined differently in other references. These transformations
tell us how one set of mode operators is related to the another set of modes. There also exists
Bogolyubov transformation for the mode functions by taking the commutator,
uk(x) = −
[
b†k,Φ(x)
]
= −
∫
dk′Uk ′
[
b†k, ak ′
]
+U∗k
[
b†k, a
†
k ′
]
. (2.26)
2.4 The Unruh effect
The Unruh effect was first discovered by Davies19 and Unruh22 as a way to understand Hawking
radiation with an eternal black hole. Its physical and mathematical underpinnings were elucidated
by Fulling,18 who showed the non-uniqueness of canonical field quantisation in pseudo-riemannian
(curved) spacetime.
The Unruh effect says that accelerating observers in flat spacetime detect a thermal distribution of
particles. It shows how positive frequency modes (and therefore particles) are not observer independent.
The Unruh effect still serves as a didactic calculational tool∗∗ and as an analogy for when we derive the
QFT around a Schwarzschild black hole. We will review the derivation of the Unruh effect here for the
massless, real scalar field in (1+1) spacetime.
∗ The second equality in definition of βkk′ comes from the definition of the scalar product.
∗∗ Near the horizon af a black hole, the Schwarzschild metric can be approximated49 by the Rindler metric/coordinates
which are adapted to uniformly accelerating observers. This approximation will be used in the next chapter.
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Figure 2.1: Minkowski spacetime with Minkowski and Rindler coordinates drawn. H+ and H− are the
Rindler horizons seen by accelerating observers. These horizons are also Killing horizons which are
null hyper-surfaces where a Killing vector is also null.
Since we will be considering accelerated trajectories, it will be useful to introduced Rindler
coordinates which are defined by the following equations,
t =
eaξ
a
sinh (aη), x = e
aξ
a
cosh (aη) x > |t | (2.27a)
t = −e
aξ
a
sinh (aη), x = −e
aξ
a
cosh (aη) x < |t |. (2.27b)
The Rindler time coordinate is η and its spatial coordinate is ξ, both range from (−∞,∞). The
Minkowski metric is ds2 = −dt2 + −dx2 = e2aξ (−dη2 + dξ2) . An observer at constant ξ measures
the proper time according to dτ2 = e2aξdη2 =⇒ dτ = eaξdη. So we see that the proper time τ for an
observer at constant ξ, is proportional to the Rindler time. In the case of x > |t |, henceforth denoted
as the right Rindler wedge or Region I (see Fig. 2.1), the future directed (positive t) Killing vector
is ∂η while in x < |t | (The left Rindler wedge or Region IV), the future directed Killing vector is
∂−η = −∂η.∗ An observer travelling on curves of constant ξ is in constant acceleration, which we can
see if we calculate the magnitude of the 4-acceleration. The 4-acceleration is defined as the directional
covariant derivative of the velocity vector V µ = dx
µ
dτ . That is,
Aµ =
dxν
dτ
∇νV µ. (2.28)
If we calculate in Minkowski coordinates, we can ignore the Christoffel symbols in the covariant
derivative. The components of the velocity and the acceleration are,
V t = cosh (aη), At = ae−aξ sinh (aη),
V x = sinh (aη), Ax = ae−aξ cosh (aη).
The magnitude of the 4-acceleration,
√−AµAµ = ae−aξ , is constant for constant ξ. For constant ξ,
x2 − t2 = e2aξ/a displays the classic hyperbolic trajectory of a uniformly accelerating object. As
∗ This is because in IV, there is a minus sign in Eq. (2.27b).
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discussed in Section 2.2, this means that Rindler coordinates∗ are appropriate for uniformly accelerating
observers. Using the same arguments from Section 2.2, we can also conclude that Minkowski
coordinates are appropriate for observers on inertial trajectories. Thus, we should consider two different
sets of modes, one with respect to Minkowski coordinates, and one with respect to Rindler coordinates.
The quantisation procedure proceeds—in the case of (1+1) spacetime—similarly to quantisation
in Minkowski.∗∗ This is because the Rindler metric is conformally related to the Minkowski metric.
This means e−2aξdsRindler2 = dη2 − dξ2 is equivalent to the Minkowski metric after a relabelling
of coordinates. From Eq. (2.2), we have gµν∇µ∇νΦ = 0. The Klein-Gordon equation in Rindler
coordinates is,
e−2aξ
(
∂2η − ∂2ξ
)
Φ = 0.
This equation of motion looks almost exactly the same as the equation of motion in Minkowski
coordinates, (
∂2t − ∂2x
)
Φ = 0, (2.29)
whose solution is given7,40 by the Minkowski plane wave expansion of the field,
Φ(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dp
1√
4piωp
(
ap e−i
(
ωpt−px
)
+ a†p e
i
(
ωpt−px
) )
, (2.30)
with ωp = |p| and the commutator
[
ap, a
†
p′
]
= δ (p − p′). In (1+1) we can further separate the field
into right (left) moving modes where p > 0 (p < 0).
The challenge is getting a field expansion for Rindler coordinates. Fortunately, the field equation
is exactly the same as in Minkowski, all we need to do is relabel the coordinates. There is a little
complication related to the different positive frequency modes in I and IV. Remember that positive
frequency modes that accompany the annihilation operator must be defined in terms of the future
directed Killing vector. This Killing vector is different in I (∂η) and IV (−∂η) so we must introduce
two sets of modes that are positive frequency with respect to the future directed Killing vector in each
region. These modes are
gRk =

1√
4piωk
e−i(ωkη−kξ), I
0, IV
(2.31a)
gLk =

0, I
1√
4piωk
ei(ωkη+kξ), IV,
(2.31b)
∗ The map from Rindler to Minkowski coordinates is bijective on the two wedges x > |t | and x < |t |, consequently,
one may say that the metrics ds2 = dt2 − dx2 and ds2 = e2aξ (dη2 − dξ2) are equivalent (isometric) on the two wedges.50
‘Rindler metric’ is an often used shorthand for Rindler coordinates, but it is actually a misnomer, it is equivalent to the
Minkowski metric, but only on patches of spacetime. Strictly speaking, what we have are two Rindler charts (coordinate
system) that cover the left and right wedge. One could define a Rindler atlas that covers the whole of spacetime if we also
include charts that also cover the Rindler horizons and future and past wedge in such a way that the charts can be smoothly
‘sewn’ together.40,48
∗∗ For those less familiar with QFT on flat spacetime, the curved theory presented above contains the flat space theory as
a special case. Instead of a curved metric gµν , we use the Minkowski metric ηµν and covariant derivatives ∇µ become partial
derivatives ∂µ. The natural choice of space-like hyper-surfaces are constant-time—Rindler or Minkowski time—spatial
slices in Minkowski spacetime.
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where ωk = |k |. Associated with these mode functions are the mode operators bRk and bLk which are
defined to have the commutation relation,[
bσk , b
σ′
k ′
]
= δσσ′δ(k − k′) , (2.32)
where σ ∈ R, L. When we write the field operator in these modes, the positive frequency modes
(negative frequency modes) are accompanied by annihilation (creation) operators. For example, we
will find a term bRk
†
gRk
∗ in the field operator. The field operator in these modes, henceforth called
Rindler modes, are
Φ =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
(
bRk g
R
k + b
R
k
†
gRk
∗
+ bLk g
L
k + b
L
k
†
gLk
∗)
. (2.33)
These operators define a vacuum state known as the Rindler vacuum, |0R〉 , which is annihilated by
all the Rindler mode operators, bk |0R〉 = 0, ∀k. Similar to the Minkowski expansion, we can also
separate this into right (left) moving modes where k > 0(k < 0). We may also define Unruh mode
functions from the Rindler modes functions by the Bogolyubov transformations,
hRk =
1√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) (e piωk2a gRk + e− piωk2a gL−k∗) , (2.34a)
hLk =
1√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) (e piωk2a gLk + e− piωk2a gR−k∗) . (2.34b)
Unlike the Rindler modes, these are well defined in all regions of Minkowski spacetime.∗ Associated
with these Unruh modes are Unruh operators dRk , d
L
k , such that the field can be written as,
Φ =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
(
dRk h
R
k + d
R
k
†
hRk
∗
+ dLk h
L
k + d
L
k
†
hLk
∗)
. (2.35)
Using Eq. (2.24), we can find the Bogolyubov transforms between the mode operators
bRk =
1√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) (e piωk2a dRk + e− piωk2a dL−k†) , (2.36a)
bLk =
1√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) (e piωk2a dLk + e− piωk2a dR−k†) . (2.36b)
We could now go ahead and calculate the Bogolyubov transformations between Unruh modes
and Minkowski modes, but the result is rather messy. In fact, we only need the general form39 of the
transformation, which can be written as
dσk =
∫
dkpσkpap, (2.37)
∗ If we use Eqs. (2.27) and (2.31) and analytically extend gR(L)
k
to all regions except IV (I), then we find that
hR
k
= e
piωk
2a
√
4piωk
√
2 sinh
(
piωk
a
) ei ωka (−t + x)i ωka and hLk = e piωk2a√
4piωk
√
2 sinh
(
piωk
a
) e−i ωka (−t − x)−i ωka .
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where σ ∈ {R, L} and pσkp =
(
hσk ,
e−i(ωpt−px)√
4piωp
)
is the Bogolyubov coefficient given by a Klein-Gordon
inner product between the Unruh mode function and the Minkowski mode function. What this result
tells us is that the Minkowski vacuum, defined as ak |0M〉 = 0, ∀k, is also a vacuum for the Unruh
mode operator dσk , i.e.,
dσk |0M〉 = 0. (2.38)
2.4.1 Derivation of the Unruh effect
As noted earlier, the modes that an accelerating observer would use are the Rindler modes. This
detector would generally sample a wave packet formed out of the Rindler modes. Therefore, we form a
new mode out of the Rindler modes that represents what a detector might measure,
b( f ) =
∑
σ
∫
dk f σ(k)bσk , (2.39)
where f σ(k) is a wave packet∗ that obeys the normalisation condition ∑σ ∫ dk | f σ(k)|2 = 1. This
normalisation means that
[
b( f ) , b( f )†] = 1. If the observer is in the right wedge, we should expect
that the mode is constructed only out of the bRk , but we will keep this more general form.
Suppose now that the state of the field is the Minkowski vacuum.∗∗ A detector that measures the
wave packet f σ(k) sees a particle number 〈0M  b( f )† b( f )  0M〉 . We will first evaluate,
b( f ) |0M〉 =
∑
σ
∫
dk f σ(k)bσk |0M〉
=
∑
σ
∫
dk f σ(k) e
− piωk2a√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) dσ†k |0M〉 .
Using the commutation relation
[
dσk , d
σ′
k ′
]
= δσσ′δ(k − k′), which follows from Eqs. (2.32) and (2.78),
we get the number expectation,〈
0M
 b( f )† b( f )  0M〉 = ∑
σ
∫
dk | f σ(k)|2 e
− piωka
2 sinh
( piωk
a
)
=
∑
σ
∫
dk
| f σ(k)|2
e2pi
ωk
a − 1
. (2.40)
We immediately see that the number expectation value is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution 1
e2pi
ω
a −1 .
Thus, we can ascribe a temperature to the expectation value of Rindler modes that is dependent on
the acceleration. Restoring units will help us see this. 1
e2pi
ωc
a
= 1
e2pi
(~ω=E)c
~a
= 1
e
E
kBT
so we get the Unruh
temperature,
TUnruh =
~a
2pikBc
. (2.41)
So we see that an accelerated observer in the Minkowski vacuum sees a thermal bath with a temperature
that is proportional to the acceleration.
∗ This wave packet is not strictly necessary for a derivation, but it does prevent an ugly δ(0) that comes from commuting
an annihilation and creation operator with the same index k.
∗∗ This could be argued from Poincaré symmetry or the observation that inertial observers don’t see particles.
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2.4.2 Correlations in the Minkowski vacuum
Let us examine the origin of the Unruh effect. Finding the inverse of Eq. (2.36b) and annihilating the
Minkowski vacuum with an Unruh mode, we get
dRk |0M〉 =
1√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) (e piωk2a bRk − e− piωk2a bL−k†) |0M〉 = 0 (2.42)
=⇒ bRk |0M〉 = e−
piωk
a bL−k
† |0M〉 (2.43)
Similarly we can show that
dLk |0M〉 =
1√
2 sinh
( piωk
a
) (e piωk2a bLk − e− piωk2a bR−k†) |0M〉 = 0 (2.44)
=⇒ bLk |0M〉 = e−
piωk
a bR−k
† |0M〉 (2.45)
Given these two equations let us propose that we can write the Minkowski vacuum in terms of the
Rindler vacuum as
|0M〉 = F(b, b†) |0R〉 , (2.46)
where b stands generally for all operators bσk . Given that
[
bσk , b
σ′
k ′
†]
= δσσ′δ(k − k′), this means that
bσk F |0R〉 =
[
bσk , F
] |0R〉 = ∂F
∂bσk
† |0R〉 . (2.47)
We can then rewrite our two equations as,
∂F
∂bRk
= e−
piωk
a bL−k
†
F (2.48)
∂F
∂bLk
= e−
piωk
a bR−k
†
F (2.49)
which is solved by
F =
∏
k
exp
{
e−
piωk
a bRk
†
bL−k
†}
. (2.50)
The Minkowski state is therefore
|0M〉 = Z
∏
k
exp
{
e−
piωk
a bRk
†
bL−k
†} |0R〉 , (2.51)
where Z is a normalisation constant. If we temporarily go to a big box normalisation we can rewrite
the equation as a more common form seen in the literature,39,51
|0M〉 =
∏
i
(√
1 − e− 2piωia
∞∑
ni=0
e−
piniωi
a |ni, R〉 ⊗ |ni, L〉
)
(2.52)
where, |ni, R〉 ⊗ |ni, L〉 = 1ni!
(
bR†ki b
L†
−ki
) ni |0R〉 . Big box normalisation discretises the frequencies
allowed so i is an index for the frequencies. bR†ki and b
L†
−ki are Rindler creation operators in the right &
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the left wedge, moving right (ki > 0) & moving left (ki < 0), respectively. What this equation tells
us is that the Minkowski vacuum is actually a product of Rindler number states with perfect number
correlation for every frequency/mode between the left and the right wedges.∗ For simplicity if consider
a single mode only so we can write
|0M〉 =
(√
1 − e− 2piωa
∞∑
n=0
e−
pinω
a |n, R〉 ⊗ |n, L〉
)
. (2.53)
Suppose an accelerating observer is in the right wedge. Any local observable OR they construct can
only be made out of the right Rindler mode operators and so,〈
0M
OR  0M〉 = (1 − e− 2piωa ) ∑
n,n′
e−
piω
(
n+n′)
a 〈n′, R| ⊗ 〈n′, L |OR |n, R〉 ⊗ |n, L〉
=
(
1 − e− 2piωa
) ∑
n
e−2
piωn
a
〈
n, R
OR  n, R〉 .
If we recognise that, (
1 − e− 2piωa
) −1
= Tr
(
e−
2piω
a b
R†bR
)
, (2.54)
then the expectation of an operator/observable restricted to the right wedge is,〈
0M
OR  0M〉 = Tr (ρROR) , (2.55)
if we define
ρR =
e−
2piω
a b
R†bR
Tr
(
e−
2piω
a b
R†bR
) . (2.56)
This is the form of a thermal state if we interpret e− 2piωa bR†bR as a Boltzmann factor e− ET with E = ωbR†bR
and T = a2pi , the Unruh temperature. So we can interpret the thermal response of a detector as due to
the tracing out of the left wedge.
2.5 Quantum field theory around a Schwarzschild black hole
Hawking radiation was discovered by Stephen Hawking20 after analysing a scalar field theory on the
curved spacetime of a Schwarzschild black hole. The assumptions that go into its derivation will be
discussed in Chapter 3. Hawking found that under those assumptions, a black hole of mass M would
thermally radiate with a temperature T = 18piM . Hawking’s derivation used a ray-tracing argument on
a collapsing shell of matter. This calculation was improved by Bill Unruh22 and extended to eternal
black holes.
Let us now review scalar field theory around an eternal Schwarzschild black hole and derive
Unruh’s result. We will follow the notation of Hodgkinson et al.52 The Schwarzschild metric in the
Schwarzschild coordinates is,
ds2 = − f (r)dt2 + 1
f (r)dr
2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
, (2.57)
∗ Those familiar with Quantum Optics will note in Eq. (2.51) that the Minkowski vacuum looks like a multi-mode
squeezed state of the Rindler vacuum.
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where f (r) = 1 − 2M/r and M is the mass of the Schwarzschild black hole. Notice that as r →∞ the
metric asymptotically approaches flat spacetime. This means that an inertial observer far away will
measure time with respect to Schwarzschild time. Under this metric, the equation of motion for the
scalar field (2.2) is,
1√−g ∂µ
(√−g gµν∂νΦ) = 0 (2.58)
which is solved by the Schwarzschild modes,
φωlm(x) = φωlm(t, r, θ, φ) = 1√
4piω
e−iωtYlm(θ, φ)Rωl(r)/r (2.59)
where ω > 0 is the frequency of the mode and Ylm(θ, φ) is a spherical harmonic of degree l and order
m.∗ The radial function Rωl(r) satisfies
− d
2Rωl
dr2∗
+ Vl(r)Rωl = ω2Rωl, (2.60)
where Vl(r) is the effective potential
Vl(r) = f (r)
(
l(l + 1)
r2
+
2M
r3
)
. (2.61)
Here r∗ is the tortoise coordinate
dr∗ = dr/ f (r), r∗ = r + 2M ln(r/2M − 1), (2.62)
where r∗ → −∞ corresponds to the event horizon of the Schwarzschild black hole.
Let us first consider the field outside the event horizon, where there exist two sets of orthonormal
modes that can completely represent the field. Note that Schwarzschild time is measured by observers
at constant r, θ and φ. An observer must accelerate to stay at constant r, θ and φ, so these modes and
this region of spacetime are analogous to the right Rindler wedge. The two sets of orthonormal modes
are the upgoing and ingoing modes, denoted as φup
ωlm(x) and φinωlm(x), respectively. The asymptotic
behaviour for the radial part of the upgoing mode (which is analogous to a right moving Rindler mode
k > 0), Rup
ωl , is
Rup
ωl ∼

Bup
ωle
iωr∗, r∗ → +∞;
eiωr∗ + Aup
ωle
−iωr∗, r∗ → −∞,
(2.63)
and for the radial part of the ingoing mode (which is analogous to a left moving Rindler mode k < 0),
Rin
ωl , is
Rinωl ∼

e−iωr∗ + Ain
ωle
iωr∗, r∗ → +∞;
Bin
ωle
−iωr∗, r∗ → −∞.
(2.64)
∗ Note that φ is doing double duty here. φωlm are the Schwarzschild modes while φ is a spherical coordinate.
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Here Aup
ωl (A
in
ωl) and B
up
ωl (B
in
ωl) are the reflection and transmission amplitudes
∗ of the upgoing (ingoing)
modes, respectively. They satisfy the following Wronskian relations52,
|Aup
ωl |2 = 1 − |Bupωl |2, (2.65)
|Ainωl |2 = 1 − |Binωl |2, (2.66)
|Aup
ωl | = |Ainωl |, Bupωl = Binωl . (2.67)
The upgoing modes φup
ωlm and ingoing modes φ
in
ωlm are chosen to satisfy the orthonormality relations,(
φ
up
ωlm, φ
up
ω′l ′m′
)
= δ(ω − ω′)δll ′δmm′, (2.68a)(
φinωlm, φ
in
ω′l ′m′
)
= δ(ω − ω′)δll ′δmm′, (2.68b)(
φ
up
ωlm, φ
in
ω′l ′m′
)
= 0, (2.68c)
Here ( , ) represents the Klein-Gordon inner product11 in Eq. (2.3), which is defined on a space-like
hyper-surface of constant Schwarzschild time is written as
(ϕ, χ) = i
∫ ∞
2M
dr
r2
f (r)
∫
4pi
dΩ
(
ϕ∗∂t χ − χ∂tϕ∗
)
(2.69)
for any two solutions ϕ and χ of the Klein-Gordon equation in Eq. (2.58).
In the canonical quantization procedure, the scalar field Φ is regarded as an operator, satisfying the
equal-time commutation relations, and is expanded as
Φ(x) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
dω
(
bup
ωlmφ
up
ωlm(x) + binωlmφinωlm(x) + h.c.
)
(2.70)
where h.c. represents the Hermitian conjugate. The operators bup
ωlm and b
in
ωlm represent upgoing and
ingoing modes, respectively. They satisfy the commutation relations
[bup
ωlm, b
up
ω′l ′m′
†] = δ(ω − ω′)δll ′δmm′, (2.71a)
[binωlm, binω′l ′m′
†] = δ(ω − ω′)δll ′δmm′, (2.71b)
with all other commutators zero, i.e. the up and in operators commute with each other. As an observer
far away (r ≈ ∞, φ = θ ≈ const.) measures time with respect to proper time, the modes φup/in
ωlm (x) have
positive frequency for them. This means that an observer far away would define particles by φup/in
ωlm (x)
and the associated operator bup/in
ωlm .
2.5.1 An analogy to Unruh modes
There is an alternative coordinate system known as Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates40,53 in which the
Schwarzschild metric, following Misner, Thorne and Wheeler’s53 notation can be written as,
ds2 = −32M
3
r
e−
r
2M dv˜du˜ + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2
)
(2.72)
∗ Reflection and transmission in the sense of considering Eq. (2.61) as a scattering potential
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r =
2M
r
= 2M
r = 0
r = 0
I −L
I +L
I −R
I +R
I+R
I
II
IV
III
I−R
I0R
I+L
I−L
I0L
Figure 2.2: Penrose diagram of the maximally extended, eternal black hole. The individual regions
of spacetime are denoted by the roman numerals in a similar scheme and in analogy to Minkowski
spacetime in Fig. 2.1. The singularity is denoted by the sawtooth lines and the horizons are labelled.
The region outside the black hole is denoted I. Note that the maximal extension includes a separate
‘universe’ IV as well as a ‘white’ hole in III. I (IV) will also be referred to as the right (left) exterior
region. Angular coordinates are suppressed in the compactification of spacetime.
where the Kruskal-Szekeres lightcone coordinates v˜ and u˜ are related to the Schwarzschild coordinates
outside of the black hole by,
u˜ = −e− µ4M = −
( r
2M
− 1
) 1
2
e
r
4M e−
t
4M , (2.73a)
v˜ = e
υ
4M =
( r
2M
− 1
) 1
2
e
r
4M e
t
4M (2.73b)
where µ = t − r∗ and υ = t + r∗ which are related to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. The usual
Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates are u ≡ 12 (˜v − u˜) and v ≡ 12 (˜v + u˜). In these coordinates, there is a
time-like killing vector K˜ ≡ ∂
∂u˜ . A radially falling observer measures time with respect to this time
coordinate u˜.53 An important fact that the Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates reveal is that the Schwarzschild
coordinates only cover part of the Schwarzschild spacetime, namely Region I in Fig. 2.2. The
Schwarzschild coordinates are like the Rindler coordinates for an accelerated observer who doesn’t
know about Region IV in Fig. 2.1. If we extend the Schwarzschild coordinates to Region IV in a
similar way to Eq. (2.27b) by introducing appropriate minus signs, we find that Schwarzschild time
also runs ‘backward’ in Region IV just like Rindler time. This means that our original field theory was
incomplete, and we need to expand it according to new functions, which we define in direct analogy to
Eq. (2.31),
φiωlm(x) =

φi
ωlm(x), I
0, IV
(2.74a)
φiωlm(x) =

0, I
φi
ωlm(−t, r, θ, φ), IV,
(2.74b)
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where i ∈ cbracketin, up. Note that the unbarred φωlm now refers to a function without support in
Region IV, while φωlm has no support in Region I. This leads us to define a field expansion that has
support in the extended spacetime,
Φ(x) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
dω
(
bup
ωlmφ
up
ωlm(x) + bupωlmφupωlm(x) + binωlmφinωlm(x) + binωlmφinωlm(x) + h.c.
)
,
(2.75)
where the new Schwarzschild operators b have analogous commutation relations and commute with the
unbarred b operators. This extended Schwarzschild expansion defines the Boulware vacuum |0B〉 that
is annihilated by the
{
di, di
}
operators. This leads us to define a new set of Unruh modes in analogy to
the Unruh modes in Eq. (2.34),
wiωlm =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωφiωlm + e
−2piMωφiωlm
∗)
, (2.76a)
wiωlm =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωφiωlm + e
−2piMωφiωlm
∗)
. (2.76b)
We could define a superposition (similar to the inverse of Eq. (2.37)) of these Unruh modes to get
Kruskal-Szekeres modes (analogous to Minkowski modes) that are positive frequency with respect
to the coordinate v, but we will not proceed as we will not need it for our purposes. However, it is
important to note that just as in the Minkowski case, these Unruh modes share the same vacuum as the
Kruskal-Szekeres modes. These modes are associated with Unruh mode operators, di
ω,l,m, d
i
ω,l,m which
obey the commutation relations,[
diω,l,m, d
i′
ω′,l ′,m′
†]
= δ(ω − ω′) δii′δll ′δmm′, (2.77a)[
diω,l,m, d
i′
ω′,l ′,m′
†]
= δ(ω − ω′) δii′δll ′δmm′ . (2.77b)
The unbarred and overbarred operators commute with each other. All other commutators are zero. Note
the similarity with Eq. (2.36b). They are related to the b modes by the Bogolyubov transformations
biωlm =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωdiωlm + e
−2piMωdiωlm
†)
(2.78a)
biωlm =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωdiωlm + e
−2piMωdiωlm
†) (2.78b)
and their corresponding inverse transformations given by
diωlm =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωbiωlm − e−2piMωbiωlm
†)
(2.79a)
diωlm =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωbiωlm − e−2piMωbiωlm
†) (2.79b)
With these Unruh modes we can define two more expansions of the field operator. The first is the
Hartle-Hawking expansion,
Φ(x) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
dω
(
dup
ωlmw
up
ωlm(x) + dupωlmwupωlm(x) + dinωlmwinωlm(x) + dinωlmwinωlm(x) + h.c.
)
.
(2.80)
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The Hartle-Hawking expansion defines the Hartle-Hawking vacuum |0HH〉 which is annihilated by all
the Unruh mode operators,
{
di
ωlm, d
i
ωlm
}
. It is important to note that these operators are not positive
frequency for a far away observer in Region I. In fact as we will see later, the far away observer sees
a thermal state for particles going out and into the black hole. The second expansion is the Unruh
expansion,
Φ(x) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
dω
(
dup
ωlmw
up
ωlm(x) + dupωlmwupωlm(x) + binωlmφinωlm(x) + h.c.
)
. (2.81)
The Unruh expansion defines the Unruh vacuum, |0U〉 which is annihilated by dupωlm, dupωlm and binωlm.
The barred modes and operators create particles in Region IV either coming up (from the white hole)
or going in the black hole. Note that while our Hartle-Hawking is defined for the maximally extended
black hole, the Schwarzschild expansion is defined only in Region I and the Unruh expansion is a
strange mix where the modes coming out are defined for the extended spacetime while ingoing modes
are defined only for Region I. As ingoing modes from Region IV will only matter to a person in Region
II and IV, it is left unspecified. The different definitions can be understood as different initial conditions
of the field that are specified on spacetime hyper-surfaces of constant time coordinate.
2.5.2 Hawking radiation
As we noted before, people far from the black hole (where r →∞, labelled byI +R in Fig. 2.2) measure
time according to Schwarzschild time t. Hence, positive frequency modes and particles are defined
by bup
ωlm. Since we know that the Unruh vacuum is annihilated by d
up
ωlm we use this fact as well as
Eq. (2.79) to express the formally Unruh vacuum as a function of the Boulware vacuum,
dup
ωlm |0U〉 =
1√
2 sinh (4piMω)
(
e2piMωbup
ωlm − e−2piMωbupωlm
†) |0U〉 = 0 (2.82)
=⇒ |0U〉 = Z
∏
ω,l,m
exp
{
e−4piMωbup
ωlm
†bup
ωlm
†} |0B〉 , (2.83)
where Z is a normalisation constant. Note the similarity of Eq. (2.83) with Eq. (2.51). In the Minkowski
vacuum, Rindler modes moving right (left) in the right wedge are in a two mode squeezed state∗ with
Rindler modes moving left (right) in the left wedge. In comparison, in the Unruh vacuum, an upgoing
mode in Region I is in a two mode squeezed state with an upgoing mode in Region IV.
Equation (2.83) implies that an observer at r = ∞ sees particle number,〈
0U
 bupωlm†bupωlm  0U〉 ∝ 1e8piMω − 1 (2.84)
which, compared to the Bose-Einstein distribution 〈n(ω)〉 = 1eω/T−1 yields the Hawking temperature
THawking =
1
8piM
(2.85)
∗ Note that this squeezing structure comes about because of the Bogolyubov transformations between modes. Because
the general transform between modes {ai} and
{
bj
}
are of the form, ai =
∑
j αi jbj + βi jb
†
j . Where the Bogolyubov
coefficients αi j and βi j come from the scalar product between the two sets of mode functions.
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Note the difference between Hartle-Hawking and Unruh vacua. Through the same process we can
show that〈
0U
 bupωlm†bupωlm  0U〉 = 〈0HH  bupωlm†bupωlm  0HH〉 = 〈0HH  binωlm†binωlm  0HH〉 , (2.86)
which means there is a thermal state for the observer far away for outgoing Schwarzschild modes in the
Unruh vacuum and for both outgoing and ingoing modes for the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. However,
ingoing modes Schwarzschild in the Unruh vacuum are〈
0U
 binωlm†binωlm  0U〉 = 0. (2.87)
We will explore the different definitions of vacuum states as well as the interpretation of the vacuum
state of Eq. (2.83) in Chapter 3.
2.6 Unitary inequivalence
In QFT, an n-particle state of mode operators ap is defined by,
|p1, p2, . . . , pn〉 = a†p1a†p2 . . . a†pn |0a〉 . (2.88)
The full Hilbert space is spanned by all possible combinations of n-particle states, also known as Fock
space. Mathematically, if H is the Hilbert space of states for one particle and the Hilbert space of
0-particle states is C, the full Fock space is48
F (H) ≡ C ⊕ [⊕∞n=1 (⊗nSH ) ] . (2.89)
⊕ is the direct sum and ⊗S is the symmetrised tensor products as we are only considering bosons. Let
us consider our derivation of the Unruh effect. We have Minkowski operators ak and a†k which can be
considered a map from Minkowski Fock space to itself FM → FM . Let us call the set of operators that
map within the Fock space as OM : FM → FM . The Minkowski vacuum is a vector in this Fock space,
|0M〉 ∈ FM . Similarly, we have the Rindler operators bk ∈ OR that act on the Rindler Fock space OR .
The Minkowski formulation and the Rindler formulation can be said to furnish a representation of
the canonical commutation relations of the algebra of operators.54,55 One might ask then, whether
these two representations are unitarily equivalent? That is, whether there exists a unitary map from the
Minkowski Fock space to the Rindler Fock space U : FM → FR , such that,
UOMU−1 = OR . (2.90)
Equation (2.52) certainly seems to suggest that it is possible. But note the normalisation term√
1 − e− 2piωia is less than 1. That means if there are an infinite number of modes (and there are), the
equation is formally equal to 0. Thus, no such unitary operator exists. A sufficient condition45,54
for unitary inequivalence between two representations A and B with vacuums |0A〉 and |0B〉 and
annihilation operators a and b is,∑
i
〈
0B
 a†i ai  0B〉 = ∞ or ∑
j
〈
0A
 b†jb j  0A〉 = ∞ (2.91)
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With this condition, we can show that Minkowski & Rindler are unitarily inequivalent, as is Unruh
& Boulware. In QFT, there are unlimited degrees of freedom. For a scalar field in free space in a given
representation, between a given ω1 and ω2 there an uncountable infinite number of frequencies that the
field can take. This form of infinity gives rise to ‘infra-red’ inequivalence. We could mitigate this
inequivalence by putting the field in a box. Now there are only discrete frequencies, but there are still a
countably infinite number of them which also leads to inequivalence with other representations. This is
known as ultra-violet inequivalence. If we were to impose a frequency cutoff which is equivalent to a
length scale cutoff, then we have no longer have any unitary inequivalence. Mostly, we are comfortable
with ultra-violet cutoffs, in fact, the renormalisation procedure means that our QFTs are really low
energy ‘effective’ theories; we don’t expect our QFT to be correct to all length scales. How then,
do we understand the field in a box procedure? Even if QFT were valid throughout the universe,
we can only say that in some small region (that we have access to) we know the state of the field.
Infra-red inequivalence can also be seen in quantum mechanics. A good example55,56 is the case of
an infinitely long line of spin 1/2 particles. Through a similar argument, it can be shown that there
is no unitary operator that can rotate a state of all spin up to a state with all spin down. States can
only be transformed to other states that are finitely different. Thus, the state of all spin up belongs to a
separate and inequivalent representation as compared to that of the state of all spin down. In fact, there
are infinitely many of these representations, for example, the state with alternating spin up and spin
down and so on. The existence of infra-red inequivalence is because of considering the theory from a
global perspective while any observer is only localised to a small region. So while a low-energy &
high-energy cutoff would solve the unitary inequivalence it remains to be seen how we might impose
covariant cutoffs. Even with such a cutoff there may still be ambiguity as to which is the physically
appropriate representation.
Nonetheless, this raises questions about the importance of vacuum states and particles in the
minds of physicists. Algebraic Quantum Field Theory45,55,57 attempts to do away with non-local, flat
spacetime concepts such as vacuums, particles, S-matrix, path integrals and Euclidean space.
2.7 Conclusion
The topic of Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime is a rather rich and varied topic. While by
construction it cannot affect the spacetime geometry, physicists hope that this theory can characterise
some of the lower curvature interactions between gravity and quantum theory. This generalisation
of Quantum Field Theory has had profound impact on the search for a unified theory and even now
has a great capacity to surprise with its rich structure and surprising conceptual difference to its flat
space cousin. In the following chapters I will expand on the concepts in this chapter and discuss their
implications.
Chapter 3
Black hole field theory with a firewall
This chapter is based on the paper1 “Black hole field theory with a firewall in two spacetime dimensions”
which I wrote with Daiqin Su, Robert B. Mann and Timothy C. Ralph. All figures and calculations
were made by me with analysis and interpretation shared amongst co-authors. The bulk of the text was
written and edited by me.
The black hole information paradox, unresolved since its proposal by Hawking,58 stems from the
thermality of Hawking radiation. Assuming that Hawking radiation continues until the black hole is
completely evaporated, the process of black hole evaporation could change a pure state into a mixed
state, which is forbidden under unitary evolution.58–60 This means if the black hole was initially formed
from systems that were pure states, then Hawking radiation cannot carry out the information contained
within the pure state because the radiation is thermal. So what happens to the information? If the black
hole completely evaporates then is the information lost? Maybe it does not completely evaporate and
leaves a remnant?
These are questions that cannot be answered with certainty because the theory of Hawking radiation
is dependent on the assumption of a very heavy (massive) black hole.61 This assumption is necessary
for the ‘semi-classical’ analysis of quantum field theory on curved spacetime (QFTCS) because for
massive black holes, the curvature at the horizon where we apply QFTCS is small. We expect general
relativistic effects at large curvature, so for a massive black hole horizon, we expect that at least locally
we do not require a true synthesis of GR and QFT. However, this is a problem as the assumption
breaks down once the black hole loses enough mass from evaporation. Of course, given the lack of a
consonant theory of gravity and quantum mechanics, almost all aspects of black hole evolution can be
questioned.62 There are modified theories/suggestions where there is no black hole information paradox
to resolve – such as remnants25,63 and information loss58 – but these generate further difficulties and
do not satisfactorily resolve the problem.64 Black hole complementarity61 was one attempt to resolve
the information paradox. Whilst problems with complimentary had been raised earlier,65 the discord
within complementarity was recently thrown into sharp focus by Almheiri et al.66 who found that
the postulates of black hole complementarity: unitarity, the equivalence principle, and field-theory
locality are mutually inconsistent. Almheiri et al. suggested that the most conservative solution was to
25
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forgo the equivalence principle leading to a free falling observer observing particles and burning up
in a ‘firewall’ at the horizon. In a related and supporting development,67 Braunstein, Pirandola and
Życzkowski considered entanglement across the horizon which is ‘disentangled’ near the end of life of
a black hole in order to resolve the information paradox. They found that this resulted in a firewall-like
‘energetic curtain’. There were a number of other arguments in favour of the firewall, noting that it arises
from standard quantum field theory in curved spacetime.68–71 The paradox also provoked scepticism,
with rebuttals∗ such as the fuzzball proposal,72–74 missing quantum gravity degrees of freedom,75,76
the ER=EPR proposal77 and ‘non-violent’non-locality.78,79 However, in this chapter we investigate the
conservative solution to the firewall paradox of Almheiri et al., offering a mechanism for the firewall.
3.1 Unitarity and Black hole complementarity
While it is expected that QFTCS breaks down near the singularity, Hawking proposed58 that the
breakdown occurs earlier during the process of gravitational collapse and unitarity is lost. Recently,80
however, calculations using Euclidean quantum gravity26 and loop quantum gravity81,82 suggest that
black hole formation and evaporation is unitary. In addition, because of the unitarity83 of Conformal
Field Theories (CFT) and the AdS-CFT conjecture, string theory is also considered to support
unitarity.26 Black hole remnants are a proposed solution to the information paradox where there is
incomplete evaporation of the black hole, resulting in a small massive object that no longer radiates.
This proposal generates new problems84 of its own—especially for black hole thermodynamics.∗∗
Susskind et al.61 wanted to preserved unitary evolution without remnants so they proposed three
postulates. The postulates from their paper61 are reproduced below.
Postulate 1:
The process of formation and evaporation of a black hole, as viewed by a distant observer, can
be described entirely within the context of standard quantum theory. In particular, there exists a
unitary S-matrix which describes the evolution from infalling matter to upgoing Hawking-like
radiation.
Postulate 2:
Outside the stretched† horizon of a massive black hole, physics can be described to good
approximation by a set of semi-classical field equations.
Postulate 3:
To a distant observer, a black hole appears to be a quantum system with discrete energy levels.
∗ For more in-depth discussion of alternative proposals please refer to [64] Mann, R. B. in Black Holes: Thermodynamics,
Information, and Firewalls 1–95 (Springer International Publishing, 2015).
∗∗ The problem with remnants is that they appear to be able to carry an arbitrarily large amount of information. There
exist alternative formulations25 to remnants that do not have these problems.
† The concept of a stretched horizon was introduced by Susskind et al.61 For our purposes, we can substitute ‘horizon’
for ‘stretched horizon’.
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The dimension of the subspace of states describing a black hole of mass M is the exponential of
the Bekenstein entropy S(M).
There is actually an additional postulate, although Susskind et al.61 do not call it a postulate; based on
their understanding of the Einstein equivalence principle, they call it ‘certain’ and following Almheiri
et al.66, I will also call it the fourth postulate.
Postulate 4:
A freely falling observer experiences nothing out of the ordinary when crossing the horizon.
Susskind et al.61 showed that Postulate 1 implies that information would leak out of the black hole via
correlations between early and late Hawking radiation which is required to ‘solve’ the information loss
paradox if there is Hawking radiation. Postulate 2 ensures that we can use QFTCS to understand black
hole physics. Postulate 3 is related to black hole thermodynamics and information theory. Finally,
Postulate 4 defines the vacuum state of the field around a black hole.
It is worth discussing these postulates in detail because Hawking radiation and the black hole
information paradox depends on accepting these postulates.
First, postulate 1. We mentioned that Hawking first suggested a breakdown of our theories. Some
have suggested that QM must be generalised to allow for evolution to mixed states but Banks et al.25
suggest that this could lead to violations of causality and energy-momentum conservation. Unruh
& Wald60 have suggested quantum gravity plays an important role in black hole formation and that
quantum gravity could allow evolution from pure states into mixed states without violations of causality
or energy-momentum conservation. This particular point has not been resolved entirely, although the
prevailing viewpoint within string theory and loop quantum gravity is that non-unitary evolution do
not contribute to quantum gravity processes.85,86
Second, postulate 2. This is the assumption that QFTCS is applicable near the horizon. This
assumption actually fails to hold as the black hole shrinks in mass from evaporation. In addition, the
high curvature near the singularity means that semiclassical theory does not hold at any point in time.
The scalar field equation Eq. (2.2) is an effective field equation and perhaps the high curvature near the
singularity affects the theory in a fundamental way. Finally, QFTCS relies on certain global methods
such as modes that extend through all of space, raising questions about its validity.
Third, postulate 3. Bekenstein first conjectured that black holes have an entropy proportional
to their surface area.87 It was observed by Bekenstein that if black holes did not have entropy, then
the second law of thermodynamics could be violated by throwing mass into a black hole. The third
postulate asserts that the statistical mechanics definition of entropy as the natural logarithm of the
number of states holds for black holes, and that the entropy is given by the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy S(M) = A4 , where A is the area of the black hole’s event horizon. Indeed, the calculation of
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy within string theory and loop quantum gravity88 is highly suggestive of a
unitary solution to the black hole information paradox.89
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3.2 Firewall
The idea of the firewall started with a paper by Almheiri et al.66 that suggested that Postulates 1, 2
and 4 are not consistent. For information to leak out as suggested by postulate 1, the (scalar, Dirac,
&c.) field could not be in a vacuum state for an inertial observer free falling through the horizon. The
reason for this is due to the monogamy of entanglement. In the eternal black hole case (Eq. (2.83)) the
Unruh vacuum means that the upgoing mode in our universe is maximally entangled with an upgoing
mode in the other universe in Region IV in Fig. 2.2. In Hawking’s20 collapse calculation (where there
is no other universe), from the point of view of the inertial observer, the vacuum state means that the
upgoing modes of radiation are maximally entangled with the ingoing modes of radiation. A heuristic
description is sometimes used: in a vacuum, pair creation occurs in which one of the pair falls into
the black hole and the other escapes. The pair are called Hawking pairs. For information to leak
Uncorrelated radiation Uncorrelated radiation
Hawking pair (pure state)
Standard Theory: Information loss
(a) The requirement that the infalling mode is correlated with the upgoing
mode means that upgoing modes at different times cannot be correlated with
each other. This leads to information loss.
Information escapes: Firewall at horizon
Correlated radiation
Uncorrelated
(b) In the firewall, we explicitly ‘break’ the correlation between the modes such
that upgoing modes at different times may be correlated with each other to
carry information out of the black hole.
Figure 3.1: A cartoon of the two paradigms. The event horizon in (a) has no detectable feature for an
infalling observer while the event horizon in (b) is characterised by a firewall indicated in orange. In
both cases the black hole evaporates completely.
out, the present upgoing modes of radiation must be correlated with past upgoing modes of radiation.
The maximal entanglement between the upgoing and the ingoing precludes any possible correlation
between past and present upgoing radiation. To solve the inconsistency, they suggest that Postulate 4
should be rejected. This would lead to a non-zero particle state for the inertial observer and Almheiri
et al.66 argued that the inertial observer should see high energy modes. This is known as the firewall.
Interestingly, this would suggest that semiclassical theory cannot account for all the physics near the
horizon even for a massive black hole as some novel physics is involved that creates the correlation
between different upgoing radiation at different time.
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There is good reason for questioning the use of the equivalence principle in determining the state of
the field. Singleton & Wilburn90 noted that there appears to be a violation of the Einstein equivalence
principle when considering Unruh and Hawking radiation. In their paper they showed that a detector
experiencing a certain proper acceleration in Minkowski spacetime sees a thermal bath of particles
with a different temperature to that of a detector hovering above a black hole at the same proper
acceleration. In addition, crucial to the definition of a vacuum state is the construction of modes over a
spatial hypersurface and the association of mode operators to these modes. Since modes that define the
vacuum extend over all of space, the vacuum is also a nonlocal concept.57 Observing the Unruh or the
Hawking effect also requires peering outside of your spaceship laboratory. The observation (or lack) of
Hawking radiation could be argued to be a non-local experiment where the equivalence principle is
inapplicable. Perhaps the Einstein equivalence principle is inapplicable to determining the state of the
field. We therefore have reasonable grounds to reject Postulate 4.
3.3 Boulware and Unruh vacua, and Black Holes
How shall we choose the vacuum state then? The standard choice for the vacuum state around an
eternal black hole is the Unruh vacuum. However, as we discussed before in Section 2.5, it is well
known45,91,92 that in addition to the Unruh vacuum, there are also the Hartle-Hawking and Boulware
vacua. Indeed, a generic result of quantum field theory is that there is no unique vacuum state. There
are many complete sets of modes and each set is associated with a vacuum state. These vacuum states
are not all equivalent, so there are a large number of vacua that can be defined. This proliferation of
vacua means that for each physical situation, we require additional constraints to determine a vacuum
state.
Here we suggest that an appropriate alternative vacuum choice would be a modified Unruh vacuum,
one that transitions from an Unruh vacuum at low frequency to a Boulware vacuum93 at high frequency.
By exploiting the correspondence49,94 between the Rindler and Schwarzschild spacetimes close to the
horizon, we compute the response of a free falling detector across the horizon of a (1+1) dimensional
Schwarzschild black hole. Given the choice of a modified Unruh vacuum we identify conditions for
which the free-faller sees a firewall, whilst a stationary observer sees Hawking radiation–as proposed
by Almheiri et al.66
According to Israel92 and others,95,96 the Boulware vacuum state is, ‘...the zero-temperature ground
state appropriate to the space in and around a static star.’ Although black holes (excluding primordials)
form from collapsing stars,97 the derivation of Hawking radiation using an eternal black hole22,64,66,98
asserts that the vacuum state around the black hole is the Unruh vacuum. A particularly subtle point
is illustrated by comparing the different derivations of Hawking radiation. The first, which we shall
call the collapse model, was pioneered by Hawking20 and the second, which we shall call the eternal
model, is exemplified by Unruh’s paper.22
In the collapse model there is only one definition of vacuum:20,99 namely it is the state annihilated
by asymptotic modes at past null infinity I − that are positive frequency with respect to Schwarzschild
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time. This definition is also used in defining the Boulware and Unruh vacua in the eternal model.
However in the collapse model this specification completely defines the vacuum, whereas in the eternal
case additional initial conditions must be specified. Because of the unitary inequivalence between
the Boulware and the Unruh vacua, we know that there cannot be any unitary time-evolution between
them. Furthermore, we do not expect our low energy effective theory to be accurate to arbitrary length
scales, so we impose a high frequency cutoff.∗ There is, however no easy way to do this covariantly.
Even with a high frequency cutoff we still have infra-red inequivalence; however this is an artefact of
the analysis. If we started the analysis with a star in a box and followed its collapse into a black hole,
the field theory would not have infra-red inequivalence, as we discussed in Section 2.6. Therefore, a
Boulware vacuum could unitarily evolve into an Unruh vacuum with a cutoff. We therefore posit that
the vacuum state of the field may not be simply Boulware or Unruh, but something in between. We
shall call this a modified Unruh vacuum.
In the eternal black hole case we have Eq. (2.83), the expression for an Unruh vacuum,
|0U〉 = Z
∏
ω,l,m
exp
{
e−4piMωbup
ωlm
†bup
ωlm
†} |0B〉 , (3.1)
where |0U〉 is the Unruh vacuum while |0B〉 is the Boulware vacuum and Z is a normalisation
constant. M is the mass of the Schwarzschild black hole, ω is the frequency measured with respect
to Schwarzschild time, l and m are the degree and order in the spherical harmonic function Yml .
bup
ωlm
† (bup
ωlm
†)
creates a positive frequency mode with respect to Schwarzschild time t in the right (left)
exterior region of the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution that is asymptotically upgoing at
spatial infinity. The overbar indicates the left exterior region. The right exterior region is identified with
our universe and the left exterior upgoing mode is interpreted to be the ‘particle’ inside the horizon20,22
or the ‘ingoing’ mode, in the terminology of Almheiri et al.66.
The modification to the Unruh vacuum in Eq. (3.1) that we propose isΨ˜〉 = Z ∏
ω<˜,l,m
exp
{
e−4piMωbup
ωlm
†bup
ωlm
†} |0B〉 , (3.2)
where ˜ is a cutoff frequency. This modification ensures Hawking radiation is retained for frequencies
up to ˜ , with higher frequencies available to carry out information via a modified theory. In what
follows we shall explore the implications of this in Rindler space, modifying Eq. (3.2) accordingly.
3.4 Correspondence between Schwarzschild and Rindler metrics
We propose that the vacuum state after gravitational collapse is a modified Unruh vacuum state, and
are particularly interested in the number of particles that a freely falling observer would detect near the
horizon. To compute this we shall exploit the well known correspondence between Schwarzschild and
Rindler metrics,94 which has been useful in relativistic quantum information.49 Specifically, near the
event horizon
∗While covariant cutoffs have begun to be considered100, for simplicity we have chosen a non-covariant cutoff.
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Figure 3.2: The left figure plots the geodesic initially stationary at r = 10M; note that the divergence
at the horizon is an artifact of Schwarzschild coordinates and is absent in the free-faller’s coordinates.
The right figure shows the corresponding geodesic in flat space. The dot-dashed line is the ξ = 0
accelerating trajectory. The shaded region on both plots indicates the area where the flat space
equivalence holds.
ds2 =
(
1 − 2M
r
)
dt2 − 1
1 − 2Mr
dr2 ≈ e2aξ
(
dη2 − dξ2
)
, (3.3)
where t is Schwarzschild time, r is the Schwarzschild radial coordinate, η is Rindler time and ξ is the
Rindler space coordinate. The approximate relation follows from setting t = η, r = 2M
(
1 + e2aξ
)
and
expanding for ξ  0, where a = 14M . From Eq. (2.27), we have the relationship between Rindler and
Minkowski coordinates (T, X), which is
T =
eaξ
a
sinh (aη), X = e
aξ
a
cosh (aη) X > |T | (3.4)
T = −e
aξ
a
sinh (aη), X = −e
aξ
a
cosh (aη) X < −|T |. (3.5)
Henceforth we can always associate ξ with a radius r from a black hole. It must be noted that the
correspondence is only approximate and holds with greater accuracy as ξ gets more negative. We see
in Fig. 3.2 that as ξ gets more negative, we get closer to r = 2M , the event horizon which corresponds
to T = ±X .
3.5 Motion of the falling observer
For a freely falling (and initially stationary at r0) observer their 4-velocity in Schwarzschild coordinates
is
dxµ
dτ
=
©­­«
√
1 − 2Mr0
1 − 2Mr
,−
√
2M
r
− 2M
r0
, 0, 0
ª®®¬ . (3.6)
We shall now identify a Minkowski inertial trajectory with a the freely falling observer’s trajectory
in Schwarzschild. Consider a trajectory such that X0 = const. From Eq. (3.4) we have X20 − T2 = e
2aξ
a2 .
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We rearrange this, make the approximation that e2aξ
X20 a
2  1 and use r = 2M
(
1 + e2aξ
)
to get,
T ≈ X0
(
1 − 1
2X20 a2
( r
2M
− 1
) )
. (3.7)
We then integrate drdτ = −
√
2M
r − 2Mr0 in Eq. (3.6) and then series expand around r = 2M to get,
τ ≈ const − r − 2M√
1 − 2Mr0
. (3.8)
If we now identify Eq. (3.7) with Eq. (3.8), we may compare the coefficient of r to obtain,
X0 = 4M
√
r0 − 2M
r0
. (3.9)
3.6 Number expectation for an observer coupling to Minkowski
modes in the modified Minkowski vacuum
To calculate the response of a free falling detector we need to identify an appropriate vacuum state.
The upgoing modes in the right exterior region in the Unruh vacuum of the standard approach map to
the right moving modes of the Minkowski vacuum in the equivalent Rindler metric. Thus an inertial
observer (free-faller) near the horizon sees no particles coming from the horizon, in accord with the
equivalence principle. We note that such a observer does see non-zero particles from the sky (see
discussion after Eq. (3.19) in Unruh22) and an Unruh-Dewitt detector has been shown101 to respond
non-trivially throughout its free fall in (1+1) Schwarzschild spacetime. Therefore, when we say a free
faller sees a vacuum, what we mean is that they see no particles from the horizon. This can be seen
in Eq. (3.1), where we see do not see any operators of the kind bin
ωlm
† (bin
ωlm
†)
. On the other hand, a
stationary observer in the Schwarzschild metric with the Boulware vacuum, sees no particles. The
equivalent vacuum for the Rindler metric is the Rindler vacuum for which accelerated observers see no
particles.
We now consider what an observer measuring in Minkowski modes will detect in a modified
vacuum, focussing on a massless scalar field. The Minkowski vacuum can formally be written in terms
of the Rindler vacuum,39
|0M〉 ∝ exp
{∫ ∞
0
dΩe−piΩ
(
bRMΩ
†
bRMΩ
†
+, bLMΩ
†
bLMΩ
†) } |0R〉 , (3.10)
corresponding to Eq. (3.1), withΩ the Rindler frequency and unbarred (overbarred) operators signifying
their operation on the right (left) Rindler wedge, where bRM/LM
Ω
are Rindler modes. This is a slight
recasting of Eq. (2.52) where the product over continuous frequency is replaced with an integral
inside the exponential and we have separated the left moving and right moving modes explicitly to
avoid confusion later. The Rindler wave-number k has been replaced with Ωa with k > 0 (k < 0)
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represented by an RM (LM) superscript signifying right (left) moving modes. In this form, the
Minkowski-Schwarzschild correspondence can be more easily seen.
To implement our proposed modified Unruh vacuum Eq. (3.2), we suppose that for Rindler
frequencies below  the state appears to be Minkowski vacuum and therefore define
|Ψ〉 ∝ exp
{∫ 
0
dΩ
∑
σ
e−piΩ
(
bRMΩ
†
bRMΩ
†
+, bLMΩ
†
bLMΩ
†) } |0R〉 , (3.11)
which is a modified Minkowski vacuum. Note that we have suppressed an index distinguishing left and
right movers in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11).
One might expect based on the definition of the Unruh vacuum in Eq. (3.1) that the left movers in
Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) would be in the Rindler vacuum since they correspond to the ingoing modes
outside the black hole which are in the Boulware vacuum. This is not the case in (3+1) dimensions.
As was discussed in Crispino et al.102 and Singleton & Wilburn103 and shown in Candelas91, in the
(3+1) dimensional case an Unruh-Dewitt detector hovering above the horizon in the Unruh vacuum has
a response function identical to that of a uniformly accelerated observer in the Minkowski vacuum.
This is in contrast to the (1+1) dimensional case where the correspondence breaks down due to the
decoupling of left and right movers. Physically, in the (3+1) case the response is due to the sum over all
angular momentum modes. If we are near the horizon and are not looking directly radially away, most
of the modes we see are upgoing modes that have been bent back towards the black hole. Indeed, it has
been shown91 that ingoing modes can be neglected and an Unruh-Dewitt detector near the horizon
sees a response only due to the upgoing modes. Because of the bending of the upgoing modes, the
detector hovering at the horizon sees isotropic radiation as in the Unruh effect. This suggests that for a
(1+1) theory to model what a detector in an Unruh vacuum near the horizon of a (3+1) black hole
sees, the state of the field should be in the Minkowski vacuum Eq. (3.10) for both left and right movers.
Likewise, for the modified Unruh vacuum (3.2) the flat space analogue is the modified Minkowski
vacuum state (3.11) for both left and right movers. In this way, in the limit of  → ∞ we regain the
standard correspondence.
We see that for Rindler operators with Ω <  , Eq. (3.11) behaves like a Minkowski vacuum while
for Ω >  it behaves like a Rindler vacuum. This is the equivalent of our modified Unruh vacuum,
valid in (1+1) when we are close to the horizon.
Note that Ω is the Rindler frequency scaled with respect to a, therefore Ω = ωa where ω is the
Rindler frequency measured with respect to the Rindler time η in Eq. (3.4).
If we now calculate the number expectation value for a Minkowski mode ak , with |Ψ〉 instead of
|0R〉 we find that 〈
Ψ
 ak†ak Ψ〉
=
1
2piωk
∫ ∞

dΩ
2
e2piΩ − 1
=
1
piωk
[
 − 1
2pi
ln
(
e2pi − 1
) ]
, (3.12)
where ωk = |k |.
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Figure 3.3: Numerical integration of Eq. (3.14) with σ = 1 and k0 = 10 plotted with respect to T − X .
We see that as we approach the horizon at T − X = 0, we encounter a finite response due to the firewall.
Notice our approximations above Eq. (3.7) mean that this figure is valid only for T − X  2M .
3.7 Position dependent response to the firewall
Consider the superposition of Minkowski modes ak
a(k0, σ, X,T) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk f (k, k0, σ, X,T) ak (3.13)
with f (k, k0, σ, X,T) =
(
1
2piσ2
) 1
4
e−
(
k−k0
) 2
4σ2 e−i(ωkT−kX). This wave-packet models a detector of finite size
measuring with respect to a Gaussian wave-packet of Minkowski modes centred at k0 with a width of
σ. Assuming |k0 |  σ we find〈
Ψ
 a(k0, σ, X,T)† a(k0, σ, X,T) Ψ〉
=
∫ ∞

dΩ
2σ
|k0 |
√
2pi
1
e2piΩ − 1
×
[
e
−2σ2
[
Ω−( |k0 |T−k0X ) ] 2
k02 + e
−2σ2
[
Ω+
( |k0 |T−k0X ) ] 2
k02
]
(3.14)
for the approximate position-dependent expectation value of the number operator in the modified
Rindler vacuum. We plot this quantity in Fig. 3.3 for parameters k0 = 10, σ = 1 and for three different
values of  . This result is a generalisation of Louko & Satz104 where they calculate the response of an
inertial Unruh-Dewitt detector in the Rindler vacuum. With our detector model, this corresponds to
setting  = 0 and X = constant.
If we now consider a free falling observer dropped from r0, their inertial trajectory is given by
Eq. (3.9) with X = X0. To satisfy the semi-classical assumption,66 M must be large, so we assume that
M  0. The response of such an observer, coupling to Minkowski modes can be seen in Fig. 3.3. If
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Figure 3.4: Numerical integration of Eq. (3.14) with σ = 1 and right movers (k0 = 10) in blue and left
movers (k0 = −10) in red plotted with respect to r2M using Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.9) with  = 10−5 and
for several values of black hole mass M . Notice the large differences in the particle flux coming from
the horizon (right movers) versus that coming from the sky (left movers) for the free-faller.
the detector measures right-moving modes (k0 > 0), then as they approach the horizon at T = X they
encounter a finite number of particles. X is very large for M  0 so T + X is very large, therefore,
detectors measuring left-moving modes (k0 < 0) see very few particles as compared to right movers.
Furthermore the number of particles they see from behind (i.e. left movers) is much smaller for larger
mass black holes (See Fig. 3.4). This means that the freely falling observer runs into a ‘firewall’ at the
horizon with negligible particles from behind as is expected. Interestingly, this firewall is not thermal.
This can be seen in Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.14). The dependence on frequency at the horizon is 1|k0 | .
The particle number is larger for smaller  which can be seen in Eq. (3.12). However, even for
large  , the inverse dependence on k0 means that the total number of particles above any frequency
is unbounded at the horizon in the absence of an UV cutoff. For example, suppose we consider a
hydrogen atom in the ground state. There are an unbounded number of photons at and above the
ionization energy 13.6 eV and so any hydrogen atom falling into the black hole will be ionized. This
will be true for all atoms and molecules.
3.8 Cutoff
The correlations between the two modes, bΩ and bΩ in Eq. (3.10) is both the cause of Hawking radiation
and the origin of the problem raised by the firewall argument. In Eq. (3.11) we have excised the
correlations between the two modes forΩ >  . This allows the higher frequency modes to be correlated
(via some modification of the standard theory) with other modes—as is required for information
leakage—but has the unfortunate effect of eliminating Hawking radiation at these frequencies. However,
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from the standpoint of renormalisation, we do not expect our effective field theory to be accurate
for extremely high frequencies. Thus we should consider the cutoff to be a crude, but ultimately
necessary admission of our ignorance of high energy physics. Above the cutoff we would expect novel
physics—perhaps quantum gravity—to determine the exact structure of the firewall.
The problem is how to determine the cutoff  . We note that via Wien’s displacement law, the
frequency spectral radiance of black body radiation peaks at ωpeak ≈ 2pi × 2.82144T . The cutoff
frequency must therefore be ωcutoff = a  ωpeak. Using the Hawking temperature, this imposes the
lower bound   2.82144, ensuring that most of the energy is given out via Hawking radiation for all
but the highest frequencies. The specification of the cutoff at Ωcutoff =  is independent of a.
3.9 Squeezing
An interesting property of the modified Minkowski vacuum is that Minkowski modes are squeezed. We
define the X quadrature as X = a + a† and the P quadrature as P = −i (a − a†) , where a is given by
Eq. (3.13) with T = X = 0. (∆X)2 is defined as (∆X)2 = 〈Ψ  X2 Ψ〉 − (〈Ψ | X | Ψ〉)2. ∆P is defined
similarly. To simplify calculations, we can apply the approximation |k |  0 and |k |  σ. With these
approximations we find the variances
(∆X)2 = 1 + 2
5
2σ
pi
1
2 |k0 |
(
 − ln (e
pi + 1)
pi
)
, (3.15)
(∆P)2 = 1 + 2
5
2σ
pi
1
2 |k0 |
(
 − ln (e
pi − 1)
pi
)
, (3.16)
yielding
lim
→0
(∆X)2 = 1 − 2
5
2σ ln 2
pi
3
2 |k0 |
, (3.17)
lim
→0
(∆P)2 → 2
5
2σ
pi
3
2 |k0 |
ln () → ∞ (3.18)
for  → 0, in the limit of the Rindler vacuum. We see in Eqs. (3.15) and (3.17), (∆X)2 is always less
than 1, indicating single-mode squeezing (though not purely single-mode). We also see that squeezing
disappears for |k0 | → ∞ or for  →∞.
The origin of the squeezing comes from the Rindler aspects of the vacuum state. While the
Minkowski vacuum is not a squeezed state of Minkowski modes, the Rindler vacuum is a two mode
squeezed state of Unruh modes,
|0R〉 ∝ exp
{
−
∫
dΩ
∑
σ
e−piΩ
(
dRMΩ
†
dRMΩ
†
+ dLMΩ
†
dLMΩ
†) } |0M〉 . (3.19)
Unruh modes can be written in terms of Minkowski modes
dRMΩ =
∫ ∞
0
dk pΩ(k)ak dLMΩ =
∫ ∞
0
dk pΩ(−k)a−k, (3.20a)
dRMΩ =
∫ ∞
0
dk pΩ(k)ak dLMΩ =
∫ ∞
0
dk pΩ(−k)a−k . (3.20b)
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Upon insertion of Eq. (3.20) into Eq. (3.19), we see that the Rindler vacuum is multi-mode squeezed
in terms of Minkowski modes. Part of the multi-mode squeezing contains single-mode squeezing and
it is this that contributes to the squeezing we see.
3.10 Correlations and leaking information
Central to the firewall argument of Almheiri et al. is the entanglement—in the standard picture—
between upgoing and ingoing modes of radiation due to the free falling observer seeing a vacuum. This
is the entanglement between bup
ωlm
† and bup
ωlm
†
in the Unruh vacuum. The entanglement precludes the
leaking of information out of the black hole, which requires that the upgoing early and late radiation
form a pure state. In our proposed modified Unruh vacuum, a free faller does not see a vacuum;
entanglement between any two high frequency modes is absent, thus allowing the possibility that these
modes can be correlated in a more complicated theory such that information may be carried out.
3.11 Conclusion
We have proposed a modified Unruh vacuum state to replace the Unruh vacuum state around a black
hole. Using the correspondence between Schwarzschild and Rindler spacetimes close to the horizon,
we constructed in (1+1) dimensions a modified Minkowski vacuum to model our modified Unruh state.
Minkowski modes exhibit single-mode squeezing in this modified Minkowski vacuum state.
We found that this vacuum state led to a firewall as predicted by Almheiri et al.66 The firewall is
strikingly non-thermal: the particle number for a Gaussian detector is inversely proportional to the
frequency. In the absence of a UV cutoff, any atom or molecule will immediately be ionized by the
firewall due to the unbounded numbers of high energy photons. Thus any entanglement carried by
atoms will be destroyed. This is in contrast to the situation that imposes a breaking of correlations
across the horizon.105,106 The physical mechanism responsible for this remains to be found and it is not
clear if it can satisfy unitarity requirements.
Our (1+1) dimensional calculation with the modified Minkowski vacuum state (3.11) is expected
to be a very good approximation to the (3+1) dimensional case when a free falling observer detects
very localised modes pointing in the radial direction. This provides us with confidence in our flat space
calculation and the possibility that the standard theory with a modified vacuum choice could be enough
to maintain Hawking radiation (with small deviations) and do the job of carrying out information. To
better understand the implications of our proposal in more realistic settings will require a calculation
of the behaviour of a detector in our modified Unruh vacuum (3.2) around an actual black hole.

Chapter 4
Particle creation by gravitational waves
Section 4.6 is based on the paper2 “Black hole squeezers” which I wrote with Daiqin Su, Robert B
Mann and Timothy C. Ralph. The bulk of the text and figures were prepared by Daiqin Su. The analysis
and interpretation was shared amongst co-authors.
A major consequence of Quantum Field Theory on Curved spacetime is particle creation.11,41,45
From inflation107,108 and expanding spacetime41 to the Hawking effect20 and superradiance109–111 in
black holes, the lack of an invariant concept of a particle means that particle creation can be found
everywhere.
One question of particular interest is whether gravitational waves (ripples of spacetime) can create
quantum particles. Since the detection of gravitational waves,112 this question is of renewed interest.
Although a dynamical spacetime characteristically generates particles, it has been shown that particle
creation by plane gravitational waves is forbidden.113–116 A similar statement applies to electromagnetic
waves: electron-positron pairs cannot be produced by plane electromagnetic waves, no matter how
strong we make the electromagnetic field;117 otherwise momentum conservation would be violated.
These results were shown using an input-output formalism which obscures the origin of the (lack
of) particle creation. In this chapter we will highlighting the precise reasons why—using Feynman
diagrams—linear plane gravitational waves cannot create particle. Furthermore, I will show how
higher order diagrams and gravitational waves also do not produce gravitational waves. Finally I will
summarise the results in my paper2 where we found the creation of particles for gravitational waves
around a black hole.
Throughout this chapter we will consider a spacetime where we can write the metric as a background
part and a perturbation,
gµν = gBµν + hµν . (4.1)
4.1 Linear gravitational waves in Minkowski spacetime
We will first consider the case where the background is Minkowski spacetime gBµν = ηµν with a
weak perturbation also known as the weak field limit, where hµν is such that hµν = ηµαηνβhαβ and
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hµνhµν ≈ 0,
gµν = ηµν + hµν g
µν = ηµν − hµν, (4.2)
where ηµν is the Minkowski metric and hµνhνρ = δ
µ
ρ . With this linearisation, Einstein’s field equation
becomes,
Rµν = −
1
2
(
∂2hµν − ∂µ∂λhλν − ∂ν∂λhλµ + ∂µ∂νhλλ
)
+ O(h2). (4.3)
We still have all the freedom of coordinate transforms with which we can simplify the field equation
further. Let us make the transformation xµ → x′µ = xµ +  µ(x). We require that ∂µν is small which
leads us to
h′µν = hµν − ∂µν − ∂νµ. (4.4)
With this we can calculate that, ∂′µh′
µ
ν − 12∂′νh′ ≈ ∂µhµν − 12∂νh − ∂2ν where ∂2 = ∂µ∂µ, h is the trace
h = ηµνhµν and ∂′µ = ∂µ − (∂µλ)∂λ. This means we can always pick an  such that we impose four
conditions known as the harmonic gauge condition,
∂µh
µ
ν =
1
2
∂νh, (4.5)
is always true. In this harmonic gauge, the Einstein Field equation in vacuum (Tµν = 0)
Rµν = −
1
2
∂α∂
αhµν = 0. (4.6)
We see that this reduces the dynamics of the perturbation to a relativistic wave equation. We have
some residual freedom to simplify further. Note that ∂µh′µν − 12∂νh′ = ∂µhµν − 12∂νh − ∂2ν. This
means that we can make one final change of coordinates such that ∂2ν = 0 (which corresponds to
four conditions) and still maintain the harmonic gauge condition. Originally the symmetric tensor
hµν has 10 components. The harmonic gauge condition imposes 4 conditions, reducing the degree of
freedom to 6. Finally, our residual transformation allows us to reduces it to 6-4 = 2. But which final 4
conditions should we impose? The natural choice suggested by analogy with electromagnetic waves is
something like the Coulomb gauge. First note that the solution to Eq. (4.6) is given by a superposition
of linear plane waves,
hµν(x) =
∫
d4k Cµν (k)eik ·x . (4.7)
The wave equation means that k2 = 0 and the harmonic gauge condition means kµCµν (k) = 12 kνC(k)
where Cµν(k) is a polarization tensor and C(k) = Cµµ (k). We choose the final 4 conditions C0,i = 0
for i = 1, 2, 3 and C = 0 as the transverse-traceless gauge. Suppose the gravitational wave is a cosine
wave in the z-direction with frequency k0. Then Cµν(k) = C˜µν/2
(
δ(4)(k − k0) + δ(4)(k + k0)
)
=⇒
hµν(x) = C˜µν(k0) cos (k0 · x) where k µ0 = k0 (1, 0, 0, 1). Our conditions means that the polarization
tensor must be of the form,
C˜µν(k0) =
©­­­­­«
0 0 0 0
0 C˜+ C˜× 0
0 C˜× −C˜+ 0
0 0 0 0
ª®®®®®¬
, (4.8)
which is characterised by two polarisations, C˜+ and C˜× representing the two degrees of freedom.
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4.2 Path integral formalism
For most of this chapter we will work with Feynman diagrams with rules derived from the path integral
formalism. Before we apply the path integral formalism to fields, let us first review the formalism for
quantum mechanics. Suppose we have a single particle with an initial state |qI〉 and we want to find
the amplitude for it to evolve to |qF〉 after a time T . The dynamics of the particle are governed by a
Hamiltonian (temporarily restoring operator hats) of the form,
Ĥ =
p̂2
2m
+ V (q̂) . (4.9)
To find the amplitude we have to calculate〈
qF
 e−iĤT  qI〉 . (4.10)
Let us discretise time into N segments such that δt = T/N . The amplitude becomes〈
qF
 e−iĤT  qI〉 = 〈qF  e−iĤδte−iĤδt . . . e−iĤδt  qI〉 . (4.11)
The states q are normalised such that 〈q′ | q〉 = δ(q′ − q). The position eigenstate |q〉 and the
momentum eigenstates |p〉 both form a complete set of states so ∫ dq |q〉 〈q | = ∫ dp |p〉 〈p| = 1. With
this normalisation, the overlap is 〈q | p〉 = eipq√
2pi
. We will now use the completeness of the position
eigenstates and insert factors of 1 =
∫
dq j |q j〉 〈q j | in the amplitude.
〈
qF
 e−iĤT  qI〉 = ©­«
N−1∏
j=1
∫
dq j
ª®¬
〈
qF
 e−iĤδt |qN−1〉 〈qN−1 | e−iĤδt |qN−2〉 . . . 〈q1 | e−iĤδt  qI〉 . (4.12)
Consider one of the factors above,
〈
q j+1
 e−iĤδt  q j〉 . Because δt is small, the exponential is well
approximated by 1 − iĤδt. If we insert ∫ dp |p〉 〈p| 1 = 1 we find that the factor becomes,〈
q j+1
 e−iĤδt  q j〉 = 〈q j+1 [1 − i ( p̂22m ∫ dp |p〉 〈p| + V (q̂)) δt] q j〉 (4.13)
= e−iδtV(qj )
∫
dpe−iδt
p2
2m
〈
q j+1
 p〉 〈p  q j〉 (4.14)
= e−iδtV(qj )
∫
dp
2pi
e−iδt
p2
2m eip(qj+1−qj ). (4.15)
The integral is a Gaussian which can be calculated by the completing the square,〈
q j+1
 e−iĤδt  q j〉 = ( −im2piδt ) 12 eiδt m2 ( qj+1−qjδt ) 2−iδtV(qj ). (4.16)
Putting this into Eq. (4.12) and defining q0 = qI and qN = qF , we get〈
qF
 e−iĤT  qI〉 = ( −im2piδt ) N2
(
N−1∏
k=1
∫
dqk
)
e
iδt
∑N−1
j=0
[
m
2
(
qj+1−qj
δt
) 2−V(qj )]
. (4.17)
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If we take the limit that δt → 0 then m2
(
qj+1−qj
δt
) 2 → Ûq2 and δt∑N−1j=0 → ∫ T0 dt then the measure for
the integral over paths is ∫
Dq = lim
N→∞
( −im
2piδt
) N
2
(
N−1∏
k=1
∫
dqk
)
. (4.18)
We thus define the path integral as〈
qF
 e−iĤT  qI〉 = ∫ Dq ei ∫ T0 dt ( m Ûq22 −V(q))
=
∫
Dq ei
∫ T
0 dtL, (4.19)
with L the Lagrangian for the system. Note that the right hand side is composed of c-numbers, not
operators. Finally we note what happens if we want to calculate expectations of operators. If we have
the Schrödinger operator (indicated by a subscript S) for the position q̂S that we want to calculate at t2
and t1 such that t2 > t1, then we can show that the expectation of the Heisenberg operators (indicated
by subscript H) is
〈qF | q̂H(t2)q̂H(t1) | qI〉
=
〈
qF
 e−iĤ(T−t2)q̂Se−iĤ(t2−t1)q̂Se−iĤ(t1)  qI〉
=
∫
Dq ei
∫ T
0 dtLq(t2)q(t1), (4.20)
with q(t j)
q j〉 = q̂S q j〉 such that jδt = t j .
4.2.1 Path integrals for fields
Now that we have defined the path integral for quantum mechanics, let us apply it to field theory.
Because the field at a given time t1 is a function of position, instead of being a simple integral in the
quantum mechanical case
(∫
dq |q〉 〈q |
)
= 1, the completeness relation for fields is itself a functional
integral overall field configurations at t1∫
D Φ1(x) |Φ1(x)〉 〈Φ1(x)| = 1. (4.21)
With this completeness relation, we can derive a path integral for fields in a similar way as before.
However, as the form of the path integral is extremely similar to the quantum mechanical case, we will
define it by analogy.
Suppose we have a scalar field with the Lagrangian density∗
L0 = 12
(
ηµν∂µΦ∂νΦ − m2Φ2
)
. (4.24)
∗ For the rest of this chapter except for Section 4.6, we will use the (+ − −−) convention so as comport with the usual
convention of particle physics QFT. We will also define the Fourier transform as,
f (x) =
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 e
−ik ·x f˜ (k) (4.22)
f˜ (k) =
∫
d4x eik ·x f (x). (4.23)
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We need to generalise Eq. (4.19) for fields. Notice that instead of q as the dynamical variable, we have
the field Φ(x) = Φ(x, t) and the time integral over the Lagrangian is promoted to a spacetime integral
over the Lagrangian density. The path integral is then defined as
Z =
∫
DΦ ei
∫
d4xL0 . (4.25)
For convenience we will introduce a source term J(x) to the exponential. With the addition of the
source term and a partial integration over the derivative terms, the path integral becomes
Z(J) =
∫
DΦ ei
∫
d4x− 12Φ
(
∂2+m2
)
Φ+J(x)Φ(x). (4.26)
This integral can actually be done directly if we discretise spacetime int N points with spacing a. Letting
j label the spacetime points, the differential operator becomes ∂Φ → 1a
(
Φ j+1 − Φ j
) ≡ ∑ jMj kΦk .
The path integral is then of the form∫ ∫
· · ·
∫
dq1dq2 · · · dqNe i2 q·A·q+iJ ·q (4.27)
=
( (2pii)N
detA
) 12
e−
i
2 J ·A−1·J . (4.28)
For the proof of this equality, see Zee.44 The matrix A is the discretised form of − (∂2 + m2) . In the
continuum limit, the discretised equation Ai j(A−1) j k = δik becomes (with the addition of a factor of i)
−
(
∂2 + m2
)
D(x − y) = iδ(4)(x − y). (4.29)
The propagator is also called the two-point Green’s function as it is the inverse of a differential operator.
The continuum limit of the inverse matrix A−1 is D(x − y) is defined by Eq. (4.29). Then our result is,
Z(J)
Z(0) = e
− 12
∫ ∫
d4xd4yJ(x)D(x−y)J(y). (4.30)
D(x − y) is known as the propagator which is given by
D(x − y) =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ie−ip·(x−y)
p2 − m2 + i . (4.31)
Instead of the  we can equivalently define is a slight anti-clockwise rotation (or a deformation) of a
complex contour integral to avoid the poles at p2 = m2. This is also known as the Feynman propagator.
4.2.2 Correlation/Green’s functions
Suppose instead of the Lagrangian density L0 we now have an interacting term and a new La-
grangian/Hamiltonian density. With this we have a new Hamiltonian H(t) = ∫ d3xH with which we
can define a time-evolution operator using a Dyson series
Û(t, t0) = 1 − i
∫ t
t0
dt1 Ĥ(t1) + (−i)2
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2 Ĥ(t1)Ĥ(t2)
+ (−i)3
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2
∫ t2
t0
dt3 Ĥ(t1)Ĥ(t2)Ĥ(t3) + . . . (4.32)
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Note that the Hamiltonians are arranged in time-order. We also introduce the time-ordering operator T
which arranges the operands into the correct time order. Together with the identity,∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2
∫ tn−1
t0
· · · dtn Ĥ(t1)Ĥ(t2) . . . Ĥ(tn) = 1n!
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t
t0
dt2
∫ t
t0
· · · dtn T
{
Ĥ(t1)Ĥ(t2) . . . Ĥ(tn)
}
(4.33)
we can rewrite the time-evolution operator as
Û(t, t0) = 1 − i
∫ t
t0
dt1Ĥ(t1) + (−i)
2
2!
∫ t
t0
dt1dt2 T Ĥ(t1)Ĥ(t2) + . . .
≡ T
{
exp
[
−i
∫ t
t0
dt′ Ĥ(t′)
] }
. (4.34)
The original Lagrangian L0 has the (Minkowski) vacuum state |0〉 with a zero energy as Ĥ0 |0〉 = 0.
The new Lagrangian has a vacuum state |Ω〉 and energy Ĥ |Ω〉 = E0 |Ω〉 . Suppose there are discrete
eigenstates of the new Hamiltonian H indexed by n. Then, the time-evolution operator acting on the
vacuum is
Û(T, 0) |0〉 = e−iE0T |Ω〉 〈Ω | 0〉 +
∑
n,0
e−iEnT |n〉 〈n | 0〉 . (4.35)
Since En > E0 we can remove the second term by sending T → ∞(1 − i) to a slightly imaginary
direction. This gives us an expression
|Ω〉 = lim
T→∞(1−i)
e−iHT |0〉
e−iE0T 〈Ω | 0〉 . (4.36)
This lets us define the new interacting vacuum in terms of the free vacuum which we will use presently.
As we saw in Chapter 2, the concept of particles in Quantum Field Theory is a rather nebulous one.
Nonetheless, Φ(x) |Ω〉 can be thought of as a particle as it is a single perfectly localised excitation of
the field. Thus, similar to the quantum mechanical example before, the amplitude for a ‘particle’ at x1
to ‘propagate’ or evolve to another ‘particle’ at x2 is given by
〈
Ω
T {Φ̂H(x1)Φ̂H(x2)} Ω〉 ≡ lim
T→∞(1−i)
〈
0
T {Û(T, x02)Φ̂S(x02, x2)Û(x02, x01)Φ̂S(x01, x1)Û(x01,−T)}  0〉〈
0
 Û(T,−T)  0〉
(4.37)
=
∫ DΦ ei ∫ d4xLΦ(x1)Φ(x2)∫ DΦ ei ∫ d4xL (4.38)
=
1
Z(0)
(
−i δ
δJ(x1)
) (
−i δ
δJ(x2)
)
Z(J)| J=0 , (4.39)
In the equation we have used δδJ , which is a functional derivative that ‘pulls down’ the appropriate
Φ(x) from Eq. (4.26). The functional derivative is defined such that
δ
δJ(x) J(y) = δ
(4)(x − y), (4.40)
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with all other calculus rules such as chain rule, product rule etc. also holding. Evaluating Eq. (4.39)
by taking the derivatives of Eq. (4.30), we find the two-point Green’s function (also known as the
two-point correlation function)
〈0 | T {Φ(x1)Φ(x2)} | 0〉 = D(x1 − x2). (4.41)
This term is associated with the Feynman diagram
x1 x2 =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ie−ip·(x1−x2)
p2 − m2 + i . (4.42)
We will draw our diagrams such that they are read from left to right.
There also exist higher order correlation/Green’s functions, for example, the four-point correlation
function,
〈Ω | T {Φ1Φ2Φ3Φ4} | Ω〉 (4.43)
=
x1 x2
x3 x4
+
x1 x2
x3 x4
+
x1 x2
x3 x4
(4.44)
= D(x1 − x2)D(x3 − x4) + D(x1 − x3)D(x2 − x4) + D(x1 − x4)D(x2 − x3). (4.45)
These higher order Green’s functions can be defined an expansion of Eq. (4.26) in a power series of J
Z(J) =
∞∑
j
i j
j!
∫
d4x1 · · · d4x j J(x1) · · · J(x j)
{∫
DΦ ei
∫ Ld4xΦ(x1) · · ·Φ(x j)} , (4.46)
where the j th Green’s function is the expression in the curly braces divided by Z(J=0).
4.2.3 Φ4 Interactions
Suppose we have a new Lagrangian with a Φ4 interaction term
L = 1
2
(
ηµν∂µΦ∂νΦ − m2Φ2
)
− λ
4!
Φ4. (4.47)
Then the path integral becomes
Z(J, λ) =
∫
DΦei
∫
d4x− 12Φ
(
∂2+m2
)
Φ− λ4!Φ4+J(x)Φ(x), (4.48)
which with the use of functional derivatives and the methods we used above, can be rewritten as
Z(J, λ) = Z(0, 0)e−(iλ/4!)
∫
d4w[−iδ/δJ(w)]4e−
1
2
∫ ∫
d4xd4yJ(x)D(x−y)J(y). (4.49)
Meanwhile, the j th Green’s function is given by
1
Z(0, λ)
{∫
DΦ ei
∫ Ld4xΦ(x1) · · ·Φ(x j)} = 1Z(0, λ) (−i δδJ(x1)
) (
−i δ
δJ(x2)
)
· · ·
(
−i δ
δJ(x j)
)
Z(J, λ)| J=0 .
(4.50)
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While we could use this expression to calculate the Green’s functions to arbitrary order in λ the calculus
proves to be extremely tedious and it is much easier to introduce Wick contractions and Feynman rules.
Let us consider again the four-point Green’s function—expanded in a power series of λ—which comes
from the path integral∫ DΦei ∫ d4xLΦ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)Φ(x4)
Z(0, λ)
=
1
Z(0, λ)
∫
DΦei
∫
d4xL0
(
Φ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)Φ(x4) − iλ4!
∫
d4wΦ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)Φ(x4)Φ(w)4 + . . .
)
.
(4.51)
The rule for calculating the path integral of each is to contract each Φ with another, replacing them
with a propagator. You continue for each permutation. For example, the ways to contract the first term
in the round brackets are
Φ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)Φ(x4) Φ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)Φ(x4) Φ(x1)Φ(x2)Φ(x3)Φ(x4). (4.52)
This gives us the three terms of Eq. (4.45). The second term has multiple ways we can contract. We
can contract x1, x2, x3, x4 in the three ways we just mentioned. This would leave 3 ways to contract the
remaining Φ(w) with each other. This contributes a term
−3iλ
4!
∫
d4wD(w − w)2 (D(x1 − x2)D(x3 − x4) + D(x1 − x3)D(x2 − x4) + D(x1 − x4))D(x2 − x3),
(4.53)
which is represented by the Feynman diagram
©­­­«
x1 x2
x3 x4
+
x1 x2
x3 x4
+
x1 x2
x3 x4
ª®®®¬ . (4.54)
The bubble on the left is a ‘vacuum bubble’ which we will discuss shortly. There is also another way to
contract, each of the xi is contracted with a w which forms a vertex. There are 4! ways to do this and is
given by the diagram with the value
x1 x2
x3 x4
= −iλ
∫
d4wD(x1 − w)D(x2 − w)D(x3 − w)D(x4 − w). (4.55)
Finally, there are 6 other diagrams which involve sticking an ‘ear’ on the diagrams of Eq. (4.44). For
example there are 3 × 4 ways of sticking an ear on the first diagram
x1 x2
x3 x4
=
−12iλ
4!
∫
d4wD(x1 − w)D(w − w)D(x2 − w)D(x3 − x4). (4.56)
These are self-interaction diagrams, also known as self-energy diagrams and they are related to
renormalisation of particle mass.
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4.2.4 Vacuum bubbles
Notice how the vacuum bubble in Eq. (4.54) factorises out? In fact there is a general argument that
shows that these vacuum bubbles exponentiate, factor and are cancelled by the Z(0, λ) term7 in the
definition of the Green’s functions. While I will not show this, you can understand it heuristically
by considering Z(0, λ). By definition, it consists of the diagrams with no external source J. These
diagrams in fact give us a formula for the vacuum energy of the interaction vacuum relative to the
zero vacuum energy of the free vacuum. These diagrams form the quantum ‘sea of roiling particles’
where particle and antiparticle are created and quickly annihilate. There is a fascinating connection
between the unitary inequivalence we saw in Chapter 2 and the unitary inequivalence between free and
interacting theories. The lack of a unitary equivalence between the free and interacting operators and
Hilbert spaces is known as Haag’s theorem.
4.2.5 Momentum space Feynman diagrams
As we have seen, Feynman diagrams are calculational techniques for the probability amplitude for a
physical process. The two-point Green’s function gives the amplitude for a particle to propagate from
x1 to x2 while the four-point Green’s function gives the amplitude for two particles to propagate from
x1 and x3 to x2 and x4. With interactions there are additional contributions from the Φ4 interaction. As
we discussed, the vacuum bubble diagrams are factored out while the self-energy diagrams contributes
only to the renormalisation of the particle mass, thus the important vertex we need to consider is
Eq. (4.55). It is useful when comparing to experiments and customary to express Feynman diagrams
in momentum space. This corresponds to taking the Fourier transform of the external points of the
diagram. For example, the propagator which has two points, so we take the Fourier transform of the
two external points, ∫
d4x1eik1·x1
∫
d4x2eik2·x2 x1 x2
=
∫
d4x1eik1·x1
∫
d4x2eik2·x2
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
ie−ip·(x1−x2)
p2 − m2 + i
= (2pi)4δ(4)(k2 − k1) i
k21 − m2 + i
. (4.57)
Note how the exponential factor associated the the propagator imposes momentum conservation. Let
us now look at the vertex, do the integral over w in Eq. (4.55) and then Fourier transform each point of
the vertex. This leads to
k1
k3
k2 k4 = −iλ(2pi)
4δ(4)(k4+k3−k2−k1) i
k21 − m2 + i
i
k22 − m2 + i
i
k23 − m2 + i
i
k24 − m2 + i
.
(4.58)
In general, for an n-point diagram with Nin lines going in and Nout lines going out, there is always an
overall factor of (2pi)4δ(4)
(∑Nout
i pi −
∑Nin
j k j
)
. Given that this is always the case, we will omit it from
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the expression for the amplitude and take it as implied. Furthermore, while our Feynman diagrams
represent amplitudes from the correlation functions, what we usually want is the S-matrix, which is the
amplitude
out
〈
p1 · · · pNout
k1 · · · kNin〉 in = 〈Ω  ap1 · · · apNoutT exp (−i ∫ ∞−∞ HI(t′)dt′
)
a†k1 · · · a
†
kNin
Ω〉 , (4.59)
where api are the Minkowski annihilation operators. The Lehmann, Symanzik and Zimmermann
(LSZ) reduction formula gives a simple relation between correlation functions and S-matrix elements.
To get the S-matrix elements, the external lines of a diagram are ‘amputated’. This means that the
propagators for the external lines are not included in the S-matrix amplitude. With these patterns, we
now enumerate the Feynman rules for finding the amplitude of a diagram. First, draw the diagrams of
the process up to arbitrary order in λ. For example a process such as two particles scattering off each
other is given by the four-point correlation function. Label each internal line with a momentum arrow
and the momentum space propagator
p
=
i
p2 − m2 + i , (4.60)
and each vertex is associated with the value
k1
k3
k2 k4 = −iλ. (4.61)
Now restore the momentum conservation factors and integrate over the internal lines with the measure
d4p
(2pi)4 . Note that this rule does not apply to external lines and vertices. Finally, we must also include
symmetry factors for the number of ways we could have drawn the diagram. These can be understood
by thinking about the Wick contractions/functional derivatives that lead to each Feynman diagram.
4.3 Scalar field in gravitational waves
Let us now consider the scalar field with a gravitational wave. The full Lagrangian is
L =
√
|g | 1
2
(
gµν∂µΦ∂νΦ − m2Φ2
)
. (4.62)
From our linearisation of the metric before, gµν = ηµν + hµν and gµν = ηµν − hµν so the Lagrangian
separates into a free part and an interacting part,
L ≈ √1 + h L0 − 12h
µν∂µΦ∂νΦ, (4.63)
where
L0 = 12
(
ηµν∂µΦ∂ν − m2Φ2
)
(4.64)
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and
h = hµνηµν . (4.65)
Because we can go to the transverse-traceless gauge in the first-order of h, we can ignore the trace and
therefore we have,
L ≈ L0 − λ2 h
µν∂µΦ∂νΦ, (4.66)
which for convenience we have added a λ term so we can ‘turn off’ the interacting term. We define the
path integral,
Z(J, λ) =
∫
DΦ ei
∫ L0+JΦ− λ2 hµν∂µΦ∂νΦd4x (4.67)
which can be integrated, simplified and rewritten using functional derivatives7,44 as
Z(J, λ) = Z(0, 0)e−i λ2
∫
d4zhµν(z)∂µ
(
δ
δJ(z)
)
∂ν
(
δ
δJ(z)
)
e−
i
2
∬
d4xd4yJ(x)D(x−y)J(y). (4.68)
Expanding Eq. (4.67) in a power series of J, we find that
Z(J, λ) =
∞∑
j
i j
j!
∫
d4x1 · · · d4x j J(x1) · · · J(x j)
{∫
DΦ ei
∫ Ld4xΦ(x1) · · ·Φ(x j)} , (4.69)
from which we define the j th Green’s function as the expression in the curly braces divided by Z(0, λ).
It follows that the two point Green’s function is
G(x1, x2) = 1Z(0, λ)
∫
DΦ ei
∫ Ld4xΦ(x1)Φ(x2), (4.70)
which can be rewritten by expressing the interaction Lagrangian as an infinite sum,
G(x1, x2) = 1Z(0, λ)
∫
DΦ ei
∫ L0d4xΦ(x1)Φ(x2) (1 − iλ ∫ d4x12hµν∂µΦ∂νΦ + . . .) . (4.71)
The first term gives us the position space propagator in scalar field theory
x1 x2 = D(x1 − x2) =
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
i
p2 − m2 + i e
−ip·(x1−x2). (4.72)
The second term gives us two diagrams,
and . (4.73)
The second term is a disconnected diagram of a bubble diagram and the propagator. The bubble
diagram is factored7,44 out by 1/Z(0, λ). We now need to find the value of the vertex. Setting λ = 1
from now on, we can evaluate the second term by the two ways we can Wick contract (or from the
integrated functional derivative version in Eq. (4.69)) and ignoring the disconnected term, we find
− i 1
Z
∫
DΦ ei
∫ L0d4xΦ(x1)Φ(x2)∫ d4x12hµν∂µΦ(x)∂νΦ(x)
= −i
∫
d4x hµν∂µD(x − x1)∂νD(x − x2)
= i
∫
d4x
d4p
(2pi)4
d4q
(2pi)4 h
µνpµ
i
p2 − m2 + i e
−ip·(x−x1)qν
i
q2 − m2 + i e
−iq·(x−x2).
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If we Fourier transform this into momentum space, let q → −q and amputate the external scalar
propagators, we find that the value of the diagram is
µ, ν
qp = −i
∫
d4x hµν(x)ei(q−p)·xpµqν = −h˜µν(q − p)pµqν . (4.74)
Because of the integration over x, the vertex already contains the momentum conservation requirement
that q − p = k, the energy of the gravitation wave. This vertex is different from the earlier Φ4 vertex as
it couples the quantum scalar field with a classical field hµν(k) which is indicated by the crossed dot.
Unlike before where all for lines of the vertex may be connected to a propagator or another vertex,
there is no way to ‘connect’ with this crossed dot. The additional Feynman rule that we need is an
integral over the internal momenta with measure d4k(2pi)4 . With these vertices, we can only have two
particle creation, with the diagrams formed from this vertex and the internal scalar propagators giving
(LSZ reduction formula) the amplitude〈
Ω
 apaqT exp (−i ∫ ∞−∞ HI(t′)dt′
) Ω〉 . (4.75)
The zeroeth order amplitude is obviously zero, while the first-order amplitude is given by the diagram
q
p
= h˜µν(q + p)pµqν . (4.76)
Because h˜µν(k) must obey the linearised equations of motions of the gravitational wave, so kµk µ = 0.
This means (p + q)2 = 0 = p2 + q2 + 2p · q = 2m2 + 2p · q = 0. Suppose we have m = 0. This
implies that p · q = 0. Let us rotate to the frame where the momentum of p is in the direction of z. In
this coordinate frame, the dot product of p · q = 0 is only possible if qµ = α(p0, 0, 0, pz) since in the
coordinate frame, pµ = (p0, 0, 0, pz). This means that if the dot product of two vectors is zero, they
must be light-like vectors that are co-linear. Then h˜µν((1 + α)p) would be the frequency component in
the direction of z but the transverse-traceless gauge says that k µh˜µν (k) = 0. So this diagram is zero. In
fact, any diagram constructed from this is zero. Consider a diagram of the form
...
p′
p
=
∫
d4p′
(2pi)4 · · · h˜µν(p
′ + p)pµp′ν · · · (4.77)
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Note that before we do the integral over the internal momenta, they are not on-shell, ergo, p′2 , 0.
However, the gravitational wave still obeys the equation of motion. This means that 0 = (p′ + p)2 =
p′2 + 2p · p′ = p′ · (p′ + 2p) =⇒ p′ ∝ p. Once again, by the transverse-traceless gauge, this means
that h˜µν(p′ + p)pµp′ν = 0. This means that this diagram has an amplitude of zero. Note that a term
where we have an external scalar always exists diagrams of this form, this leads us to conclude that
linear plane gravitational waves to all orders of interaction cannot create particles.
4.4 Particle creation from classical electromagnetic field
We can draw a strong analogy to particle creation from classical electromagnetic fields. In a classic
paper by Schwinger43 he shows that plane electromagnetic fields cannot create particles. We will
show this result and compare to the gravitational case. If we consider a Dirac field (ψ, ψ) coupled to a
classical electromagnetic field Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ then the Lagrangian is
L = ψ [iγµ (∂µ −QAµ) − m] ψ − 14FµνFµν , (4.78)
where Aµ is the vector potential, γµ are the Dirac matrices, Q is the charge and m is the mass of the
Dirac field. The primitive vertex for a classical electromagnetic field is
q
p
= iQA˜µ(q + p)γµ. (4.79)
For external lines, the Feynman rules require that spinors us(q) & vt(p) be associated with particles
and antiparticles. The amplitude for the production of two particles is given by
M =
q, s
p, t
= iQA˜µ(q + p)us(q)γµvt(p). (4.80)
If we take the square of this amplitude and sum over the spins (as we don’t care about the orientation of
the spins), we find that∑
s,t
|M|2 = 4Q2 A˜µ(q + p)A˜∗ν(q + p)
(
pµqν + pνqν − ηµν(q · p + m2)
)
. (4.81)
Once again supposing a linear planewavewehave Aµ(x) = µ(k0)e−ik0·x =⇒ A˜µ(k) = (2pi)4µ(k0)δ(4)(k − k0).
In the electromagnetic case, the analogous gauge to the gravitational transverse-traceless gauge is the
Coulomb gauge which is also transverse (but not traceless as it is a vector field). This means that
k µ A˜µ(k) = 0. We have two choices for external Dirac spinors, either pµ = αqµ or not. If p and q are
co-linear the first two terms in the bracket vanishes due to the Coulomb gauge and we have∑
s,t
|M|2 = −4Q2(α + 1)m2 A˜µ(q + p)A˜∗µ(q + p). (4.82)
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But because of the plane wave, we must also satisfy that (q + p)2 = 0 =⇒ 2m2 + p · q = 2m2 + αm2 =
0 =⇒ m = 0. So this amplitude is zero for co-linear particle creation. For the second case
of non-collinear particle creation we have a problem where the momentum conservation condition
(q + p)2 = 0 cannot be satisfied either, because p · q > 0 so this diagram is zero for all p and q. Thus
we have shown, in concurrence with Schwinger finding that plane waves don’t create particles.
The important point here is that we notice the vanishing amplitude for particle creation process
in gravitational (electromagnetic) waves is due to a combination of the nature of plane gravitational
(electromagnetic) waves having two degrees of freedom (encapsulated by the transverse-traceless gauge
or Coulomb gauge) and the requirement that we have momentum conservation. Using the diagrammatic
techniques we have developed we will now study the effect of second-order gravitational waves.
4.5 Diagrams and gravitational waves to second-order
In a similar way to Arcos et al.118 we will expand the metric to arbitrary order indicated by κ. However,
we will keep the earlier notation by splitting the metric into a flat part and hµν which can itself be
expanded order by order. Therefore we will write the metric as
gµν = ηµν + κhµν (4.83)
and from this we can get the inverse metric
gµν = ηµν − κhµν + κ2hµαhαν + . . . (4.84)
and √
|g | = 1 + 1
2
κh − 1
4
κ2hαβh
β
α + κ
2 h
2
8
+ . . . (4.85)
with all indices raised and lowered with the Minkowski metric. From now on, we will only consider a
massless scalar field. All of the terms in the Lagrangian up to 2nd order κ2 are therefore
L = 1
2
(
ηµν∂µΦ∂νΦ
)
(4.86)
+ κ
(
1
4
hηµν − 1
2
hµν
)
∂µΦ∂νΦ (4.87)
+ κ2
[ (
1
16
h2 − 1
8
hαβh
β
α
)
ηµν − 1
4
hhµν +
1
2
hµαh
αν
]
∂µΦ∂νΦ. (4.88)
Let us group the Lagrangian by the metric, η or h that contracts with the field
L = 1
2
(
ηµν∂µΦ∂νΦ
)
(4.89)
+
[
1
4
κh + κ2
(
1
16
h2 − 1
8
hαβh
β
α
) ]
ηµν∂µΦ∂νΦ (4.90)
+
[
−1
2
κ − 1
4
κ2h
]
hµν∂µΦ∂νΦ (4.91)
+
1
2
κ2hµαh
αν∂µΦ∂νΦ. (4.92)
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Because the derivatives onΦ are always contracted with an object that is symmetric and each interaction
term is of the form 12F
µν∂µΦ∂νΦ, if we follow the procedure in Section 4.3 the momentum space
diagrams with external propagators removed are,
qp = i
∫
d4x ei(q−p)·x
[
1
2
κh(x) + κ2
(
1
8
h2(x) − 1
4
hαβ(x)hβα(x)
) ]
ηµνpµqν, (4.93)
qp = i
∫
d4x ei(q−p)·x
[
−κ − 1
2
κ2h(x)
]
hµν(x)pµqν, (4.94)
qp = i
∫
d4x ei(q−p)·xκ2hµα(x)hαν(x)pµqν . (4.95)
Using the convolution theorem for Fourier transforms, we find that we can rewrite the vertices as
qp = i
[
1
2
κ h˜(q − p) + κ2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
(
1
8
h˜(k)h˜(q − p − k) − 1
4
h˜αβ(k)h˜βα(q − p − k)
) ]
ηµνpµqν,
(4.96)
qp = i
[
−κ h˜µν(q − p) − 1
2
κ2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 h˜(k)h˜
µν(q − p − k)
]
pµqν, (4.97)
qp = i
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 κ
2 h˜µα(k)h˜αν(q − p − k)pµqν . (4.98)
There is a slight subtlety here. These vertices are the second-order vertices for the Feynman perturbative
sum. The hµν can itself contain a sum of higher order gravitational waves. Let us now expand hµν
wave by orders of κ such that,
hµν = h
(1)
µν + κ h
(2)
µν + . . . (4.99)
It should be noted that the different orders of the gravitational wave obey different equations of motions.
Let us consider the second-order vertices with a first-order gravitational wave and see if any diagrams
are non-zero,
hµν = h
(1)
µν . (4.100)
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With first-order gravitational waves, we have the transverse-traceless gauge so the vertices simplify to,
q
p
= i
[
κ2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
(
1
4
h˜αβ(k)h˜βα(q + p − k)
) ]
ηµνpµqν, (4.101)
q
p
= i
[
κ h˜µν(q + p)
]
pµqν, (4.102)
q
p
= −i
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 κ
2 h˜µα(k)h˜αν(q + p − k)pµqν . (4.103)
Note that the second diagram is the same as before, so it’s zero. In the first and third diagram, we have
the momentum conserving conditions, k2 = 0 and (q+ p− k)2 = 0. This implies that q · p = k · (q+ p).
Note that the left side is independent of k this can only be the case if k · (q + p) = 0 which would then
mean p and q are co-linear, then both terms are zero. The first is zero because of the p · q term and the
third is zero because k ∝ q + p and qν h˜αν(βq) = 0 by the transverse-traceless gauge. Thus we have
established that the second-order diagrams are zero for first-order gravitational waves. Despite the
disappointing results, it should be noted that higher order gravitational waves can skirt all these issues.
For example, the equation of motion for second-order gravitational waves is118
∂ρ∂
ρ h(2) µν = Nµν
(
h(1)
)
, (4.104)
with Nµν
(
h(1)
)
a function of the first-order gravitational waves. This is no longer a simple wave
equation and is no longer transverse and traceless.119 While the analysis could proceed order by order,
the procedure is difficult and tedious. One would normally choose to use exact gravitational waves
and study the problem using input-output formalism. This was done by Yurtsever120 and Dorca &
Verdaguer121 where they find that collisions of exact non-linear plane waves can create particles. Both
papers start with an asymptotically flat region, and end with a curved background which adds some
further complications to the interpretation of whether the particle creation is due to the gravitational
waves or the change in curvature. Of course the distinction between the background and gravitational
waves is arbitrary but there is much greater didactic simplicity when the background spacetime starts
and ends the same. With these motivating examples, we now turn to another situation where the
gravitational waves are highly non-linear and propagate on a curved background: the coalescence of
two black holes.
Why gravitational waves around black holes though? While we explicitly showed that particle
creation is not allowed for a plane electromagnetic wave, pair production of electrons and positrons is
possible if a nucleus is introduced to balance the momentum.122 In the gravitational wave case, one
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might expect that an analogue to the nucleus, e.g., a black hole, has to be introduced to allow particle
creation.
The first three gravitational wave events ever detected by Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) originated from the coalescence of two black holes.112,123,124 The observed
gravitational wave signals reveals that the spacetime changes dramatically when two black holes merge
into one, with a large amount of energy of order a few solar rest masses carried away by the emitted
gravitational waves. If particles, e.g., photons, can be produced by gravitational perturbations they will
travel along with the gravitational waves and could be detected if the particle creation efficiency is
high enough. So far, the models studying gravitational waves do not include the possibility of particle
creation. Thus if particle creation is possible, it would greatly change the models and our understanding
of these merger events.
4.6 Particle creationbyquasi-normalmodes aroundaSchwarzschild
black hole
The whole process of the coalescence of two black holes is a very complicated situation requiring
numerical relativity,125 so we will only study the final stage of merging: the ring-down stage. During
the ring-down stage, gravitational oscillations of the black hole are dominant, which are known as the
gravitational quasi-normal modes (QNMs). Because gravitational quasi-normal modes (QNMs) of
a black hole have been extensively studied for decades,126–131 analytic techniques can be applied to
them. We consider a minimally coupled massless real scalar field that propagates in the Schwarzschild
background spacetimewith quasi-normal perturbations. Using the tools in Section 2.5, where we studied
the propagation of the scalar field in a background Schwarzschild spacetime, we will perturbatively
study their coupling with the QNMs.
We derive the interaction Hamiltonian for the scalar field, which implies that the QNMs play the
role of a multimode squeezer. We show that the QNMs ‘squeeze’ the initial state (vacuum or thermal
state) of the scalar field and produce particles. In this sense black holes themselves can be quantum
squeezers.
4.6.1 Coupling between QNMs and the scalar field
We consider a Hermitian massless scalar field Φ that minimally couples to the curved spacetime with
metric gµν. The Lagrangian for the scalar field is11
L = 1
2
√−g gµν(∂µΦ)(∂νΦ), (4.105)
where g is the determinant of gµν. Note that the metric signature is now (− + ++) and we define
the Lagrangian as a scalar density where the action is S =
∫
d4xL. We assume that the metric gµν
can be decomposed into a background part gBµν and a perturbation hµν, namely, gµν = gBµν + hµν.
The background metric usually possesses some symmetries (time-translation invariance, rotational
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invariance etc.) and the dynamics of the scalar field in the background spacetime has been reviewed
in Section 2.5. The perturbation hµν is assumed to be small so that perturbation theory is applicable.
Expanding the Lagrangian Eq. (4.105) with respect to hµν and keeping terms to first-order, we find
L = L0 + L1, (4.106)
where the background part L0 and perturbed part L1 are
L0 = 12
√−gB gµνB (∂µΦ)(∂νΦ), (4.107)
L1 = 14
√−gB
(
hααg
µν
B − 2hµν
) (∂µΦ)(∂νΦ), (4.108)
with gB the determinant of the backgroundmetric and hαα ≡ gBαβhαβ the trace of themetric perturbation.
Note that indices are raised by the background metric: hµν ≡ gµαB gνβB hαβ.
The canonically conjugate field of Φ is also decomposed into a background and perturbed part,
Π = Π0 + Π1, (4.109)
where
Π0 =
∂L0
∂(∂tΦ) =
√−gB gttB(∂tΦ), (4.110)
Π1 =
∂L1
∂(∂tΦ) = −
1
2
√−gB
[
2htν(∂νΦ) − hααgttB(∂tΦ)
]
. (4.111)
The Hamiltonian density is
H = H0 +H1, (4.112)
where
H0 = Π0(∂tΦ) − L0
=
1
2
√−gB
[
gttB(∂tΦ)2 − gi jB (∂iΦ)(∂jΦ)
]
(4.113)
is the unperturbed Hamiltonian density and
H1 = Π1(∂tΦ) − L1
= −1
2
√−gB
[
htt(∂tΦ)2 − hi j(∂iΦ)(∂jΦ)
]
+
1
2
hααH0 (4.114)
is the perturbed Hamiltonian density.
For the Schwarzschild background spacetime, √−gB = r2 sin θ, so the perturbed Hamiltonian is
H1 =
∫
d3xH1
=
1
2
∫ ∞
2M
dr
∫
4pi
dΩ r2
{
− htt(∂tΦ)2 + hi j(∂iΦ)(∂jΦ) + 12h
α
α
[
gttB(∂tΦ)2 − gi jB (∂iΦ)(∂jΦ)
] }
(4.115)
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where dΩ = sin θdθdφ. Recalling Eq. (2.57), the scalar field can be expanded as
Φ(x) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
∫ ∞
0
dω
(
bup
ωlmφ
up
ωlm(x) + binωlmφinωlm(x) + h.c.
)
(4.116)
As we are studying the exterior of the black hole we will not be using the maximally extended scalar
field expansion in Eq. (2.75). We will also be using the Schwarzschild expansion as we are interested
in what an observer far away sees.
4.6.2 Gravitational quasi-normal modes
Let us now consider the perturbation of spacetime around a Schwarzschild black hole. Taking gBµν to
be Schwarzschild spacetime and hµν to be the perturbation, we can expand Einstein’s field equations
and get the equation of motion for hµν which we can then proceed to solve. In comparison with
gravitational waves in flat spacetime, the process is rather involved so I’ll sketch an overview. A more
in depth summary can be found in Su et al.2
The perturbations (Quasi-normal modes) around a Schwarzschild black hole were first derived
by Regge & Wheeler132 and Zerilli.133 Because of the time translation and spherical symmetry of
the background metric, they found that the perturbations could be decomposed into a set of modes
characterised by parity, complex frequency ω = ωR − iωI and spherical harmonic numbers l and m.
This is almost directly analogous to Eq. (2.59). The form of QNMs in the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli gauge
is,
h(p)µν = h˜
(p)
µν (r)e−iωt f (p)ν [Ylm(θ, φ)] , (4.117)
where p denotes either odd (o) or even (e) parity solutions, h˜(p)µν (r) are solutions to various radial
equations and f (p)µν [Ylm(θ, φ)] are functions that depend on the parity p and µ, ν. The frequencies of
QNMs are complex so the imaginary part of the frequency characterises the decay of the mode.
4.6.3 Time-evolution with quasi-normal modes
Now let us look at the time-evolution of a scalar field with the perturbation Eq. (4.115). In the
interaction picture, the time-evolution operator is
U = T exp
{
−i
∫ ∞
0
dt H1(t)
}
, (4.118)
with the interacting Hamiltonian
H1 =
1
2
∫ ∞
2M
r2dr
∬
sin θdθdφ
[−htt (∂tΦ)2 + hrr (∂rΦ)2 + 2hr A (∂rΦ) (∂AΦ) + hAB (∂AΦ) (∂BΦ)] ,
(4.119)
where A and B are dummy indices summed over angular variables. Note that we have changed to a
gauge called the ingoing radiation gauge, which simplifies the form of the QNMs. If we substitute
Eq. (4.117) and Eq. (4.116) into Eq. (4.119), we have integrals over r, θ & φ. The full details
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are in the paper, but I will review some of the main points of the calculation. The integrals can
be approximately evaluated if we make a few assumptions and approximations. We will ignore
ingoing terms as no observer outside the black hole can observe them. To reduce the number of
integrals, we will use the rotating wave approximation. In the integrand, we will have terms with
aωlmaω′l ′m′, a
†
ωlmaω′l ′m′, aωlma
†
ω′l ′m′ & a
†
ωlma
†
ω′l ′m′ multiplied by h
(p)
µν or h
(p)
µν
∗
. Associated with each
term are exponential factors,
e±i(ωR−ω−ω
′)t, e±i(ωR+ω+ω
′)t,
e±i(ωR+ω−ω
′)t, e±i(ωR−ω+ω
′)t .
ωR comes from the QNMs while ω and ω′ are from scalar field mode creation or annihilation operators.
The rotating wave approximation means we only keep terms with e±i(ωR−ω−ω′)t as these terms dominate
the other, faster oscillating terms.
With these simplifications, we can calculate the angular and radial integrals. The angular integrals
over θ & φ can be analytically calculated using the properties of spherical harmonics to functions
of Wigner 3 − j symbols and Γ functions.∗ The radial integral is much more difficult. We assume
that the decay of the QNMs is slow, i.e. 2MωI  1. The integrand diverges at r = 2M and r = ∞
which require us to analytically extend the integral to the complex plane and perform a branch cut
and a ‘keyhole’ contour integral.∗∗ We do not have analytic solutions of h˜(p)µν (r) so we must use
asymptotic solutions at the horizon r = 2M and at infinity r = ∞. The divergence at r = 2M and
r = ∞ allows us to ‘patch’ the two regions together using their asymptotic solutions while ignoring the
intermediate region as its contribution to the integral is comparatively small. With these assumptions
and approximations, an analytic expression for the radial integral can be calculated. Finally, although
nothing prevents us from doing otherwise, for simplicity of analysis, we will assume that the angular
momentum in the z direction of QNMs is zero (QNMs with m = 0 in Eq. (4.117)). Now we can
substitute the expression for the interacting Hamiltonian and do the integral over t—a simple integral
over exponentials—we find that,
U(t f , ti) ≈ T exp
{
− i
∫
dω
∫
dω′
∑
p∈{e,o}
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
l ′=0
min(l,l ′)∑
m=−min(l,l ′)
F (p)lml ′(ω, ω′)bupωlm
†bup
ωl ′−m
†
+ F (p)lml ′
∗(ω, ω′)bup
ωlmb
up
ωl ′−m
}
. (4.120)
The function F (p)lml ′(ω, ω′) consists of angular and radial integrals of the QNM parts that are defined and
numerically calculated in Su et al.2
The basic structure of the unitary tells us that the QNMs induce a squeezing type Hamiltonian
between particles with m and −m angular momentum in the z direction. While the unitary does couple
particles with different total angular momenta l , l′, the pair production of particles with m and −m
means that angular momentum is conserved as we have explicitly assumed QNMs with zero angular
∗ See Appendix C & D in Su et al.2 for more details.
∗∗ Further details are in Appendix A. Su et al.2
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momentum in the z direction. Realistic quantitative predictions with this unitary is difficult. Although
we calculated the functions F (p)lml ′(ω, ω′) in the paper2 by assuming a particular form of QNMs, realistic
parameters used for the QNM are difficult to estimate. Finally, we have the same problem we discussed
in Chapter 3, namely the choice of initial vacuum states. If we consider the LIGO events, the problem
here is even more complex as a single black hole was initially formed from two black holes. The
dynamics of a scalar field for two black holes is poorly understood and it is not known whether a
vacuum state can even be defined for such a case. It is possible that the extreme gravitation of the
in-spiral and merger cannot be understood under our current field theoretic paradigms.
4.7 Conclusion
We have seen how gravitational plane waves in Minkowski cannot create particles, even to second-order,
due to a combination of the transverse-traceless gauge and momentum conservation. This led us to
realise that higher order gravitational waves, or non-linear gravitational waves could create particles.
Finally, we gave a summary of the results of our research in Su et al.2 where we found non-zero
particle creation by quasi-normal modes around a black hole. The discovery of this process could have
important implications for our current models of black hole mergers. So far, localising gravitational
events have been steadily improving134 to the point that we have detected light and gravitational waves
from a neutron star merger.135 In the case of binary black hole mergers, the current models do not
assume any particle creation. Any detection of the effect we discovered could change the estimate of
the masses of the binary black holes and other parameters of the merging event.

Chapter 5
Violation of a causal inequality in a spacetime
with definite causal order
This chapter is based on the paper3 “Violation of a causal inequality in a spacetime with definite
causal order” which I wrote with Fabio Costa, Christina Giarmatzi and Timothy C. Ralph. All figures
and calculations were made by me with analysis and interpretation shared equally amongst co-authors.
The bulk of the text was written and edited by me.
It is customary to think of physical processes and phenomena as built from events with definite
causal relations. Recently, there has been a great interest in whether more general causal structures are
possible. A main motivation is the expectation that a fundamental theory combining the indeterminacy
of quantum physics and the dynamical causal structure of general relativity should include indefinite
causal structures.136,137 Processes with no definite causal structure have also been proposed as possible
resources for a variety of tasks,138–143 with an ongoing effort towards their practical realisation.144–147
The correlations between events in a definite causal structure satisfy causal inequalities,28,148–150
derived from the assumption that only one-way signalling is possible: if an event A is the cause of
an event B, then B cannot be the cause of A. A violation of such inequalities would imply that no
definite causal order between the events exists. It has been shown that it is possible to violate the causal
inequalities within a framework that only assumes the local validity of quantum theory but makes no
assumptions regarding a possible background causal structure.28 The physical interpretation of such a
framework is however still uncertain.
In practice, a causal inequality could be violated trivially simply by allowing parties to exchange
information across an extended period of time; any probability distribution can be obtained in this
way. Without conditions on the communication task, such a violation would not imply the existence of
indefinite causal order. The interest in the subject derives from the possibility—so far only theoretically
speculated—that the inequalities might be violated under stricter conditions, thus demonstrating
genuinely new types of causal relations. In Oreshkov et al.28 these conditions were proposed to be that
of closed laboratories—each event is generated through a single operation on a physical system, which
cannot interact with the outside world during the operation—and of free choice—an experimenter can
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perform an arbitrary operation in the closed lab and the choice of operation is not caused by any other
variable relevant to the system under investigation. To date no physical process has been proposed that
can violate causal inequalities under such conditions.
Here, we propose a protocol in which two parties can violate a causal inequality by acting on
Gaussian-localised field modes of photons in Minkowski spacetime. This is possible because operations
on the modes are extended in time, so that each intersects the future light-cone of the other. From
an operational point of view, freely chosen operations on the modes provide a realisation of closed
laboratories, satisfying the conditions for a genuine violation of the inequalities. Such laboratories
that perform the operations are strictly localised in space and their operations are temporally extended
and centred around a spacetime event which is also used as a label for the operation. For example, a
lab is a space of finite spatial extent ∆xlab much smaller than the distance to other labs that performs
operations centred at (tlab, xlab) on certain specified modes. However, naively taking the spatio-temporal
localisation of the operations as a definition of a closed laboratory would suggest that the violation is
due to the failure of the closed lab condition. We comment how this latter perspective is problematic,
since any finite-energy mode is necessarily temporally extended, and a small violation of the inequalities
is always possible.
5.1 Causal inequalities
We consider two parties, A (Alice) and B (Bob), who receive classical inputs x, y and generate classical
outputs a, b, respectively. For simplicity, we restrict to binary variables and assume that the inputs are
uniformly distributed, P(x, y) = 14 for any pair of values x, y.
The goal for the parties is to guess each other’s input, i.e., to maximise the probability149
Psucc =
1
2
[P (x = b) + P (y = a)] . (5.1)
A definite causal order between the labs imposes constraints on the probability of success: if Alice
can signal to Bob, Bob cannot signal to Alice and vice versa. Even if the causal order between the labs
is unknown, or decided with some probability by some external variables, the probability of success is
bounded by the causal inequality149
Psucc ≤ 34 . (5.2)
This inequality (a simplified version of the original one28) must be satisfied if the operations
producing the correlations are each performed between two time instants, defined with respect to a
background causal structure, and the system on which Alice (Bob) performs the operation is isolated
from the outside world between those two instants. In a quantum setting, the times at which operations
are performed can be subject to indeterminacy. This opens the possibility of violating a causal
inequality with operations that still satisfy a reasonable ‘closed laboratory’ assumption. As sketched
by Oreshkov et al.28 a ‘closed lab’ can be defined operationally and without reference to a background
causal structure in terms of the possible operations that can be performed in it. If a party is free to
choose any operation that formally transforms an input Hilbert space to an output Hilbert space, and
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each operation can in principle be verified through tomography by external parties feeding appropriate
states and performing appropriate measurements, we say—by definition—that the party acts in a closed
lab. Crucially, the input and output Hilbert spaces do not have to be identified with instants in time:
even when a background spacetime structure is assumed, quantum labs can be delocalised in time.151
5.2 Gaussian field modes
We now present a scenario that, by exploiting temporally-delocalised field modes, enables the violation
of the above inequality while satisfying the closed laboratory assumption.
Quantum particles are not and cannot be perfectly localised in spacetime. In non-relativistic
QM, if one confines the wavefunction to vanish outside a finite region e.g. a rectangle function, the
non-relativistic QM propagator ensures that sinc-like sinusoidal tails develop faster than the speed of
light over all of space.152,153 Such a problem does not exist for classical particles. In QFT, particles
are excitations of the field and localisation presents a unique problem here.154,155 A ‘localisation’
that avoids these problems is Gaussian localisation. In particular, we consider Gaussian-localised
single-particle excitations of optical field modes in Minkowski spacetime,
|1, j〉 = a†j (t, x) |0〉 , (5.3)
where j = h, v is a polarisation index and the mode is defined by a Gaussian superposition of plane
wave modes with annihilation operators
a j(t, x) =
∫
dk
e−
(
k−k0
) 2
4σ2(
2piσ2
) 1
4
e−i(ωk t−kx)ak, j, (5.4)
where we use units for which c = ~ = 1, ak, j are single frequency Minkowski operators with
wavenumber k and frequency ωk . |0〉 is the Minkowski vacuum which is annihilated (ak |0〉 = 0, ∀k)
by the Minkowski operators. Note that Eq. (5.3) is a pure state and so contains all information about
the particle. This Gaussian-localised particle has a central wave number of k0 and is peaked along
the trajectory (ωk0t − k0x) = 0 with a spatio-temporal width of 1/σ. More realistically we can also
require a transverse Gaussian profile for the mode that localises the particle in the transverse directions
as well. However, provided we assume that all operations are carried out close to the focus of the mode
then the paraxial approximation implies that the 1 + 1 dimensional description of the mode in Eq. (5.4)
is a good approximation to the full 3 + 1 dimensional description. Note that this Gaussian-localised
single particle has finite energy. Given the Hamiltonian operator,
H =
∑
j
∫
dk
|k |
(2pi)1/2 a
†
k, jak, j, (5.5)
we find that the expectation,
〈1, j | H | 1, j〉 =
∫
dk
2piσ
|k |e−
(k−k0)2
2σ2 (5.6)
k0σ≈ σ
2pi
(√
2pi
k0
σ
+ e−
k20
σ2
2σ2
k20
+ O
[ (
σ
k0
) 3] )
(5.7)
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is finite in energy for σ < ∞. For the case the σ = ∞, we have a perfectly localised particle at a
single spacetime point which has infinite energy and is therefore unphysical. In general, particles with
perfect localisation spread over a sharply defined region of spacetime have been found to have infinite
energy.156,157
For such a physical and therefore delocalised particle, operationally defined events such as ‘particle
enters lab’ is not a clear concept. Even if we define a physical lab as a sharply defined region of
spacetime, a Gaussian-localised particle propagating towards the lab is in some sense inside the lab
already because of its Gaussian tails. We cannot escape this except by perfect localisation which is
unphysical. Furthermore, Hegerfeldt162 shows the impossibility of preparing a one-particle state in a
finite space region (compact support) and Vázquez et al.54 examines this by explicitly constructing such
compact-supported modes, showing that if you split up space into separate finite regions, such modes
are unitarily inequivalent (to global modes) representations of the canonical commutation relations and
exist in a separate Hilbert space to the global modes.
This problem with localisation means that the concept of a closed lab as presented in Oreshkov
et al. was not sufficiently general and must be reconceived. Given that these delocalised Gaussian
modes are physical modes that a lab can act upon, it suggests that we should define our labs in terms of
the modes they are allowed to act upon.
5.3 Definition of a closed lab
We will redefine a closed lab in this way: a party A (respectively, B) that can perform arbitrary
operations on—and only on—the single-particle states of such a mode effectively defines a ‘closed
lab’. To make this definition operationally meaningful, we assume that mode selective mirrors at the
input IA (IB) and output OA (OB) allow only a single mode, aA (aB), to enter and leave Alice’s (Bob’s)
lab (see Fig. 5.1). Note that the labs are finite in spatial extent with a size much smaller than the
distance to each other, so the two do not intersect. Modes that are orthogonal to aA (aB) are completely
reflected. In this way the operations in each lab are restricted to a single mode. The operations that act
on the mode are centred around an event (tX, xX), X = A, B. (We assume the mirrors are polarisation
insensitive and so allow either polarisation mode to enter or leave.) Passive mirrors and lenses external
to the labs are allowed to direct and focus fields into the labs and to direct fields away from the labs.
The closed lab assumption requires that each party can perform arbitrary operations on the
respective single-particle space. Possible operations include unitaries, projective measurements of
states a†j (tX, xX) |0〉 , and preparation of states in the same modes. More general operations could
require interactions with a local ancilla, e.g., applying a controlled unitary on input and output system
followed by a detection of control and input system, Fig. 5.1 a). Interactions with an ancilla do not
violate the closed lab assumption as long as the ancilla is not correlated with any other system outside
the lab. Crucially, the assumption can be verified operationally, separately for each lab, by an external
party sending selected states to the input mirror and performing measurements at the output. The
verifier would then be able to tomographically reconstruct the operations, certifying that each party is
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Figure 5.1: a) An illustration possible operations in a lab. b) The setup we use to violate the inequality
has no control qubits and no interactions between input and output.
indeed free to perform an arbitrary operation on the respective mode.
The operations allowable in the lab are no different from any allowable operations one may do in a
lab. The only difference is that these are delocalised modes so operations must be matched to these
modes. Then any unitary operation such as quantum gates could be done on these modes provided we
interpret the operators in the unitaries to be operators on the delocalised modes. In particular, as the
physical unitaries doing the operations are localised in space while the mode itself is delocalised, then
this means that the unitaries are delocalised in time. Such unitaries have a causal order in terms of
their central time or spatial order, but their temporal spread—the same as the mode if it is properly
mode matched—means that their operations overlap in time.
However, if all of the above conditions are fulfilled, we could perform any unitary within the lab.
This would include measurement and preparing the output state. This is indicated in Fig. 5.1 a). In
particular, the output state can be prepared conditional on the measurement outcome of the input state,
thus justifying the view that—from the laboratory perspective—the measurement causally precedes
the preparation. This would not be possible in a protocol where causal inequalities are violated thanks
to “open laboratories”, where a party performs the preparation first and the measurement later, after
the system has gone through the other party’s lab.
5.4 Physical setup and violation of inequality
We now consider the specific set-up of Fig. 5.1(b) and assume that Alice and Bob’s modes have the
same width σ. In general, this need not be the case, but as we are trying to maximise the violation, this
is the simplest choice. Also, for simplicity we assume all operations and detections have unit efficiency.
The protocol proceeds in the following way. Alice measures the polarisation state of her incoming
mode in the horizontal/vertical basis and records her guess a for Bob’s bit. Three results are possible:
(i) a h-polarized photon is detected; (ii) a v-polarized photon is detected; (iii) no photon is detected. In
case (i) Alice records a = 0, in case (ii) she records a = 1, and in case (iii) she randomly chooses to
record a zero or a one. Simultaneously,∗ Alice prepares the single photon state: a†j (tA, xA)|0〉, choosing
∗While we could have Alice sending out a photon after she measures, sending a photon out simultaneously simplifies
the problem by preventing the introduction of two separate times.
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the polarisation to be j = h or v according to the value x = 0 or x = 1 of the random bit she is trying
to send Bob. As the mode of the photon matches the acceptance mode of the output mirror, it escapes
from Alice’s lab with no attenuation. Bob’s protocol is identical except that he measures and prepares
the single photon states a†j (tB, xB)|0〉, matching the acceptance mode of his input and output mirrors
respectively. Fig. 5.1 suggests that Alice and Bob’s modes are right moving modes, i.e., localised on
the trajectories tX − xX . We assume Bob is to the right of Alice (see Fig. 5.2) and allow a passive
mirror outside Bob’s station to reflect Bob’s output from right-moving to left-moving. A similar mirror
outside Alice’s lab reflects left-moving modes back into right moving modes that impinge on Alice’s
mode selective input mirror. In the following we will ignore the slight asymmetry of this situation and
assume the effective propagation distance between the labs is simply |xA − xB |.
Given our assumptions about the ideal operation of the components it is clear that if Alice (Bob)
detects a photon in their polarisation detector they will successfully determine the bit value sent
by Bob (Alice). Hence, in order to calculate the value of Psucc,local (Eq. 5.1) we need to determine
the probability for Alice (Bob) to detect the photon prepared by Bob (Alice). We can calculate the
transmission probability for an excitation of Alice’s mode to get through Bob’s input mirror via the
absolute square of the overlap between their modes:∗
PBob’s mirror =
〈0  a(tB, xB)a†(tA, xA)  0〉2 (5.8)
=

∫
dk
e−
(
k−k0
) 2
2σ2(
2piσ2
) 1
2
ei[ωk (tA−tB)−k(xA−xB)]

2
(5.9)
= e−(tA−tB+τ)
2σ2 . (5.10)
where τ ≡ xB − xA, with the assumption that k0  σ and using the usual commutation rule[
ak, a
†
k ′
]
= δ(k − k′). The above analysis can be repeated for a photon from Bob to Alice with k0 < 0,
travelling the opposite direction. We obtain the similar result:
PAlice’s mirror =
〈0  a(tA, xA)a†(tB, xB)  0〉2 (5.11)
= e−(tB−tA+τ)
2σ2 . (5.12)
We can now specify the probability that Bob measures Alice’s bit correctly as the probability that the
photon is transmitted through Bob’s mirror, after which he can definitely know the bit value, plus the
probability that the photon is reflected multiplied by the probability he correctly guesses Alice’s bit, i.e.
1
2 . Hence we obtain
P(y = a) = e−(tA−tB+τ)2σ2 + 1
2
(
1 − e−(tA−tB+τ)2σ2
)
. (5.13)
Similarly for Alice measuring Bob’s qubit,
P(x = b) = e−(tB−tA+τ)2σ2 + 1
2
(
1 − e−(tB−tA+τ)2σ2
)
. (5.14)
∗ 〈0  a(tB, xB)a†(tA, xA)  0〉 can be thought of as the Feynman propagator 〈0 | T [φ(t ′, x ′), φ(t, x)] | 0〉 except our
excitations are Gaussian-localised particles.
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Figure 5.2: A sketch of three regimes. The vertical black lines represent the labs with negligible size
on the scale of the diagram. The black dots represent the times tA and tB. The dotted lines and shaded
areas represents the temporal width of the wavepacket 1σ . a) is the optimal choice for tA and tB when
σ & 1τ and ∆t = ±τ b) is the optimal choice when 1√2 τ < σ .
1
τ and c) is the optimal choice when
σ ≤ 1√
2 τ
and ∆t = 0.
The probability of success is therefore,
Psucc =
1
4
(
2 + e−(tA−tB+τ)
2σ2 + e−(tB−tA+τ)
2σ2
)
. (5.15)
This is our main result—for any choice of a finite σ and τ, timings can be found for which Psucc > 34
(Eq. 5.2).
We now investigate the optimal ∆t ≡ tB − tA that maximises this probability of success. From the
perspective of perfectly localised particles this should be the case when ∆t = ±τ but here there is the
competing effect of delocalisation. As a result, the best-case scenario depends on the parameters. For
σ & 1τ , it is optimised by ∆t ≈ ±τ. When 1√2 τ < σ .
1
τ , the optimal ∆t is 0 < |∆t | < τ. In this regime,
the average send times of Alice and Bob are no longer light-like separated, instead tA and tB become
increasing more symmetric as σ gets smaller. When σ ≤ 1√
2 τ
, the optimum separation in time is
∆t = 0 where tA = tB and we have the symmetric case. In the asymmetric case where ∆t = ±τ,
Psucc =
1
4
(
3 + e−(2τ)
2σ2
)
(5.16)
and we have a violation of the inequality for any σ < ∞. In the symmetric case, ∆t = 0 and the
probability of success is,
Psucc =
1
2
(
1 + e−τ
2σ2
)
(5.17)
for which Psucc ≥ 34 when σ ≤
√
ln2
τ . In all cases, it is always possible for Psucc >
3
4 . In the limit of
strong photon and lab delocalisation σ → 0, the probability goes to 1, i.e. Psucc → 1, approaching a
maximal violation of the inequality. It may seem that in the limit σ →∞ we obtain perfect localisation,
and we get back the causal inequality where Psucc ≤ 34 . However, this is an unphysical limit. In
order for our solutions to be valid we require σ  k0 (this ensures that the mode function doesn’t
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Figure 5.3: The probability of success for three values of στ are plotted showing the three regimes
where the probability of success is maximised. The red line indicates a probability of success of 0.75
which can be exceeded for certain choices of ∆tτ .
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Figure 5.4: The derivative of the probability of success is plotted for three values of στ showing the
value of ∆t for which the probability of success is maximised. The zeros of the functions indicate the
extrema of the probability of success.
bifurcate into both right and left moving components). As a result σ →∞ implies k0 →∞ and hence
infinite energy. The violation of the inequality is our main result. We now discuss in more detail the
construction and properties of the local labs.
5.5 The mode selective mirror
Earlier we modelled the mode selective mirror as a projective measurement onto the lab mode. Here
we present a more detailed model of the mirror. Let us consider Alice’s lab. Fig.1 represents the mode
selective mirror. A complete set of orthonormal modes, {ai}, impinges from the outside. This basis
set is chosen such that Alice’s lab mode, a0, is a member of the set (this can always be done158). A
complementary and orthogonal set of modes {bi}, impinges from the inside. An incoming mode, cin
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Figure 5.5: A setup of the mode selective mirror. The beamsplitter is given by the unitary in Eq. (5.19).
The state from bob enters from the left and the lab is to the right of the beamsplitter.
from the outside can then be decomposed as
cin =
√
η a0 +
∑
i,0
fi ai, (5.18)
where √η =
[
cin, a
†
0
]
is given by the overlap of cin and a0. Also note that η +
∑
i,0 | fi |2 = 1. Alice’s
mode selective mirror can then be modelled by the direct product of unitaries
U =
∏
i,0
ei
pi
2
(
aib
†
i+a
†
i bi
)
, (5.19)
which reflects all ai with i , 0, but transmit a0. So a single photon state from Bob,
(
|Ψ〉 = c†in |0〉
)
,
going through the mirror becomes
U |Ψ〉 = Uc†inU†U |0〉 =
(
√
η a†0 + i
∑
i,0
fi b
†
i
)
|0〉 , (5.20)
where we have used that U†U is the identity and U |0〉 = |0〉 . If we trace over the reflected outside
modes bi, the reduced density operator of the state in mode a0 inside the lab is,
ρ = η a†0 |0〉 〈0| a0 + (1 − η) |0〉 〈0| . (5.21)
All other modes are in the vacuum state. Any operation carried out in the lab will have the maximum
probability (η) of interacting with the photon if it is carried out on the lab mode, a0. A physical
implementation of the mode-selective mirror requires an active interaction such as the pulse gate
introduced by Eckstein et al.159
5.6 Measurements with different timing precision than the mode
Let us suppose that Alice sends out a mode with a width σA and Bob tries to measure a mode with a
width σB, then we find that
PBob’s mirror =
〈0  a(tB, xB, σB)a†(tA, xA, σA)  0〉2 (5.22)
=
2σAσBe
− 2(∆t+τ)
2σ2
A
σ2
B
σ2
A
+σ2
B
σ2A + σ
2
B
. (5.23)
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In the case of maximum probability, this gives
PBob’s mirror, max =
2σAσB
σ2A + σ
2
B
(5.24)
=
2σAσB
1 + σ
2
A
σ2B
. (5.25)
Which is strictly < 1 for σAσB , 1. The generalised probability of success is therefore
Psucc =
1
4
©­­­«2 +
2σAσBe
− 2(∆t+τ)
2σ2
A
σ2
B
σ2
A
+σ2
B
σ2A + σ
2
B
+
2σAσBe
− 2(−∆t+τ)
2σ2
A
σ2
B
σ2
A
+σ2
B
σ2A + σ
2
B
ª®®®¬ . (5.26)
So we see that anything other than σA = σB would cause a decrease in the violation of the causal
inequality. In particular, the violation would be reduced if Bob tries to measure a mode with greater
timing precision (i.e. σB > σA) than the mode that Alice actually sent.
5.7 Feedback loop for a CNOT gate
The violation of the causal inequality indicates that signals can be sent efficiently both from Alice to
Bob and from Bob to Alice. As we have commented, preparations of outputs conditional on inputs is
allowed by our formalism. One might then worry that this somehow leads to inconsistent behaviour
such as Alice sending a message to her own input telling her not to send a message. Of course, our
formalism is based on quantum field theory so we expect consistent solutions. The situation we have
described is in fact a quantum feedback loop.160 Whilst in general this problem is very difficult to solve
there exists solutions for zero-time feedback loops.161 In the following we investigate a non-trivial loop
in the limit of zero-time feedback, where τσ  1 such that the time of travel is much smaller than the
temporal spread in the wave packet (i.e. an extreme case of scenario c).
Let us consider a CNOT gate implemented with a cross Kerr non-linearity and dual rail encoding.
The CNOT gate is depicted in Fig. 5.6.
Figure 5.6: CNOT gate with a cross Kerr non-linearity. The beamsplitters are 50:50. A control
qubit is encoded as |0c〉 = a† |0〉 and |1c〉 = a′† |0〉 . The target qubit is encoded as |0t〉 = b† |0〉 and
|1c〉 = b′† |0〉 .
The cross Kerr non-linearity is given by a unitary,
U = eipic
†ca′†a′ . (5.27)
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The output of this circuit is,
a′out = e
−ipic†ca′ (5.28)
d± =
1
2
[ (
e−ipia
′†a′ ± 1
)
b +
(
e−ipia
′†a′ ∓ 1
)
b′
]
. (5.29)
Now if we feed the output a & a′ to the input b & b′, then we have the circuit in Fig. 5.7. Notice
that nominally this assignment can be inconsistent. For example if we prepare the a modes in the
state |+〉 = 1/√2 (|01〉 + |10〉) and the bmodes in the state |+〉 , then the aout modes are in the state
|−〉 = 1/√2 (|01〉 − |10〉), so the aout and b modes seems inconsistent. If we try to fix this by making
the bmodes in the state |−〉 then the aout modes switch to |+〉—seemingly inconsistent again. However,
we will see that the actual solution is consistent.
Figure 5.7: CNOT gate with zero-time feedback.
By equating b = a and b′ = a′out we are assuming the loop is short and the feedback is effectively
instantaneous. Notice that we have reduced the Hilbert space of the problem down to 2 dimensions
from the previous 4.
d± =
1
2
[ (
e−ipia
′†a′ ± 1
)
a +
(
e−ipia
′†a′ ∓ 1
)
e−ipic
†ca′
]
. (5.30)
While we have a self-recursive expression for c = 1√
2
(
a + e−ipic†ca′
)
we will see that we don’t need an
explicit expression. We can now calculate what this circuit does to logical 0s and 1s.
d±a† |0〉 = 12 (1 ± 1) |0〉
=⇒
〈
0
 ad†±d±a†  0〉 = 
1 for d+
0 for d−
d±a′† |0〉 =
(
e−ipia
′†a′ ∓ 1
)
e−ipic
†ca′a′† |0〉
=
1
2
(1 ∓ 1) |0〉
=⇒
〈
0
 a′d†±d±a′†  0〉 = 
0 for d+
1 for d−
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We see that although we do not know the expression for c, e−ipic†c acts on the vacuum. For arbitrary
input states we find 〈
0
 (α∗a + β∗a′)d†+d+(αa† + βa′†)  0〉 = |α |2, (5.31)〈
0
 (α∗a + β∗a′)d†−d−(αa† + βa′†)  0〉 = |β |2. (5.32)
So we see that the zero-time feedback for a CNOT gate (up to a phase rotation) is actually just the
identity.
Let us now consider modes extended in time. For the case in Fig. 5.6, it is clear how to proceed, we
simply specify that the unitary and mirrors are mode matched to modes a, a′, b, b′. However, when
there is a finite-time feedback loop, the modes rentering are shifted in time. If we continue using the
mode matched unitary as before, then in the case of scenario a) where the temporal spread of the modes
is small compared to the distance between labs, we expect that the unitary would not be matched to the
mode by the time most of it propagates back. Therefore in scenario a), we expect that the unitary is
also the identity.
5.8 Conclusion
Causal inequalities represent interesting constraints only if additional conditions are imposed on how the
correlations are generated—with no restrictions, it is always possible to generate arbitrary correlations,
without the need of quantum effects or exotic spacetime geometry. Although the inequalities are device
and theory independent, the conditions on the protocols are model-dependent and have to rely on
additional assumptions.
Crucial to the original formulation of Oreshkov et al.28 is the assumption of closed laboratories,
which prevents exploiting simple multi-round protocols. We have considered a possible natural
background-independent formalisation of this assumption, namely the identification of closed labora-
tories with field modes. We have presented a protocol where operations matched to particular field
modes enable a violation of a causal inequality.
However, when analysed from the perspective of a background causal structure, the same protocol
may seem to violate the closed laboratory assumption: The two ‘laboratories’ act on delocalised modes
and therefore sit in regions that are extended in time, both future and past light cone of each region
have a large overlap with the other region, and information can freely travel between the two.
Nonetheless, it is questionable whether it is physically meaningful to take the existence of a
background causal structure as a primitive notion. Spacetime points are sometimes a useful abstraction
of physical events. In classical physics we often consider (point) particles that are perfectly localised,
thus physical events such as ‘particle enters lab’ correspond to a spacetime point or a spacetime
event. Such cannot be said for a quantum particle which is always delocalised. Spacetime events are
therefore of limited use when we consider quantum physics. Thus, it is perhaps better to consider
spacetime events/points as a useful mathematical tool rather than a primitive constituent of physical
theory. With this view, events do not exist on their own: they make sense as relational properties
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between physical degrees of freedom, quantum fields in our case. It is therefore more meaningful to
adopt a background-independent notion of local degrees of freedom. Furthermore, sharply-localised
modes are unphysical in quantum field theory as they would be associated with infinite energy.156,157
Thus, it would never be possible to strictly satisfy the closed lab assumption, as formulated from the
background causal structure point of view. This is a manifestation of the well-known problem of
localisation in QFT54,154,162 (tightly related with the entanglement in the quantum vacuum22,163–172),
namely the question of which quantum degrees of freedom should be associated with local spacetime
regions.173–181 Here we have exposed yet another manifestation of this issue: The localisation problem
challenges a meaningful, background-independent definition of causal relations in quantum field theory.
A formulation of quantum mechanics with no background causal structure28 that includes quantum
fields will necessarily have to face this issue.
As the violation of a causal inequality is possible with measurements in a fixed basis, the ‘local
operations’ cannot be embedded in the ‘process matrix formalism’ in which fixed-basis measurements
in a bipartite scenario always lead to definite causal order.28,182 This leaves open the question of whether,
in order to be compatible with field theory, the process matrix formalism needs to be extended to allow
for non-linear probabilities or whether the basic structure and the assumption of closed laboratories
need to be reformulated in order to exclude such possibilities.

Chapter 6
Optical levitation of a mirror
Levitation by light is an accessible stage where we can see the push and pull between gravity and
quantum physics. Optomechanical systems such as pendula, in which gravity provides part of the
restoring force, have proven to be extremely versatile, ranging from generating squeezed light183,184,
laser cooling of harmonic oscillators185 to precision metrology186,187, and finding applications from the
nanoscale188 to the kiloscale, most notably by LIGO189,190. Such macroscopic optomechanical systems
have opened up the possibility of testing quantum-gravity interaction models191,192. The ultimate such
system, often invoked as a gedanken experiment, is when a mirror is solely suspended by radiation
pressure. Such levitating systems have been proposed as a way to reduce noise and decoherence from
unwanted coupling193,194. The levitating mirror is thus of interest as a low-dissipative and macroscopic
optomechanical system. While the levitating mirror has been of renewed interest lately—a tripod195
and a double Fabry-Pérot cavity196 have been recently proposed as systems for levitating mirrors—there
has not yet been a full quantum optomechanical analysis of a levitating mirror.
In addition to metrology, the floating mirror has relevance to relativistic quantum theory. As we
have seen in Chapters 2 and 3, due to Einstein’s equivalence principle, the Unruh effect is a useful
device for understanding and exploring QFTCS. However, in current research, the acceleration of a
detector (such as an Unruh-Dewitt detector) to probe relativistic quantum effects is mostly modelled
using classically accelerated trajectories. As the laser levitating the mirror is a quantum source of
acceleration, this chapter seeks to understand how a quantum source of acceleration might affect
our current understanding. More speculatively, through the equivalence principle, the laser could be
considered as a quantum source of gravity; this has relevance to the recent proposal of modelling black
hole evaporation as a parametric down conversion with the black hole mass modelled as a quantum
coherent state.197–199
In this chapter, I set out the quantum theory for a one dimensional levitating mirror, compare its
behaviour with common optomechanical systems and finally, examine its stability and dynamics in an
experimentally accessible regime.
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6.1 Quantum Optomechanics
In open quantum systems we have a system that is coupled to an environment which can comprise
mechanisms for loss, damping and ways to probe the system. In this chapter we will assume for
simplicity that the system is one dimensional and coupled to a ‘bath’ and this is the sense in which it is
an open quantum system. The following discussion will follow the notation of Bowen & Milburn200
while the derivation will followGardiner & Collett.201 The general form of the Hamiltonian is,
H = Hsystem + Hsystem-bath. (6.1)
A simple model for the bath is to consider it as a collection of independent oscillators that are coupled
to the system via position q, that is:
Hsystem-bath =
∫
dω
[
p2ω
2mω
+ kω(qω − q)2
]
(6.2)
where qω =
√
~
2mωω
(
aω + a
†
ω
)
, pω = i
√
~mωω
2
(
a†ω − aω
)
and aω is the annihilation operator of each
bath oscillator. With these definitions, the canonical commutation relations [qω, pω] = i~ means that
the bath operators obey the commutation relation
[
aω, a′ω
]
= δ(ω − ω′). We will only consider cases
where the system is also a harmonic oscillator with mass m and frequency Ω, so q =
√
~
2mΩ
(
a + a†
)
and a are the annihilation operators for the system. Similar to the bath operators, the system operator
obey the commutation relation
[
a, a†
]
= 1. The frequency of the system harmonic oscillator is often
much faster than the damping rate due to the bath (related to kω). In the Hamiltonian there are terms of
the form aωa and a†ωa† which oscillate with frequency Ω + ω while the terms aωa† and a†ωa oscillate
with frequency Ω − ω. In the rotating wave (RW) approximation we only keep terms oscillating with
frequency Ω − ω as these terms dominate the faster oscillating terms. This can be thought of as
averaging the bath interaction over a period of the system’s oscillation.200 Substituting the expressions
for q and qω in terms of the annihilation operator and applying the RW approximation, the Hamiltonian
simplifies to,
Hsystem-bath, RWA =
∫
dω
[
~ωa†ωaω + i~γω
(
aωa† − a†ωa
) ]
, (6.3)
with γω ≡ −i 12√mωω √mΩ kω. The Heisenberg equation of motions give,
Ûaω = −iωaω − γωa, (6.4)
ÛO = − i
~
[O,Hsystem] + ∫ dωγω { [O, a†] aω − a†ω [O, a]} , (6.5)
where O is a system operator. We can solve Eq. (6.4) formally, to get,
aω(t) = e−iω(t−t0)aω(t0) − γω
∫ t
t0
e−iω(t−t
′)a(t′), dt′ (6.6)
where t0 < t and aω(t0) is the ‘initial value’ of the operator at some earlier time t0. We make the first
Markov approximation where γω =
√
γ/2pi which means that the coupling to the bath is frequency
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independent. We also note that
∫ ∞
−∞ dωe
−iω(t−t ′) = 2piδ(t − t′) and ∫ tt0 c(t′)δ(t − t′)dt′ = 12c(t).∗ We also
define an in field
ain(t) = 1√
2pi
∫
dω e−iω(t−t0)aω(t0) (6.7)
which satisfies the commutation relation [ain(t), ain(t′)] = δ(t − t′). With this, we substitute (6.6) into
(6.5) to get,
ÛO(t) = − i
~
[O,Hsystem] + [O, a†(t)] (−γ2 a(t) + √γ ain(t)) − (−γ2 a†(t) + √γ a†in(t)) [O, a(t)] (6.8)
Note that while a(t) is unitless—a†a being the number of excitations—a†inain has the units s−1—a
measure of the flux of quanta incident on the system.
We can also consider the output of the system, where t1 > t, we get another form of (6.6),
aω(t) = e−iω(t−t1)aω(t1) + γω
∫ t1
t
e−iω(t−t
′)a(t′) dt′ (6.9)
where we define an analogous out field
aout(t) = 1√
2pi
∫
dω e−iω(t−t1)aω(t1) (6.10)
using an analogous equality,
∫ t1
t c(t′)δ(t − t′)dt′ = 12c(t) leads us to a time-reversed Langevin equation
ÛO(t) = − i
~
[O,Hsystem] + [O, a†(t)] (γ2 a(t) + √γ aout(t)) − (γ2 a†(t) + √γ a†out(t)) [O, a(t)] . (6.11)
Comparing the two equations, we get
aout(t) = ain(t) − √γ a(t). (6.12)
6.2 Hamiltonian of the system
Now that we have reviewed the basics of open systems, we will now set out the dynamics of the
system. We start with a Fabry-Pérot cavity where the lower mirror is stationary and the upper mirror
(henceforth, referred to as the mirror) is free to move along the cavity axis. We will couple a laser
into the cavity which will support the mirror by radiation pressure alone. q and p are the position and
momentum of the mirror with the usual commutation relation [q, p] = i~, measured from a resting
length L (see Fig. 6.1) and Ωc(q) = jpicL−q is the position dependent resonant frequency of the cavity, j is
the jth mode in the cavity the laser couples to and L is the initial length of the cavity. a and a† are the
annihilation and creation operators of the intracavity mode with the commutation relation
[
a, a†
]
= 1
and [q, p] = i~. The Hamiltonian for the system is
H =
p2
2m
− mgq + ~Ωc(q)a†a. (6.13)
∗ This result can be seen if we think of the Dirac delta function as the limit of a Gaussian, δ(t) = limw→0 1w√pi e−
(
t
w
) 2
.
Then for  , 0,
∫ 
− δ(t) dt = 1. Because
∫ 0
− δ(t) dt =
∫ 
0 δ(t) dt this implies that
∫ 0
− δ(t) dt = 12 .
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For convenience, we transform to rotating frame of the laser frequency ΩL
H =
p2
2m
− mgq + ~ (Ωc(q) −ΩL) a†a. (6.14)
As the mirror is supported by an external laser, we will need to use input-output theory so that we can
probe the behaviour of the system.
6.3 Markov approximation for cavity and mirror coupled to sep-
arate baths
To model the coupling of the laser into the cavity and the input-output of the system, we will assume
that the cavity and the mirror are individually coupled to Markovian baths. We will also use the rotating
wave approximation. Implicit in our modelling is that the mirror has perfect reflectivity while the
lower stationary mirror is the input-output port to which the laser is coupled. This leads to a Langevin,
equation200,201 which is the sum of two versions of Eq. (6.11), one for the cavity and one for the mirror.
However, because we have not yet demonstrated how the mirror acts as a oscillator we will rewrite
the Langevin equation with q and p as the dynamical variables instead of annihilation and creation
operators. The combined Langevin equation for the cavity and the mirror is therefore
ÛO = 1
i~
[O,H] − [O, a†] ( κ
2
a − √κ ain(t)
)
+
( κ
2
a† − √κ a†in(t)
)
[O, a]
+ i
√
Γ
~
([O, q] pin(t) − [O, p] qin(t)) + Γi~ ([O, q] p − [O, p] q) (6.15)
pin is the input momentum, qin is the input displacement and Γ is the damping due to the mirror’s bath.
ain is the input due to the cavity’s bath and the κ is the rate due to the cavity’s bath.
6.3.1 The Langevin parameters and optical cavity
Let us now review the basic details of a Fabry-Pérot cavity with a single port (i.e. a perfectly reflective
second mirror) characterised by several parameters and properties: T , the intensity transmission of the
input-output (lower) mirror, α, a loss coefficient for internal absorption or scattering, p, the optical
pathlength of one round trip and the detuning ∆ = Ωc −ΩL which is the difference between the cavity
frequency and the input laser frequency. Finesse (F), is often used as a measure for the quality of a
cavity. This depends on the reflectivity R and internal scattering and absorption α, but for our system,
it is,
F =
pi (R exp (−αp))1/4
1 − √R exp (−αp) . (6.16)
Meanwhile, the cavity damping rate is given by,
κ =
c
p
(
1 −
√
R exp (−αp)
)
(6.17)
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For a high finesse cavity, with high reflectivity ( where transmissivity T = 1 − R  1) and low
scattering and absorption αp  1, we can approximately say that,
κ ≈ c
2(L − q)
pi
F
(6.18)
≈ c
2L
pi
F
(6.19)
while, strictly speaking the damping rate κ and Finesse F is dependent on the cavity length, we are
specifically interested in the regime where qL  1. This means that in practice, κ and F is not dependent
on the state of the system. For further details on cavity equations see Bachor & Ralph.202
Usually damping on the mirror is due to some armature or spring that physically damps the mirror.
In our case, we have no such thing and the damping on the mirror seems to be slightly mysterious.
We note, of course, that the mirror is also interacting with the outside field; although we do not know
exactly how to model the damping due to this, we subsume it into Γ. The cavity damping κ can be
controlled by changing the resting length of the cavity or the reflectivity of the lower mirror. We will
propose a method to control Γ later.
6.4 Equations of motion
With the Langevin equation Eq. (6.15) we can derive,
Ûa = −
[ κ
2
+ i (Ωc(q) −ΩL)
]
a +
√
κ ain, (6.20)
Ûq = p
m
− Γ
2
q +
√
Γ qin, (6.21)
Ûp = mg − ~Ω
2
c(q)
jpic
a†a − Γ
2
p +
√
Γ pin. (6.22)
We assume that these operators O can be written as a steady state solution 〈O〉 = OSS and a linearised
component δO that is small 〈δOδO〉  O2SS and has zero expectation 〈δO〉 = 0. That is, O = 〈O〉+δO
with ddt 〈O〉 = 0. To derive steady state equations, we take the expectation value of the equations
and set 〈 Ûa〉 = 〈 Ûq〉 = 〈 Ûp〉 = 0. We will also require that qin,SS = pin,SS = 0 which means that the
mirror’s bath applies no coherent force on the mirror. We will not make this assumption on ain,SS
which is non-zero as the bath input is a coherent laser beam that provides the power to levitate the
mirror. Defining the steady state cavity number∗ Nc ≡
〈
a†a
〉 ≈ 〈a†〉 〈a〉 and the input photon rate
Nin =
〈
a†inain
〉
≈
〈
a†in
〉
〈ain〉 , we find that the steady state equations are,[
κ2
4
+ (Ωc(qSS) −ΩL)2
]
Nc = κNin, (6.23)
pSS = 0, (6.24)
0 = mg − ~Ω
2
c(qSS)
jpic
Nc. (6.25)
∗ Due to the requirement that the linearised part is small,
〈
a†a
〉
=
〈
a†
〉 〈a〉 + 〈δa†δa〉 ≈ 〈a†〉 〈a〉 .
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The two steady state solutions are,
q1 =
gm
[−4 jcpiΩL + L (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ] − 2√pi √cgmj [−cg jmpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ]
gm
(
κ2 + 4Ω2L
) , (6.26)
Nc,1 =
−4cgmjpi (κ2 − 4Ω2L ) + 4κNin~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) + 16√pi ΩL√cgmj [−cgmjpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ]
~
(
κ2 + 4Ω2L
)
(6.27)
and
q2 =
gm
[−4 jcpiΩL + L (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ] + 2√pi √cgmj [−cg jmpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ]
gm
(
κ2 + 4Ω2L
) , (6.28)
Nc,2 =
−4cgmjpi (κ2 − 4Ω2L ) + 4κNin~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) − 16√pi ΩL√cgmj [−cgmjpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ]
~
(
κ2 + 4Ω2L
) .
(6.29)
Note these solutions do not necessarily fulfil our criteria qL  1 which must be checked explicitly.
Furthermore, we can absorb mg into Nin and Nc by defining Nin = mgN˜in and Nc = mgN˜c. We will
use this fact to define a dimensionless laser power later. This means that the steady state parameters, q1
and N˜c,1 can be written as q1 = q1(N˜in,ΩL, j, L, κ) and N˜c,1 = N˜c,1(N˜in,ΩL, j, L, κ). We will simplify
the parameter dependence later with some assumptions.
6.5 Conditions on parameters and Detuning
Let us first consider how we might set up this experiment. We support the mirror at a distance L from
the lower stationary mirror and then start up the laser until the intracavity field is strong enough to hold
the mirror without the support. This means that the laser would address the mode j with the smallest
‘detuning’ ∆ ≡ jpicL−q − ΩL . We will thus approximate j = Round
(
LΩL
pic
)
. This reduces the parameter
dependence of our steady state solutions. In particular, to ensure that we are really only addressing one
mode, we require that ∆  picL−q , which means that the detuning is small with respect to the frequency
spacing picL−q between the modes in the cavity. Furthermore, the damping rate κ for a good cavity must
be much smaller than the frequencies in play such asΩL andΩc, therefore, we also require that κΩL  1.
Let us now consider a single laser photon with frequency ΩL entering the cavity and becoming an
excitation in the cavity with frequency Ωc if ∆ = Ωc −ΩL > 0, this means that the photon must ‘gain’
energy to enter the cavity, and the only place it can get this energy from is from the mirror. This is an
intuitive argument for why ∆ > 0—also known as red detuning—‘cools’ the mirror, or more precisely,
downward phonon (mirror excitons) number transitions are enhanced when you have red detuning
while for blue detuning upward transitions are enhanced (See Fig. 6.2). See chapter 3 & 4 of Bowen
and Milburn200 for further details. The cooling from red detuning is a problem for our floating mirror,
as the ground state of the mirror is arbitrary, it can continue to keep losing energy by falling lower.
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6.5.1 Detuning of the steady state solutions
Given the importance of the detuning, we need to determine the detuning of the two steady state
solutions. We can express the detuning ∆ = Ωc −ΩL in terms of the steady state solutions,
∆1 =
2NinκΩL~ − √pi
√
cgmj
[−cg jmpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ]
2cgmjpi − 2Ninκ~ (6.30)
∆2 =
2NinκΩL~ +
√
pi
√
cgmj
[−cg jmpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ]
2cgmjpi − 2Ninκ~ . (6.31)
To determine which solution is blue or red detuned we need reasonable estimates of the system
parameters. Let us consider the simplest case of a black object that is levitated by a laser. In this case,
the change in momentum is due to the absorption of a photon with frequency ΩL is ~ΩL/c. Thus, a
laser supporting the object must have an output power of P = ~NinΩL = mgc.∗ This gives us a rough
idea of how large Nin should be. This also suggests defining a dimensionless power P˜ = Pmgc =
~N˜inΩL
c .
With this definition and the previous definition of j = Round
(
LΩL
pic
)
, the parameter dependence of the
detuning is ∆ = ∆(P˜,ΩL, L, κ). Thus, the denominator is approximately 2cgm
(
jpi − κ
ΩL
)
; since we
require that κ
ΩL
 1, we know for any good cavity, the denominator is always positive. This means that
only the first solution can be blue detuned (∆ < 0). Using the same argument that we must have a good
cavity, we can approximate the numerator as
2NinκΩL~ −
√
pi
√
cgmj
[−cg jmpiκ2 + Ninκ~ (κ2 + 4Ω2L ) ] (6.32)
≈ 2NinκΩL~ −
√
pi
√
cgmjNinκ~4Ω2L . (6.33)
Substituting our rough estimate of Nin, we find that
2NinκΩL~ −
√
pi
√
cgmjNinκ~4Ω2L (6.34)
= 2κmgc − mgc
√
pi jκΩL (6.35)
and finally, we know that j > 0, j ∈ N so √pi j > 1 and again, κ
ΩL
 1, so √ΩLκ  κ. This ensures
that for a good cavity we must have ∆1 < 0.
We thus conclude that we have two steady state solutions, one above the resonance point (blue
detuned where ∆ < 0) and one below (red detuned where ∆ > 0). The blue detuned solution is depicted
in Fig. 6.1
∗ Remember that Nin has dimensions of photons per second.
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Figure 6.1: A visual representation of the system. The bottom mirror is fixed and forms a cavity with
the free floating mirror above. We show the case of blue detuning where ∆ < 0. In the case of red
detuning, the red line is above the qSS line.
6.6 Standard optomechanical theory
Let us first review standard optomechanical theory as there are some important differences that need
to be highlighted later. In a standard optomechanical system, the mirror is attached to a spring and
therefore has a natural harmonic frequency of ΩM so in terms of the mirror operator b and cavity
operator a, the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = ~ΩMb†b + ~Ωc(q)a†a, (6.36)
where q =
√
~
2mΩM
(
b + b†
)
and Ωc is defined in the same way as ours and the operators obey the
same commutation relations. Linearisation of Ωc(q) ≈ Ωc(qSS)
(
1 + q−qSSL
)
gives
H = ~ΩMb†b + ~Ωca†a + ~g0a†a(b† + b). (6.37)
We now assume that a and b have coherent amplitudes α = − 
∆+2βg0 and β =
−g0α2
ΩM
with an additional
coherent driving term in the Hamiltonian ~(a† + a) we obtain,
H = ~
(
∆ − 2g
2
0α
2
ΩM
)
a†a + ~ΩMb†b + ~g0
[
α
(
a + a†
)
+ a†a
] (
b + b†
)
. (6.38)
We can arrive at the same place by using our Langevin equations and linearising around steady state
solutions by αSS =
√
κin αin
[
κ
2 + i (∆ + 2βSSg0)
] −1 and βSS = −g0α2ΩM . For consistency with Bowen and
Milburn200 I have used their method of deriving the linearised optomechanical system in this section.
Since we can control the detuning, we redefine by allowing ∆ → ∆ + 2g20α2
ΩM
. Finally, we make the
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linearisation approximation by neglecting the second term in the square brackets. This leads to the
standard linearised optomechanical Hamiltonian,
H = ~∆a†a + ~ΩMb†b + ~g0α
(
a + a†
) (
b + b†
)
. (6.39)
6.6.1 Strong coupling
In the standard optomechanical case, we are free to tune our parameters such that ∆ = ΩM . In this
regime the mirror and the cavity act as a pair of coupled linear oscillators with degenerate frequencies.
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.39) can be diagonalised by defining c = 1√
2
(a + b) , d = 1√
2
(a − b) and
using the rotating wave approximation to ignore cc, c†c†, dd and d†d† terms. The Hamiltonian
simplifies to
H = ~ (ΩM + g0α) c†c + ~ (ΩM − g0α) d†d, (6.40)
where c and d are now independent harmonic oscillators. This can be easily solved in the Heisenberg
picture to get
a(t) = [a(0) cos(g0αt) − ib(0) sin(g0αt)] e−iΩM t, (6.41a)
b(t) = [b(0) cos(g0αt) − ia(0) sin(g0αt)] e−iΩM t . (6.41b)
We see now that in this case the cavity (a) and the mirror (b) coherently interchange their quantum
states. This assumes there is no coupling to the outside. Where there is coupling to the mirror and
cavity bath, for strong coupling we also require that g0α > {(2n + 1)Γ, (2nL + 1)κ} where n and nL are
the mirror and light bath mean occupancy. This condition means that the speed of coupling between
the mirror and cavity (g0α) is faster than the rate of decoherence due to the baths.
Note that our floating mirror can never reach ∆ = ΩM as it must be blue detuned ∆ < 0 to have
stability.
Let us now perform a similar linearisation on our system and compare it to the standard theory.
6.7 Linearised Hamiltonian
In our system, the mirror can be said to be floating on a ‘bed’ of photons that act like a spring. The
mirror is not naturally a harmonic oscillator; only the perturbations of the mirror around the steady state
act like a harmonic oscillator. Recalling our previous definition for the linearisation O = 〈O〉 + δO,
for small variations of p, q, a and a†, the variation of the Hamiltonian is
δH =
steady state means=0︷︸︸︷
p
m
δp +
steady state means=0︷                ︸︸                ︷(
−mg + ~Ω
2
cNc
jpic
)
δq +
Cancelled by terms in Langevin equations & SS eqns∗︷                  ︸︸                  ︷
~∆
(
α∗δa + αδa†
)
︸                                                                                                             ︷︷                                                                                                             ︸
no contribution to dynamics
+
1
2m
δp2 +
~Ω3cNc
( jpic)2 δq
2 + ~∆δa†δa +
~Ω2c
jpic
(
αδa† + α∗δa
)
δq, (6.42)
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where ∆ = Ωc −ΩL . Let us define
δq =
√
~
2mΩM
(
δb + δb†
)
(6.43)
δp = i
√
~mΩM
2
(
δb† − δb
)
(6.44)
where
Ω2M =
2~Ω3cNc
m( jpic)2 (6.45)
and
δb =
1
2
(√
2mΩM
~
δq + i
√
2
~mΩM
δp
)
. (6.46)
Assuming that α =
√
Nc is real (which is an arbitrary choice of phase reference), our Hamiltonian can
be rewritten as
δH = ~∆δa†δa + ~ΩMδb†δb + ~gC
(
δa + δa†
) (
δb + δb†
)
. (6.47)
Thus, the perturbations of the mirror (δb) now acts like a harmonic mechanical oscillator with a
frequency ΩM that couples to the perturbations of the intra-cavity field (δa) with coupling strength,
gC =
Ω2c
jpic
√
~
2mΩM
α. (6.48)
We see that Eq. (6.47) has the exact same form as Eq. (6.39). There are however, a few differences in
how the parameters of the Hamiltonian behave. The first thing to notice is that the frequency for the
mirror oscillator Eq. (6.45) and the coupling gc Eq. (6.48) is dependent on the steady state solutions
being a function of Nc and Ωc. In contrast, in the standard optomechanical system, the frequency of
the oscillator is a free parameter. The coupling g0α in the standard case looks exactly the same as
Eq. (6.48) but has a different dependence on steady state solution as ΩM is a free parameter that is
not dependent on Nc and Ωc. The dependence of parameters on the steady state solutions and the
requirement of stability means that we cannot control freely control the detuning. This is an important
point of departure from normal optomechanics where the detuning is the most important parameter
controlling the behaviour of the system. Not only does it control heating and cooling of the mechanical
oscillator, much of the analytical results in Bowen & Milburn200 rely on the simplifying assumption
of zero detuning. We are forbidden from this regime for reasons of design and stability, this will
complicate our analysis later.
The Langevin equations are now modified to
ÛO = 1
i~
[O, δH] − [O, δa†] ( κ
2
δa − √κ δain(t)
)
+
( κ
2
δa† − √κ δa†in(t)
)
[O, δa]
− [O, δb†] (Γ
2
δb − √Γ δbin(t)
)
+
(
Γ
2
δb† − √Γ δb†in(t)
)
[O, δb] . (6.49)
∗ This term is the equivalent of the coherent driving term in the previous section
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Dropping the δs for convenience, this gives the equations of motion
d
dt
©­­­­­«
b
b†
a
a†
ª®®®®®¬
= A
©­­­­­«
b
b†
a
a†
ª®®®®®¬
+
©­­­­­«
√
Γ bin√
Γ b†in√
κ ain√
κ a†in
ª®®®®®¬
, (6.50)
where
A =
©­­­­­«
−Γ2 − iΩM 0 −igC −igC
0 −Γ2 + iΩM igC igC
−igC −igC − κ2 − i∆ 0
igC igC 0 − κ2 + i∆
ª®®®®®¬
. (6.51)
In contrast to the steady state parameters, the linearised theory parameters have slightly different
parameter dependence. As before, the detuning can be written as ∆ = ∆(P˜,ΩL, L, κ), but the
mechanical frequency and coupling have additional dependence on g: ΩM = ΩM(P˜,ΩL, L, κ, g) and
gc = gc(P˜,ΩL, L, κ, g). While we do not indicate dependence on c and ~, those being constants of
nature, we do indicate a dependence on g as this might be a parameter that could be changed by
accelerating the system. I further note that we can easily show that ΩM ∝ √g and gc ∝ g 14 . This can
be seen by replacing Nin = P˜mgc~ΩL in Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27). This shows that Ωc = Ωc(P˜,ΩL, j, L, κ) and
Nc ∝ g. From Eqs. (6.45) and (6.48), we note that ΩM ∝
√
Nc and gc ∝
√
Nc
ΩM
. Hence, ΩM ∝ √g
and gc ∝ g 14 .
6.8 Numerical study
As we will be considering a table top experiment, for the rest of this chapter, unless otherwise stated, we
will set L = 5 cm, g = 9.81ms−2, c = 3 × 108 m s−1, λL = 1050 nm. The simplest parameter for the
experimentalist to change is the laser power which is encapsulated by changes in dimensionless power.
This has the added advantage of also visualising changes in the mass, as the steady state solutions are a
function of P˜ and not mass or laser power alone.
6.8.1 Stability
Being blue detuned does not ensure that the linearised equations are stable oscillations around the
steady state. Furthermore, our analysis also cannot capture the free fall that happens in the red detuned
case as we explicitly consider a steady state to exist. Our stability analysis therefore hinges on the
fact that all instability is manifest in the linearised equations as exponential growth in the solutions
for a(t) and b(t). As in classical mechanics, exponential growth in an explicitly linearised solution
around a steady state implies instability of the steady state solutions. Such exponential growth comes
from positive real parts of the eigenvalues of A in Eq. (6.51). While there are general formulas for the
roots of a quartic function, they are not especially useful and I have elected to numerically analyse
the stability. To do this, we numerically solve Eq. (6.51) for a range of parameters. This leads to four
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Figure 6.2: Energy level diagram for the floating mirror system. |n,m〉 is an n-phonon, m-photon state.
This figure illustrates the energetically preferred heating of the mirror (increasing phonons) due to blue
detuning Ωc < ΩL . Diagram inspired from a corresponding red detuned diagram from Bowen and
Milburn200.
eigenvalues, λ1, λ∗1, λ2, λ
∗
2 where two of the eigenvalues are related to the two others by a complex
conjugate. The system is only stable if the real parts of the eigenvalues are less than or equal to zero.
What we see is that only the blue detuned solution is stable as per our earlier argument.
Figure 6.3: Light grey indicates stability while dark grey indicates instability. The dimensionless
power is P˜ = 0.0017.
Note in Fig. 6.3 that the system is unstable unless there is damping on the mirror, i.e. Γ > 0 the
reason for this is because of the heating we described earlier. For stability we must be blue detuned,
but that also means that we are heating up the mirror, which needs to be damped/‘cooled’. As long
as Γ , 0, we can trade between κ and Γ to maintain stability. While we can control κ by adjusting
the reflectivity, we do not have a similarly straightforward method for tuning the mirror radiative
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damping. In principle radiative damping could be controlled by the physical properties of the mirror or
by introducing a second cavity above the floating mirror to enhance radiation at particular frequencies.
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Figure 6.4: Steady state parameters of the floating mirror as a function of dimensionless power. There
is some structure in gc and ΩM that is obscured by the scale in the figure. F = 700, Γ = 0.
Before we look at the damping as a function of dimensionless power P˜, let us qualitatively explore
the system by looking at the order of magnitude of the parameters. We see in Fig. 6.4 that for large
enough P˜, −∆ ∼ gc while in comparison, ΩM is negligibly small. For P˜ > 0.001, we are in a parameter
regime where the mirror has a low frequency while it is coupling (gc) at a high frequency to a high
frequency cavity (∆). This means that over one oscillation of the mirror, the coupling averages to zero.
This is far from the case where ΩM = ∆ and there is coherent exchange of excitations in Eq. (6.41).
For P˜ < 0.001 we have −∆ ∼ ΩM , so we have one of the conditions for strong coupling. However,
this occurs for very small frequencies, such that −∆  κ and the dynamics of the problem are highly
damped. Nonetheless, this pseudo-strong coupling regime does manifest itself in the eigenvalues of
Eq. (6.51). We note, however, since ΩM ∝ √g and gc ∝ g 14 , if we change g by accelerating the system
or putting it on a different planet, we could potentially get to a regime where there is strong coupling.
In comparison, in the standard optomechanical case, gc is a linearly proportional to P˜ and ΩM and
∆ are independent of P˜.
6.8.2 Damping
We now plot the real part of the eigenvalues of Eq. (6.51)—which tell us the damping in the eigenstates
(linear combinations of mirror and cavity excitations)—as a function of dimensionless power.
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Figure 6.5: The ‘mirror’ damping as a function of dimensionless power.
In Fig. 6.5 we plot the real part of the first eigenvalue (< (λ1)). If we compare the two figures, we see
that λ1 is dominated by mirror damping for P˜ > 0.001. While there is significant contribution from F
(equivalently κ) at P˜ < 0.001 where we have pseudo-strong coupling, the cavity damping κ is dominant
in this regime (Fig. 6.4). For this reason we have labelled the figure as ‘mirror’ damping. Note that the
damping is positive for Γ = 0 which indicates anti-damping, or heating. This is another manifestation
of the heating discussed before and confirms our conclusion that there can be no stability without
non-zero Γ. We do see an interesting effect where the heating decreases as we go to higher powers.
This is because the mirror and the cavity become more off-resonant at higher powers. Furthermore, we
also see that the heating increases as the finesse increases which corresponds to a decrease in κ and
shift towards stronger coupling. For comparison we plot the imaginary part of the first eigenvalue, that
is, the frequency of the ‘mirror’ mode in Fig. 6.6
Fig. 6.7, plots the real part of the second eigenvalue as a function of dimensionless power. As you
can see by comparing the two figures, the damping is dominated by cavity damping κ or, equivalently,
F, hence we have labelled it ‘cavity’ damping. While it is difficult to see in Fig. 6.7, because there is
some contribution from the mirror damping for P˜ < 0.001, it is also weakly dependent on Γ.
So we see that in the parameters that we have explored do not result in strong coupling. Either the
mirror and the cavity are off-resonant for large powers P˜ or we have −∆ ∼ ΩM but −∆  κ.
6.9 Frequency space solution to linearised equations of motion
We want to find a solution to Eq. (6.50) in the frequency domain. We define our Fourier transforms by
a(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω√
2pi
e−iωta(ω), (6.52)
a†(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω√
2pi
e−iωta†(ω), (6.53)
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Figure 6.6: The ‘mirror’ frequency as a function of dimensionless power.
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Figure 6.7: The ‘cavity’ damping as a function of dimensionless power.
and the corresponding reverse Fourier transforms are
a(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt√
2pi
eiωta(t), (6.54)
a†(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω√
2pi
eiωta†(t). (6.55)
(6.56)
In contrast, the conjugate of the Fourier transform, a(ω)† is defined by
a(ω)† =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω√
2pi
e−iωta†(t) = a†(−ω). (6.57)
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Figure 6.8: The ‘cavity’ frequency as a function of dimensionless power.
Note the placement of the Hermitian conjugate symbol. This is important because of the commutation
relations (assuming the usual
[
a(t), a†(t′)] = δ(t − t′) in free space),[
a(ω), a(ω′)†] = δ (ω − ω′) (6.58)[
a(ω), a†(ω′)] = δ (ω + ω′) . (6.59)
However, the notation of the Fourier transform of the conjugate is useful in solving the coupled
equations but also because, we usually define the quadratures thus,
X±(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt√
2pi
eiωt
1√
2
(
a(t) ± a(t)†
)
(6.60)
=
1√
2
(
a(ω) ± a(−ω)†
)
(6.61)
=
1√
2
(
a(ω) ± a†(ω)
)
. (6.62)
Note that this quadrature actually probes the upper (ω) and lower (−ω) side-bands. Let us note that the
time domain quadratures are Hermitian, from our definition of Fourier transforms, this means that,
X†±(ω) ≡
∫
dteiωt√
2pi
X†±(t) =
∫
dteiωt√
2pi
X±(t) = X±(ω) (6.63)
X±(ω)† ≡
(∫
dteiωt√
2pi
X±(t)
) †
=
∫
dte−iωt√
2pi
X±(t) = X±(−ω). (6.64)
Both notations should be considered when we calculate. For example, when we use the usual
expression,
n(|ω |) = 1
2
[ |X+(ω)|2 + |X−(ω)|2 − δ(0)] (6.65)
=
1
2
(
a(ω)†a(ω) + a(−ω)†a(−ω)
)
. (6.66)
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Thus, in the frequency domain, we find that,
©­­­­­«
b
b†
a
a†
ª®®®®®¬
= T
©­­­­­«
√
Γ bin√
Γ b†in√
κ ain√
κ a†in
ª®®®®®¬
(6.67)
, where
T = (−iωI − A)−1 . (6.68)
From the input-output relations, we have,
aout(ω) = ain(ω) −
√
κ a(ω), (6.69)
bout(ω) = bin(ω) −
√
Γ b(ω). (6.70)
From our solutions we have,
a = T31
√
Γ bin + T32
√
Γ b†in + T33
√
κ ain + T34
√
κ a†in, (6.71)
a† = T41
√
Γ bin + T42
√
Γ b†in + T43
√
κ ain + T44
√
κ a†in, (6.72)
b = T11
√
Γ bin + T12
√
Γ b†in + T13
√
κ ain + T14
√
κ a†in, (6.73)
b† = T21
√
Γ bin + T22
√
Γ b†in + T23
√
κ ain + T24
√
κ a†in (6.74)
and we define our quadratures to be X±a = 1√2
(
a ± a†) which gives us the quadrature for the cavity
X±aout =
1√
2
{
− (T31 ± T41)
√
κΓ bin − (T32 ± T42)
√
κΓ b†in − [κ (T33 ± T43) − 1] ain − [κ (T34 ± T44) ∓ 1] a†in
}
,
(6.75)
and the quadrature for the mirror
X±bout =
1√
2
{
− [Γ (T11 ± T21) − 1] bin − [Γ (T12 ± T22) ∓ 1] b†in − (T13 ± T23)
√
κΓ ain − (T14 ± T24)
√
κΓ a†in
}
.
(6.76)
Let us change notation to keep track of the frequency dependence of our operators. Note that because
X±(ω) = a(ω) ± a(−ω)† = ±X±(−ω)†. This motivates us to define the following functions,
B±aout(ω) = − (T31(ω) ± T41(ω))
√
κΓ , (6.77)
±B±aout(−ω)∗ = − (T32(ω) ± T42(ω))
√
κΓ , (6.78)
A±aout(ω) = − [κ (T33(ω) ± T43(ω)) − 1] , (6.79)
±A±aout(−ω)∗ = − [κ (T34(ω) ± T44(ω)) ∓ 1] , (6.80)
B±bout(ω) = − [Γ (T11 ± T21) − 1] , (6.81)
±B±bout(−ω)∗ = − [Γ (T12 ± T22) ∓ 1] , (6.82)
A±bout(ω) = −
√
κΓ (T13(ω) ± T23(ω)) , (6.83)
±A±bout(−ω)∗ = −
√
κΓ (T14(ω) ± T24(ω)) . (6.84)
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The quadratures may now be defined as
X±aout =
1√
2
{
B±aout(ω)bin(ω) ± B±aout(−ω)∗bin(−ω)† + A±aout(ω)ain(ω) ± A±aout(−ω)∗ain(−ω)†
}
,
(6.85a)
X±bout =
1√
2
{
B±bout(ω)bin(ω) ± B±bout(−ω)∗bin(−ω)† + A±bout(ω)ain(ω) ± A±bout(−ω)∗ain(−ω)†
}
.
(6.85b)
Let us first introduce the notation Xαiout , where α, β, . . . ∈ {+,−} indicate + or − and let i, j, . . . ∈ {a, b}
indicate the mode. Then we can combine the above equations into
Xαiout =
1√
2
{
Bαiout(ω)bin(ω) + αBαiout(−ω)∗bin(−ω)† + Aαiout(ω)ain(ω) + αAαiout(−ω)∗ain(−ω)†
}
. (6.86)
6.9.1 Covariance matrix
It is known that Hamiltonians that are bilinear in creation and annihilation operators preserve and create
Gaussian states.203,204 Gaussian states are quantum states that are described by a Gaussian Wigner
functions which are fully characterised by their covariance matrices. As our linearised Hamiltonian is
bilinear in operators, we will characterise our system using covariance matrices. Covariance matrices
are usually defined from the quadrature operators, however the frequency quadratures that we have
used so far are only Hermitian when there is zero detuning. In the presence of detuning they are not
directly measurable as they are not Hermitian. If we use homodyne detection, what we measure is the
time domain quadratures Xαiout(t). For this section we will suppress the out subscript for legibility. To
get the proper frequency quadratures, we mix-down the time domain quadratures with a cosine205 to
get the symmetric, Hermitian quadrature,
Xα,Ci (ω) =
√
2
pi
∫
dt
cos (ωt)√
2
Xαi (t)
=
1√
2
(
Xαi (ω) + Xαi (−ω)
)
, (6.87)
and the accompanying sine mix-down gives the antisymmetric, Hermitian quadrature,
Xα,Si (ω) =
√
2
pi
∫
dt
sin (ωt)√
2
Xαi (t)
=
−i√
2
(
Xαi (ω) − Xαi (−ω)
)
, (6.88)
which we naturally combine into one expression,
Xα,ℵi (ω) =
1√
2
(ℵXαi (ω) + Xαi (−ω)) , (6.89)
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where ℵ = ±1, Xα,Ci = Xα,+i and Xα,Si = iXα,−i .We now define the Q and P quadratures to be
QCi (ω) =
1√
2
(
X+i (ω) + X+i (−ω)
)
, (6.90)
PCi (ω) =
1√
2
(−iX−i (ω) + (−i)X−i (−ω))
=
−i√
2
(
X−i (ω) + X−i (−ω)
)
, (6.91)
QSi (ω) =
−i√
2
(
X+i (ω) − X+i (−ω)
)
, (6.92)
PSi (ω) =
−i√
2
(−iX−i (ω) − (−i)X−i (−ω))
=
−1√
2
(
X−i (ω) − X−i (−ω)
)
. (6.93)
To simplify notation, we define the vector
Ri(ω) =
©­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­«
QCb (ω)
PCb (ω)
QSb(ω)
PSb (ω)
QCa (ω)
PCa (ω)
QSa(ω)
PSa (ω)
ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬
(6.94)
from which we define the (real and symmetric) covariance matrix
σi j(ω) = 12
〈
Ri(ω)Rj(ω) + Rj(ω)Ri(ω)
〉 − 〈Ri(ω)〉 〈Rj(ω)〉 . (6.95)
Let us now consider the case of an input vacuum. Note from the structure of Eq. (6.85), that
〈0 | Ri | 0〉 = 0. Because the matrix is symmetric, the general form of the covariance matrix is given by,
σ =
(
σb σupper
σTupper σa
)
, (6.96)
where σb and σa are symmetric submatrices of the mirror and cavity whose cross-correlations are
given by σupper. The submatrix for b is,
σb =
〈
0

©­­­­­­­«
QCbQ
C
b
1
2
(
QCb P
C
b + P
C
b Q
C
b
)
1
2
(
QCbQ
S
b +Q
S
bQ
C
b
)
1
2
(
QCb P
S
b + P
S
bQ
C
b
)
PCb P
C
b
1
2
(
PCb Q
S
b +Q
S
bP
C
b
)
1
2
(
PCb P
S
b + P
S
bP
C
b
)
QSbQ
S
b
1
2
(
QSbP
S
b + P
S
bQ
S
b
)
PSbP
S
b
ª®®®®®®®¬

0
〉
, (6.97)
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while the submatrix for a is,
σa =
〈
0

©­­­­­«
QCaQ
C
a
1
2
(
QCa P
C
a + P
C
a Q
C
a
) 1
2
(
QCaQ
S
a +Q
S
aQ
C
a
) 1
2
(
QCa P
S
a + P
S
aQ
C
a
)
PCa P
C
a
1
2
(
PCa Q
S
a +Q
S
aP
C
a
) 1
2
(
PCa P
S
a + P
S
aP
C
a
)
QSaQ
S
a
1
2
(
QSaP
S
a + P
S
aQ
S
a
)
PSaP
S
a
ª®®®®®¬
 0
〉
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The upper right matrix is
σupper =
1
2
〈
0

©­­­­­«
QCbQ
C
a +Q
C
aQ
C
b Q
C
b P
C
a + P
C
a Q
C
b Q
C
bQ
S
a +Q
S
aQ
C
b Q
C
b P
S
a + P
S
aQ
C
b
PCb Q
C
a +Q
C
a P
C
b P
C
b P
C
a + P
C
a P
C
b P
C
b Q
S
a +Q
S
aP
C
b P
C
b P
S
a + P
S
aP
C
b
QSbQ
C
a +Q
C
aQ
S
b Q
S
bP
C
a + P
C
a Q
S
b Q
S
bQ
S
a +Q
S
aQ
S
b Q
S
bP
S
a + P
S
aQ
S
b
PSbQ
C
a +Q
C
a P
S
b P
S
bP
C
a + P
C
a P
S
b P
S
bQ
S
a +Q
S
aP
S
b P
S
bP
S
a + P
S
aP
S
b
ª®®®®®¬
 0
〉
. (6.99)
Let us construct the matrix elements step by step. Firstly, the matrix elements are—modulo factors of
−i—composed of,
1
2
〈
Xα,ℵiout (ω)X
β,i
jout
(ω) + X β,ijout (ω)X
α,ℵ
iout
(ω)
〉
(6.100)
=
1
2

i12
〈
Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω) + X βjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
+ i12
〈
Xαiout(−ω)X
β
jout
(ω) + X βjout(−ω)Xαiout(ω)
〉
, ℵ = i
i12
〈
−Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω) + X βjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
+ i12
〈
Xαiout(−ω)X
β
jout
(ω) − X βjout(−ω)Xαiout(ω)
〉
, ℵ = −i
.
(6.101)
We can now calculate the brakets inside, where we find that,
1
2
〈
Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω) + X βjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
=
1
2

β<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = β
iβ=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = −β
,
(6.102)
1
2
〈
Xαiout(ω)X
β
jout
(−ω) − X βjout(ω)Xαiout(−ω)
〉
=
1
2

iβ=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = β
β<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
δ(0), α = −β
.
(6.103)
This then gives us,
1
2
〈
Xα,ℵiout (ω)X
β,i
jout
(ω) + X β,ijout (ω)X
α,ℵ
iout
(ω)
〉
(6.104)
=
1
4

{
βi<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
+ (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0), α = β,ℵ = i{
iβi=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
+ (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0), α = −β,ℵ = i{
−iβi=
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
− (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0), α = β,ℵ = −i{
−βi<
[
Bαiout(ω)B
β
jout
(ω)∗ + Aαiout(ω)A
β
jout
(ω)∗
]
− (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0), α = −β,ℵ = −i
.
(6.105)
(ω→ −ω) is taken to mean the previous term with ω replaced with −ω. The actual matrix elements
are listed in Chapter 8 with the factors of −i restored.
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6.9.2 Entropy of entanglement
For a bipartite pure Gaussian state, the Rényi-2 entropy of entanglement is defined as,204
E2 (σa:b) = 12 log2 [det (2σa)] (6.106)
=
1
2
log2 [det (2σb)] . (6.107)
This characterises the entanglement between the two subsystems, a and b. Using our expressions for
an input vacuum state, we can see the entanglement in Fig. 6.9. As we noted before, at larger P˜ the
coupling strength decreases; this is manifested in the decreasing entanglement at larger P˜. Furthermore,
we see the maximum entanglement is at the peaks which are located at mirror frequency and decreases
away from it. While we have strong entanglement between the mirror and the cavity, our simple theory
does not provide for an easy way to access the mirror output. This could be remedied through additional
interactions with the mirror. Earlier we suggested that a second cavity could be used to enhance mirror
damping at certain frequencies, such a system has been show to transfer the entanglement between the
cavity and mirror to entanglement between two cavities206. We also note the result of Vanner et al.
where mechanical state tomography has been shown to ‘cool-by-measurement’.207 Thus, accessing the
mechanical state through additional interaction with the mirror could be useful in both controlling
mirror damping and transfer of entanglement.
(a) Density plot of the entropy of entanglement.
(b) 3D plot of the entropy of entanglement.
Figure 6.9: Entropy of entanglement between the mirror and the cavity. Note that there is a change in
behaviour at P˜ ≈ 0.0005 where the steady state solution goes from imaginary to real. Around this point
there are also sharp spikes which are due to numerical error. The peaks of the entanglement at a given
P˜ is at the mirror oscillation frequency. ω is in units of radians per second, κ = 1.35 × 107 rad s−1 and
Γ = 1 × 104 rad s−1
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6.9.3 Diagonalisation of the Covariance matrix
For a given ω and steady state parameters, the submatrices σa and σb have off-diagonal terms.
These off-diagonal terms indicate coupling between the symmetric and antisymmetric (cosine and
sine) side-bands. While it is difficult to derive an closed-form expression, the two matrices can be
independently diagonalised leading to two independent side-bands formed from linear combinations of
the symmetric and antisymmetric side-bands. This leads to a covariance matrix with diagonal blocks
σb,D and σa,D given by,(
σb,D σupper,D
σTupper,D σa,D
)
=
(
U−1 0
0 V−1
) (
σb σupper
σTupper σa
) (
U 0
0 V
)
(6.108)
=
(
U−1 0
0 V−1
) (
σbU σupperV
σTupperU σaV
)
(6.109)
=
(
UTσbU UTσupperV
VTσTupperU V
TσaV
)
(6.110)
With σb,D (σa,D) being the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of σb (σa) and U (V) consisting of columns
that are the right eigenvectors of σb (σa). Because the covariance matrix is real and symmetric the
inverse of U and V is equal to their transpose, i.e., U−1 = UT and V−1 = VT . In this basis, the entropy
is simply the logarithm of the product of the eigenvalues of σb or σa, E2 = 12 log2
[
det
(
2σa,D
) ]
.
6.9.4 Quadrature variances
(a) 3D plot of the variance of QC/Sa . (b) 3D plot of the variance of PC/Sa .
Figure 6.10: 3D plots of the variance of cavity Q and P quadratures with Γ = 1 × 104 rad s−1, F = 700.
The central location of the peaks is of a similar order to the mirror frequency.
Now let us consider the variance of the quadrature variances of a and b. We do not need to consider
the cosine and sine quadratures separately, as can been seen in Chapter 8, the variance of the cosine
quadratures are the same as the sine quadratures. While not as obvious as the entropy of entanglement
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(a) 3D plot of the variance of QC/S
b
.
(b) 3D plot of the variance of PC/S
b
.
Figure 6.11: 3D plots of the variance of mirrorQ and P quadratures with Γ = 1 × 104 rad s−1, F = 700.
The central location of the peaks is of a similar order to the mirror frequency.
plot, as was the case before, the central location of the peaks in Fig. 6.10 are approximately located
at the mirror frequency for a given P˜ and its behaviour tracks the mirror frequency’s behaviour. In
Fig. 6.11 (a) and (b), we can see that the variance of Qb dip below 12 which indicates squeezing. The
maximum squeezing is seen at some linear combination of the cosine and sine quadratures and given
by the eigenvalues of σb. However, for our particular parameters, the detuning is small so while there
is some coupling between the cosine and sine quadratures, there is less than 0.1% difference between
our plots and the maximum squeezing.
6.10 Conclusion
In the floating mirror, the acceleration of the mirror is due to a quantum source. From the close
relationship between gravity and acceleration, the study of the noise in the acceleration could conceivably
be understood as quantum noise from a quantum source of gravity. This was initially the motivation of
the research, but the understanding of the dynamics of the floating mirror proved to be more complex
than initially thought. We have seen how the floating mirror behaves for some table top experimental
parameters. The mirror is only stable for blue detuning which necessitates damping on the mirror.
For accelerations/gravity on earth g = 9.8ms−2, the cavity frequency is much larger than the mirror’s
frequency (−∆  ΩM) which means ‘weak’ coupling between the cavity and the mirror. We also
found that ΩM ∝ √g , consequently, with large accelerations, it is possible that we could reach a
regime where ∆ ∼ ΩM . Despite the ‘weak’ coupling, we found entanglement between the output of
the mirror and cavity and characterised it with the Rényi entropy of entanglement, finding maximal
entanglement at the frequency of the mirror. Our study of the quadratures of the system found the
presence of squeezing in the output position of the mirror.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
Through our exploration of Quantum Field Theory on Curved Spacetime, we have seen how particles
and vacuums are fundamentally observer dependent and how an infinite number quantisation methods
leads to the problem of unitary inequivalence. While QFTCS has predicted novel physics such as
Hawking radiation and helped illuminate the essential and inessential features of QFT, it has left us with
more questions than answers. The black hole information paradox is a clear case of the limitation of
our analysis, not only do we lack a formalised theory of backreaction—being often treated in an ad-hoc
manner—the very formalism of modes implies a global structure and our lack of a unique vacuum state
to understand the dynamics greatly hinders any quantitative prediction. While the problem remains
unresolved, the arguments from the firewall and unitary inequivalence prompted us to propose that an
initial vacuum state around a collapsing black hole evolves into a modified Boulware vacuum state.
In Chapter 3, we see that our black hole field theory has firewall as predicted by Almheiri et al. In
addition to addressing the information paradox that the firewall argument makes, we have seen how the
proposal also avoids the problem of unitary inequivalence between the Boulware vacuum and Unruh
vacuum. While we characterised our firewall, we note that it results from a UV cutoff representing our
ignorance of high energy physics. It is entirely possible that a future theory of quantum fields around
black holes might significantly modify Hawking radiation and remove the need for a firewall entirely.
Despite how the firewall illuminates the limitations, of QFTCS, it continues to surprise. While
the creation of particles by black holes and colliding gravitational waves has long been known to
cause particle creation, none of them have been so far observable. In Chapter 4, we saw how particles
cannot be created by linear gravitational waves on flat spacetime through a Feynman diagrams and
summarised our discovery that quasi-normal modes (damped gravitational waves around a ringing
black hole) couple with a scalar field to produce particles for a faraway observer. The quasi-normal
modes act as a multi-mode squeezing Hamiltonian which act on an arbitrary initial state to produce
particles. With the detection of merging black holes, our discovery could have major implications for
the current detection and understanding of black hole mergers.
While there is physics left to discover within QFTCS, it is clear that we must go beyond it. The
nascent attempts by string theory and loop quantum gravity to build a new foundation have proven to be
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conceptually intriguing, but computationally intractable. The field of relativistic quantum information
has taken another tack, building on and extending from the solid foundations of quantum physics and
general relativity. In particular, the process matrix formalism attempts to extend quantum physics to
processes with no causal order. Unfortunately, we found in Chapter 5 that it seems to be incomplete.
The problem of localisation in QFT means concepts such as closed labs and ‘particles’ need to be
carefully defined in QFT and that leads to a major difficulty in constructing background-independent
definition of causal relations in QFT.
We investigated the dynamics of a laser-floated mirror in Chapter 6, looking for an analogy between
a quantum source of acceleration and gravity. The initial idea was to consider a quantum source of
gravity and thereby study feedback effects that QFTCS excludes. The physics of the floating mirror
proved to be richer than previously expected. The mirror is only stable when it is blue detuned: that
is when the steady state solution is such that the coupling between the mirror and the cavity leads
to ‘heating’ of the mirror. While according to optomechanical theory, the different frequency of the
mirror and the cavity would imply weak coupling, under realistic laboratory parameters we find there
is significant (14-20 ebit) entanglement between the output of the mirror and the cavity.
In seeking to use QFTCS to understand the deeper principles required in a quantum theory of
gravity, we have seen the limits of QFTCS. It is clear that QFTCS must be extended and modified to
understand these problems. Whether by extending quantum physics to no situations with no causal
order or by studying the floating mirrors, relativistic quantum information holds great promise in
introducing new techniques and perspectives to understanding the intersection of quantum physics and
gravity.
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Chapter 8
Floating Mirror covariance matrix elements
For brevity, Eq. (6.105) had extremely compressed notation. By design, the notational excluded factors
of i in the sine quadratures and the P quadratures. In this appendix, I have restored the factors of i and
explicitly written the covariance matrix elements down.
1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)QCjout(ω) +QCjout(ω)QCiout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)QSjout(ω) +QSjout(ω)QSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
<
[
B+iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ + A+iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗
]
+ (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.1)
1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)QSjout(ω) +QSjout(ω)QCiout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)QCjout(ω) +QCjout(ω)QSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
−=
[
B+iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ + A+iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗
]
− (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.2)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)PCjout(ω) + PCjout(ω)PCiout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)PSjout(ω) + PSjout(ω)PSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
<
[
B−iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ + A−iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗
]
+ (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.3)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)PSjout(ω) + PSjout(ω)PCiout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)PCjout(ω) + PCjout(ω)PSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
−=
[
B−iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ + A−iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗
]
− (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.4)
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1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)PCjout(ω) + PCjout(ω)QCiout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)PSjout(ω) + PSjout(ω)QSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
−=
[
B+iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ + A+iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗
]
+ (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.5)
1
2
〈
QCiout(ω)PSjout(ω) + PSjout(ω)QCiout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
QSiout(ω)PCjout(ω) + PCjout(ω)QSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
−<
[
B+iout(ω)B−jout(ω)∗ + A+iout(ω)A−jout(ω)∗
]
− (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.6)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)QCjout(ω) +QCjout(ω)PCiout(ω)
〉
=
1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)QSjout(ω) +QSjout(ω)PSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
=
[
B−iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ + A−iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗
]
+ (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.7)
1
2
〈
PCiout(ω)QSjout(ω) +QSjout(ω)PCiout(ω)
〉
= −1
2
〈
PSiout(ω)QCjout(ω) +QCjout(ω)PSiout(ω)
〉
=
1
4
{
<
[
B−iout(ω)B+jout(ω)∗ + A−iout(ω)A+jout(ω)∗
]
− (ω→ −ω)
}
δ(0) (8.8)
To our fellow citizens
Who, for love of truth,
Take from their own wants
By taxes and gifts,
And now and then send forth
One of themselves
As dedicated servant,
To forward the search
Into the mysteries and marvelous simplicities
Of this strange and beautiful Universe,
Our home.
Charles Misner, Kip Thorne and John Wheeler,
Gravitation 1st edition (W. H. Freeman, San Francisco, Sept. 1973)
